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COLLEGE CALENDAR. 
1921. 
School opens Wednesday, September 7. 
Entrance and Deficiency Examinations September 7-10. 
Registration and Payment of Fees, September 7-10. 
Recitation Begins September 12. 
National Holiday, Thanksgiving, November 25. 
First Quarter Test 7-8. 
Second Quarter Begins November 9. 
Christmas Holiday, December 25. 
1922. 
Holiday, New Year, January 2. 
Examinations, 4-5-6. 
First Semester Ends, January 6. 
Holiday, Washington's Birthday and Arbor Day, February 22. 
Third Quarter Tests, January 2-3. 
Fourth Quarter Begins March 6. 
San Jacinto Day April 21. 
Final Payment of Fees, May 1. 
Final Examination, May 3-5. 
Alumni Reunion, May 13. 
Commencement Day, May 15. 
Summer Session, June 7-August 11. 
Farmers' Congress and Training Course, August 8-9-10. 
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IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS. 
The attention of prospective students is directed to the fol­
lowing important matters contained in this catalogue: 
1. Please read carefully "Requirements for Admission." 
2. See the College Calendar. 
^ 3. An estimate of the expenses may be found under gen­
eral expenses. The prospective student should read this care­
fully. 
4. A student will find under the Courses of Study an out­
line of the work required for graduation. 
5. To be admitted to any examination, each student is re­
quired to present a receipt from the Treasurer showing that all 
fees have been paid up to date. 
6. No student is permitted to make a deposit for certificate 
or diploma until all other fees have been paid. 
7. Old and new students planning to enroll should first 
write the registrar requesting an application blank to make ap­
plication for entrance before coming to this College. 
8. Students are required to use the same edition of text­
books as adopted by the Committee on Text-books. These text 
books should be purchased after arrival at the College. 
9. All students are required to present health certificates on 
entrance to the sanitary officer of the college. 
10. On registering all students are required to present rec­
ommendation from school last attended or substantial citizens 
DAILY ROUTINE. 
Students arise at 6 a. m. Breakfast at from 7 to 7-45 a m 
Clean rooms from 7:30 to 8:00 a. m. Pass to class rooms at 8 -15 
a. m. Chapel from 11:45 to 12:15. 
The morning is divided into four recitation periods of fifty 
minutes each, in which is included two industrial periods of a 
hundred minutes for the Academic students. 
Dinner 12:30. 
The afternoon is divided into four recitation periods of fifty 
minutes each, and includes two industrial periods of one hun-
dred minutes each for the College Students. 
Supper at 5:30 p. m. 
Study hour from 7 to 9:45 p. m. Retiring bell at 10 p. m. 
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College was 
organized under an act to provide for the organization and sup­
port of a normal school at Prairie View, Waller county, Texas, 
for the preparation and training of colored teachers. This act 
was approved by Governor Oran M. Roberts, April 19, 1879. 
This institution is given recognition in an act of Congress 
passed in 1890 for the further endowment of Agricultural Col­
leges and known as a Second Morrill act. The provision of that 
act under which the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial 
College receives financial benefit reads as follows: 
Provided, That no money shall be paid out under this act to 
any State or territory for the support and maintenance of a col­
lege where a distinction of race or color is made in the admission 
of students, but the establishment and maintenance of such col­
leges separately for white and colored students shall be held to be 
in compliance with the provisions of this act if the funds received 
in such State or Territory be equitably divided as hereinafter set 
forth: Provided, That in any state in which there has been one 
college established in pursuance of the act of July 2, 1862, and 
also in which an educational institution of like character has been 
established, or may be hereafter established, and is now aided by 
such State from its own revenue, for the education of colored 
students in agriculture and the mechanic arts, however named 
or styled, or whether or not it has received money heretofore un­
der the act to which this act is an amendment, the Legislature 
of such State may propose and report to the Secretary of the 
Interior a just and equitable division of the fund to be received 
under this act, between one college for white students and one 
institution for colored students, established as aforesaid, which 
shall be divided into two parts, and paid accordingly, and there­
upon such institution for colored students shall be entitled to the 
benefits of this act and subject to its provisions, as much as it 
would have been if it had been included under the act of 1862, 
and the fulfillment of the foregoing provisions shall be taken as a 
compliance with the provision in reference to separate colleges 
for white and colored students. 
OBJECT OF THE COLLEGE. 
The object of the College is set forth in Article 2722 of the 
Revised Civil Statutes (Edition of 1911) as follows: 
"Art. 2722. Four years' course of studies to be maintained. 
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—There shall be maintained a four-year college course of classi­
cal and scientific studies at said college, to which graduates of the 
normal course shall be admitted without examination and to 
which the others may be admitted after having passed a satis­
factory examination in the branches comprised in the normal 
course; provided, that no State student shall be admitted to the 
privileges of said course; and, provided, further, that the diploma 
conferred on the completion of the said course shall entitle the 
holder without other or further examination to teach in any of 
the colored public free schools of the State." (Act. 1901, p. 35) . 
GOVERNMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is a 
branch of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas and 
is under the control of the Board of Directors and President of 
that College. The Board of Directors elect a Principal and Fac­
ulty, to whom are entrusted the work of administration and in­
struction. It is the duty of the Principal to exercise immediate 
supervision and direction subject to the regulations and restric­
tions imposed by the Board of Directors. 
Articles 2781 and 2720 of the Revised Civil Statutes (edition 
of 1911) defines the government of the institution as follows: 
"The normal school for colored teachers at Prairie View shall 
be under control and supervision of the Board of Directors of the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, and said Board of Directors 
shall in all respects have the same powers and perform the same 
duties in reference to this College as they are clothed with in 
reference to the Agricultural and Mechanical College, located in 
Brazos county. 
. Said Board shall appoint a principal teacher and such 
assistant teacher or teachers of said school and such other offi­
cers of said school as may be necessary, and shall make such 
rules, by-laws and regulations for the government of said school 
as they may deem necessary and proper, and shall regulate the 
course of study and the manner of performing labor to be per­
formed by the students, and shall provide for the board and 
lodging and instruction to the students, without pecuniary charge 
to them other than that each student shall be required to pay 
cost of said board, lodging and instruction, monthly, in advance • 
and said Board of Directors shall regulate the course of discipline 
necessary to enforce the faithful discharge of the duties of all of 
fleers, teachers, students and employes of said school, and shfill 
have the same printed and circulated for the benefit of the pejo-
P'e of the State and officers, teachers, students and employes /of 
said school." I 
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SPECIAL FINANCIAL RULING. 
Pay days are from the first to fourth of each month; all 
accounts which would fall due during the month are payable at 
the first of the month. If an account is not paid on or before the 
expiration of the fourth day of the month in which it is due a fee 
of 50 cents will be added. All payments must be made for a full 
month. 
DISCIPLINE. 
The isolation of the College enables the authorities to exer­
cise effective oversight over the student body. The object of dis­
cipline is to secure the best conditions for scholarship, and moral 
conduct and no more restraint is exercised than is required to 
meet these ends. 
The immediate supervision of the young women of the insti­
tution is intrusted to a Dean of Women, whose duty it is to see 
that the conduct of the young women, and personal habits, man­
ners, modes of dress and habits of study conform to correct 
standards. 
The discipline of the male students shall be in the hands of 
the Discipline Committee, consisting of the Dean of Men as chair­
man, and three other male teachers who shall have entire juris­
diction in all matters of discipline. The committee shall report 
all its findings and actions to the Principal, who shall have the 
power to approve or disapprove the findings and actions of the 
committee in whole, or in part, and to remit or mitigate the pun­
ishment assessed. In minor matters, the committee may dele­
gate exclusive authority to the Principal, and Dean. In most 
cases not requiring suspension, the Dean may exercise authority. 
No student is allowed to leave the campus without first 
securing a permit. This permit must be addressed to the Prin­
cipal through either the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men, 
and when recommended by the Dean of Women or Dean of Men, 
it must be finally approved by the Principal of the College. The 
permit must state the reason for absence and the date and hour 
of departure and return. 
For improper conduct or failure to attend classes, a student 
may at any time be required to withdraw from the College. 
Cases of discipline will be considered by the Discipline Com-
mitttee, but no student will be required to withdraw from the Col­
lege until a written report of the Discipline Committtee, recom­
mending dismissal is approved by the Principal. 
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LOCATION. 
The College is located.one mile north of Prairie View in Wal­
ler County on a beautiful hill that gives a commanding view of 
the surrounding country. The Houston & Texas Central Railroad 
passes within one mile of the College Campus. The town of 
Hempstead is five miles away, but students and visitors are ad­
vised to purchase their tickets for Prairie View, which is the 
nearest station to the College. Students are advised to take trains 
arriving in the daytime. 
POSTOFFICE. 
Prairie View is a money order postoffice. Prairie View is 
provided with telephone, telegraph and express offices. 
LOCAL GOVERNING BODIES. 
Council of Administration. 
The Council of Administration is composed of the Principal, 
the Deans, Heads of the Divisions of the College, the Registrar, 
Treasurer, Health Officer, Faculty Representative. It has juris­
diction over the external policy of the Institution; it meets bi­
weekly. 
Faculty. 
The Faculty is composed of the Principal, Heads of the Di­
visions of College and of the Departments, associate and assist­
ant professors. It has charge of matters relating to class room 
work and general instruction. Its meetings are weekly. 
Discipline Committee. 
The Dean of Men and Dean of Women are chairmen of their 
respective committees of discipline, members of which are ap­
pointed by the Principal. These two committees have charge 
of the discipline of the students and may punish, suspend or ex­
pel students for reason of discipline subject to the approval of the 
Principal. It meets weekly. 
Committee on Religious Matters. 
The Chaplain is chairman of the committee on religious 
activities which is composed of the Principal, Sunday School 
Superintendent, Musical Director and the heads of the Christian 
societies of the school. This committee has control of the Chapel 
services and other religious meetings. It meets on call of the 
Chaplain. 
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TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations are given to determine location of students 
in proper classes when not otherwise located. 
Teachers are requested to give monthly tests to assist in de­
termining the proficiency of students. The monthly standing of 
each pupil is found by taking an average of his daily recitation 
and combining it with the monthly test in the ratio of three to 
one. 
For semester standing, the average monthly standing is com­
bined with the mark of the semester examination in the ratio of 
two to one. 
All grades below 60 are failures; grades between 60 and 70 
are conditions which if not raised by examination before the work 
is again regularly offered become failures automatically and ne­
cessitate repeating in class. 
CLOTHING. 
Young Women. 
Clothing should be neat, sensible and suitable. 
The use of jewelry, silks, chiffons, georgettes, velvets, and 
silk hose will not be allowed. 
The Navy Blue Uniform and the Navy Blue Mortar Board 
Cap, plain, white, washable waists which can be easily laundered 
dark underskirts and a sensible underwear of durable material are 
the articles which should constitute the wardrobe of the vountr 
woman in school. 
All young women will be required to dress as the season de­
mands ; this applies particularly to underwear. Parents can help 
m this matter by supplying the clothing appropriate to the sea­
son. 
Each girl should provide herself with an umbrella, rain coat 
rubbers and a heavy overcoat. Avoid bright colors and plaids in 
coats. ONLY SHOES WITH COMMON SENSE HEELS will be 
allowed. Parents are asked not to send clothing unless the re­
quest by the pupil has been approved by the Dean of Women. 
All are expected to bring with them, towels, blankets, sheets, 
pillow-cases, quilts, and a counterpane. Dresser and table covers 
and sash curtains are desirable accessories for the room. 
Mothers and guardians are invited to correspond with the 
Dean of Women on all matters which pertain to the health and 
welfare of the girls. Purely business matters are to be trans­
acted with the Principal. 
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Young Men. 
The committee on uniforms for young men has ruled that the 
young men's uniform will be ordered purchased from the school, 
and will consist of a "Soldier Uniform Complete." The cost of 
the uniform will be $21.45, and the money for same must be de­
posited on entrance, along with the usual fee. Special conces­
sions are possible, from the U. S. Government, when "Commuta­
tion" for those purchased may reimburse students. No student 
will be admitted to enrollment and class work until the deposit for 
the uniform has been made with the Treasurer. 
TIME OF ENTERING SCHOOL. 
To receive full credit for the year's work, students must enter 
not later than ten days from the opening day. Those entering 
later will receive credit from the following quarter. All students 
are expected to remain in school the whole school year. 
For catalogues, transcripts of grades, class standing and all 
information concerning enrollment, grades, delinquencies, etc., 
address: The Registrar, Miss Mary L. Jones, Prairie View, 
Texas. 
For information concerning work of the College, courses, 
curricula, affiliation of schools, etc., address: The Dean of the 
College, J. R. Reynolds, Prairie View, Texas. 
Each student is required to bring among his credentials a let­
ter of recommendation signed by his principal or president; in 
case this is not possible, the applicant must bring a letter signed 
by three reputable citizens. 
Age.—Any person 16 years of age may be admitted. 
EXPENSES. 
Tuition is free to all students; the following fees are required 
of all students, subject to change: 
Women: To be paid on entrance: 
Registration fee $ 5.00 
Trust fund 5.00 
Medical and Sanitation fee 6.00 
Lecture and Entertainment fee 3.00 
Uniform with cap at cost not over 18.00 
First month's board 18.00 
Total $55.00 
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Men: To be paid on entrance: 
Registration fee $ 5.00 
Trust fund 5.00 
Medical and Sanitation fee 6.00 
Lecture and Entertainment fee 3.00 
U. S. Army Uniform 21.45 
First month's board i 18.00 
Total $58.45 
TRUST FUND FOR ALL BOARDING STUDENTS. 
The trust fund is to pay for property damaged or destroyed, 
and will be returned to the parent if there is no charge of this 
kind against the student, or if he is not otherwise indebted to the 
college. If charges amounting to fifty per cent of the trust fund 
deposit are made against the student during the session, he will be 
required to make an additional deposit covering the total charges 
made against him. 
Board for each successive month, payable strictly in advance, 
is $18. A student failing to meet dues promptly will be subject to 
suspension. The parent will be notified when a student becomes 
delinquent in his account and if this delinquency is not immedi­
ately met the student will be asked to withdraw. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACADEMY. 
(1) How Admitted.—All students are admitted on the 
standard high school unit as far as possible. 
(2) A Unit—A unit is considered a years work—160 recita­
tions of 40 or 45 minutes each in an accredited High school. 
(3) Accredited High Schools.—Accredited High Schools 
are those approved by the Department of Education at Austin. 
, (4) .Credits.—These credits must be properly certified to 
by the Principals, Superintendents or President. Only completed 
work will be considered. 
1. Admission to the Junior Academy. 
(a) A student bringing credits showing the completion of 
the ninth grade of an approved high school or 7 units, may be 
admitted to the Junior Academy without examination. 
(b) By Certificate.—A person without credentials or a 
valid State certificate may be admitted to the Junior Academy by 
passing an examination in elementary algebra and composition. 
(c) By Examination.—A person without credentials imy 
be admitted to the Junior Academy by passing an examination in 
the following seven high school units:—Algebra 1 or 2; English 
2; History 1 or 2; and electives enough to make seven. 
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2. Admission to Senior Academy. 
(a) Any person presenting credentials showing that he has 
satisfactorily completed the tenth grade of an accredited high 
school, or 11 units, may be admitted to the Senior Academy class 
without examination. 
(b) A first grade State certificate admits to the Senior 
Academy class. 
(c) By examination.—Applicants without Credentials must 
pass examination in the following high school units: Algebra 2; 




English 101 1 
Algebra 101 1 
Agriculture 101 1 
General Science 101 1 
Education 101 14 
SENIOR. 
Units 
English 201 1 
Physics 201 % 
Chemistry 201 Vz 
Plane Geometry 201 1 
General History 201 1 
Education 201 14 
CERTIFICATION. 
Persons finishing our Junior Academy will receive a second 
grade certificate good for 4 years. Those finishing the Senior 
Academy, a first grade good for six years. 
Those finishing Freshman College will receive the same cer­
tification as Senior Academy; those finishing Sophomore will re­
ceive a First Grade Certificate good for seven years; those fin­
ishing Junior College a State Permanent Certificate; those fin­
ishing Senior College a Diploma and the Degree Bachelor of 
Science. 
No person will receive a Permanent State Certificate who has 
not done a minimum of One Year Resident Work at the College; 
persons doing one semester of advanced work may receive a cer­
tificate of the next lower grade. 
Pupils from other approved Normals and Colleges, after fill­
ing the entrance requirements will be given advanced standing-
according to the additional units furnished up to the Senior year. 
IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS. 
Any students applying for admission after the semester's 
work has begun may be admitted conditionally, and if his class 
work after two week's trial shows that he is unable to keep up 
with the work, he may be assigned to a lower grade. All back 
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work must be made up before any certificate or diploma is 
granted. 
To obtain a certificate of any grade, a student must have 
attended a minimum time of one semester and satisfactorily com­
pleted the required courses. 
To obtain a diploma a student must satisfactorily complete 
the course of study undertaken and shall have attended at least 
two semesters in the Senior year. 
Parents are earnestly requested to send money for students' 
accounts directly to R. L. Isaacs, Treasurer, Prairie View, Wal­
ler County, Texas. Money should be sent by registered mail or 
express money order, or by bank money order or draft. Per­
sonal checks will only be accepted for collection. 
Students should come to the College with sufficient funds to 
pay all fees for one month in advance and with sufficient addi­
tional money to cover cost of books, stationery and incidentals 
The Board of Directors have established a College Exchange on 
the west side of the campus where students can purchase books, 
stationery and supplies at reasonable prices. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COLLEGE. 
Persons from other colleges applying for advanced standing 
based on the work done in another college must bring a tran­
script of their secondary or preparatory work as well as work 
done in college. 
(a) Applicants for admission to the freshman class must 
bring 15 units for full admission; for conditional admittance 
121/2 units must be offered, the other two and a half must be made 
up by class work or examination. 
Following is the way these units may be obtained: 
(1) By certificate of graduation from an accredited High 
School. 
(2) By examination. 
(3) By completing the work of the Senior Academy. 
(4) By permanent State Certificate. 
(b) There are seven of these units which are required or 
specified and eight elective. 
The eight elective units may bg_selected from the following: 
Ancient History l Phvsics i 









Physiology . Vz 





Physiology and Hygiene 
English History y2 
Agriculture 1 or 2 Trigonometry iZ 
Chemistry 1 
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The following admission Credits are allowed on State Cer­
tificates : 
( a )  S e c o n d  G r a d e  C e r t i f i c a t e :  
English 1 
History Vz 
Physiology and Hygiene Vz 
Management Vz 









Two or more years teaching. . . . 1 
Total units 5 
American History 1 
M. M. History 1 
Physical Geography Vz 
Physiology and Hygiene Vz 
Agriculture Vz 
PERMANENT CERTIFICATE. 
English 4 Physiology and Hygiene Vz 
History IVz Agriculture V2 
Mathematics 4 Management Vz 
Civics V2 Psycholdgy V2 
Bookkeeping Vz Unspecified Vz 
Teaching 1 
Total 15 
Permanent Primary Certificate.—Built on 1st, 131/2; built 
on 2nd, 91/2. 
Built Upon a Second Grade.—The 5 units allowed on the 
Second Grade Certificate and the following units: 
English 3 Physical Geography Vz 
Psychology V2 Civics Vz 
Total 9V2 units 
Built Upon a First Grade Certificate: The 12 units allowed 
on the First Grade and the following: 
English 1 Psychology V2 
Total 13 Vz units 
THE COLLEGE UNIT. 
The college unit is the standard unit of American Colleges 
and represents ONE RECITATION PER WEEK FOR ONE 
SEMESTER; this recitation embracing 50 net minutes of class 
room work based upon two hours preparation of the lesson. 120 
units is the minimum amount of work required for graduation in 
the Division of Education; 144 in the Division of Mechanic Arts; 
144 in the Division of Agriculture; 128 in the Division of Home 
Economics. 
Not more than 8* units of work will be permitted during the 
*Division of Education. 
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Summer School which may consist of a full semester's work in 
one-half of the number of subjects carried for a full semester; the 
remaining subjects may be completed in the regular session or in 
the summer session. 
All persons carrying a course in the Division of Education 
will be required to carry a major in education; a second major 
may be carried in some special subject such as Language, History 
and Economics, Mathematics, Science. 
A major is equivalent to four courses or 24 units or semester 
hours. 
DIVISIONS OF THE COLLEGE. 
There are four Divisions of the College: Education, Agricul­
ture, Mechanic Arts, and Home Economics. 
A Diploma and the Degree of Bachelor of Science are given 
at the completion of any course. 
THE DIVISION OF EDUCATION. 
This Division is designed to give such training as will enable 
those finishing in it to fill in a creditable manner any position in 
the public school system for which they show adaptability. 
Persons who desire to fit themselves for general education 
work such as Principals of city and rural High Schools will take 
the course as outlined below; those who wish to prepare them­
selves for special work in the High School such as professor of 
Science, of History, of Mathematics or of Languages, will select 
sufficient electives to give them a second major in the work of 
their especial choice. 
COURSE IN EDUCATION. 
FRESHMAN JUNIOR 
Units Unit's 
English 301, 302 6 English 501, 502 . . 6 
Psychology 301 3 Principles of Education 501' '. ! ! ' 3 
Method m Education 302 3 Neurology 502 3 
College Algebra 301 3 Practice Teaching 501 5 
*Phys. & Hyg. 301, 302 8 "Spanish 501, 502 ^ ^ ' g 
•Spanish 301, 302 8 Music and Drawing 501, 502 4 
31 29 
SOPHOMORE SENIOR 
English 401, 402 6 High School Mang. 601, 602. . 6 
• i MOry of Education 401, 402... 4% Practice Teach.ng 601 5 
School Management 401, 402 ... 1% Music and Drawing 601, 602 4 
Practice Teaching 401 5 Soc ology 601,602 . . 6 
*Biology 401 4 "Spanish 601, 602 8 
"Spanish 401, 402 8 Surveys 602 2 
29 31 






Zoology . 401, 402 
Chemistry 401,402 
Animal Biology 501,002 
Geography 501, 502 
Adv. Physics 501, 502 
Adv. Chemistry 501,502 
Adv. Physiology 601, 802 
Sanitation and Hygiene . . .601,602 
HISTORY 
History 301,302 
History . 401,402 
Principles of Economics . . .501,502 






Primary Management 501,502 
Reviews 501,502 
MATHEMATICS 
Adv. Arithmetic 301,302 
Solid Geometry 301,302 
Algebra 401,402 
Tr.gonometry 401,402 
Analytics 401, 402 
Analytics 501, 502 
Calculus 501,502 
Secondary Mathematics . . 501, 502 
Calculus 601,602 
Spanish, French and Latin may be elected in a language course. 
* Elective. 
**Limited Elective. 
In selecting electives the student must select only those which are to be 
offered in the semester current; classes will not be formed for less than five 
except by special arrangement. Also in electing subjects the arrangement 
of the schedule must be taken nto consideration and the student must govern 
himself accordingly. 
THE B. Sc. COURSE. 
This course is for those whose aim is to follow a pro­
fession in which a thorough knowledge of the sciences is essen­
tial ; the first two years fully cover the requirements of a pre-
medical course. 
FRESHMAN 
English 301, 302 6 
Mathematics, Alg., Geom., Trig. 
301, 302 6 
History or Psychology 301 4 
French or Biology 301,302 6 
Inorganic Chemistry 301, 302. ... 6 
E'ective 2 
SOPHOMORE 
English 401, 402 6 
Analytics 401, 402 6 
Analytical Chemistry 401 2-4 
Col. Physics or Biology 402 4 
History 401 4 
Elective 4 
JUNIOR 
English 501. 502 6 
Calculus 501 3 
Political Economy 501,502 6 
Biology 501, 502 5 
Inorganic Chemistry 502 4 
Elective 5 
SENIOR 
Sociology 601, 602 6 
Astronomy or Geology 601,602. . 6 
Biology or Phys. Chem. 601, 602. 6 
Calculus 601 3 
Elective 11 
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 
J. R. REYNOLDS, MRS. N. R. CRAWFORD, 
MISS HELEN GREEN. 
The aim of this department is to correlate the work of the 
other departments, selecting those things which will help in the 
preparation of educational leaders. The following courses are 
given: Methods and Management, Psychology, General Meth­
ods, Special Methods, and History of Education. 
Teachers should have a broad and liberal education; under­
stand some subject or number of subjects well; possess a knowl­
edge of human nature; know something of educational progress 
in this and other countries; and of the place and function of the 
school in society. 
TRAINING SCHOOL. 
The Training School is a very necessary part of a Normal 
College. It fills the same place in preparing teachers that the 
shop does in preparing mcehanics or the laboratory in making 
scientists. 
In this department the teacher novice gets at first hand the 
experience necessary in handling classes under the supervision of 
an expert teacher. He is given knowledge of actual conditions in 
school management, the making of programs and preparing re­
ports on school work. 
This training school is under the Department of Education 
and is made up of nine grades, seven in the primary and gram­
mar school and two in the high school. The completion of the 
ninth grade admits to the first year Academy. 
The same course as outlined by the State Department of Ed­
ucation will be followed as far as possible in these grades. 
The pupils in the Training School are mostly from the fam­
ilies of the school community. 
301. Psychology. A study of the functions of the various 
mental powers with reference to the act of learning. Lectures, 
recitation and demonstrations. Biology, a prerequisite. Text. 
Roark. 
302. Methods in Education. The application of Psychology 
in the development of the human mind. 
U01, U02. History of Education This course gives a 
knowledge of the changes and development in education, theoret­
ical and practical, from primitive man to the present day; as well 
as the persons who have been most instrumental in bringing 
about these conditions. Text, Duggan. 
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501, 502. Principles of Education. In this is discussed such 
topics as the meaning of infancy; the relation of psychology to 
education, the relation of physical and mental development; the 
doctrine of interest and effort; the doctrine of formal discipline; 
the adjustment of educational procedure to social demands, self-
activity and mental development; the educational value of the 
various elements of the curriculum. Text, Principles of Educa­
tion, Klapper. 
501. Psychology of Development. In this an effort will be 
made to give the student an understanding of the general prob­
lems of child study, including the general laws of growth and de­
velopment of body and mind. The activities of child life and 
their significance; the abnormal child in the school; the educa­
tional value of plays and games, the problem of motor activity 
and schoolroom procedure. The school problem of discipline, the 
formal content of the curricula, the modern movement for educa­
tion of the small child, etc. Practice work under the supervision 
of the instructor, lectures, text-book and library reading. From 
page 236 of above Text. 
601. Methods (Primary) of Teaching in Primary Schools. 
Lectures and required reading, observations, discussions. The 
purpose is to give suggestions, plans and methods that meet the 
immediate needs of the primary teacher. The consideration of 
methods for various subjects will be aided by observation of les­
sons taught before the class. 
601. High School Administration. This is to prepare teach­
ers to become principals of the high school as regards the col­
ored high schools of Texas. Special reference will be paid to 
small rural high schools. Topics: How is the principal to find 
out the real conditions in the school ? What is the most efficient 
way to supervise instruction? How can the principal improve 
the instruction in the school ? What is pupil guidance; ways of 
securing and expending funds. 
The two above subjects are alternative, those taking high 
school methods need not take primary and vice versa. Text. 
Primary Methods; General Methods of Teaching in Elementary 
Schools, by S. C. Parker. 
Text, Johnson's High School. 
Neurology 501. Prerequisite to Psychology of Development. 
This course gives a study of the conscious processes and prepares 
for the extended work of the following semester. Text, The 
Nervous System and Its Conservation, Stiles. 
5001-2. General Geography. A course in teaching geog­
raphy. Text, Branom. 
6001-2. History and Method. A study of the best system 
of teaching history. Text, Tryon. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. 
G. V. COOLS, MISS B. R. JONES, MISS E. P. BAKER, 
MRS. J. M. JOHNSON, J. E. PATTERSON, 
J. F. ELLISON. 
The instruction given in English is designed to give the stu­
dent an adequate knowledge of the English language and litera­
ture to make them proficient in composition and to develop the 
power of expression and literary appreciation. Composition is 
emphasized throughout the course. 
JUNIOR ACADEMY. 
101,102. Irving Sketch Book (Selections). 
Bryant: Thanatopsis and other poems. 
Poe: Raven and other poems. 
Lowell: Vision of Sir Launfal. 
Whittier: Snow Bound. 
Washington: Farewell Address. 
Webster: Bunker Hill Oration. 
SENIOR ACADEMY. 
201,202. Shakespeare: The Merchant of Venice. 
Shakespeare: Julius Caesar. 
Gray: Elergv Written In a Country Churchyard. 
Eliot: Silas Marner. 
Goldsmith: Deserted Village. 
McCaulay's Essays. 
FRESHMAN COLLEGE. 
301, 302. This course is required of all Freshmen and the 
aim of the course is to develop the power of expression. In this 
course attention is given to the theory of Description, Narra­
tion, Exposition and Argumentation and papers are assigned fre­
quently in each of these forms of discourse. In addition to the 
work in the field mentioned each student is requested to write a 
short-story, an essay, an oration, one book review and one brief. 
Practically three-fourths of the work of this course will consist 
of assignments in Composition. Papers range in length from 
200 to 1500 words. Cairns Forms of Disourse will be used as a 
text. 
SOPHOMORE COLLEGE. 
101, U02. Advanced Composition. This course is intended 
for those who have passed the Freshman course in Elementary 
Composition. Weekly themes are called for, descriptive, qar-
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rative and expository. Attention is also given, to the theory and 
practice of Argumentation. 
501, 502. English Literature. The aim of this course is to 
make a general survey of English Literature from Anglo-Saxon 
times to the present day and to emphasize the technical as well 
as the appreciative side. The class will also be required to make 
an intensive study of two or more of Shakespeare's Plays. Papers 
are called for at any time. 
U01, U02. Argumentation and Public Speaking. The first 
semester will be devoted to Argumentation. A careful study will 
be made of the nature and purpose of argument, of analysis, evi­
dence, refutation and persuasion. Written exercises are given in 
brief drawings and the students get platform practice. 
In the second semester the students will study the forms of 
Public Address. Special attention will be given to oratory and 
practical public speaking. Text, Baker and Huntington, "The 
Principles of Argumentation" and Baker's "The Forms of Pub-
lie Address " 
Prerequisite: English 101, 102; 201, 202. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS. 
B. F. LEE, J. H. ROWE. 
101. Algebra. This course presupposes one year of Alge­
bra and deals with factoring, fractional and literal equations, in­
volution, evolution, theory of exponents, the general property of 
quadratic equations, binominal theorem and progressions. This 
course extends through the first half of the first year of Academy. 
102. Plane Geometry. This course extends through the sec­
ond half of the first year of the Academy and covers Book 1 and 
2. Much attention is given to original exercises. 
201. Plane Geometry. This course includes the last three 
books of Plane Geometry. The Demonstration of original 
theorems and the construction of original problems are required 
through the course. This course extends through the first half 
of the last year of the Academy. 
202. Solid Geometry. This course extends through the last 
half of the last year of the Academy and includes polyhedrons, 
the cylinder, the cone and the sphere. 
301. Plane Trigonometry. This subject is taught during 
the first half of the Freshman year and includes a brief treatment 
of the trigonometrical functions, the right triangle, the develop-
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ment of the essential trigonometrical formulae and the solution 
of the oblique triangle. 
302. College Algebra. This subject is taught during the 
last half of the Freshman year and includes variation, theory of 
equations, fractional and negative exponents, mathematical in­
duction. 
liOl. College Algebra. A continuation of 301 and includes 
determinants, exponentials, and logarithms, undetermined co­
efficients, permutation, combination and probability. 
If02. Plane Analytic Geometry. This course includes the 
study of rectangular, oblique and polar co-ordinates in the plane; 
the relation between a curve and its equation, the algebra of a 
variable pair of numbers and the geometry of a moving point. 
Specific applications to the properties of a straight line, circles, 
conic sections, and certain other plane curves. Elective in the 
second half of the Sophomore Class. 
501. Solid Geometry. The co-ordinate system in space. 
General properties of surfaces and space curves. 
502. Differential Calculus. This course is designed for the 
student of pure or applied Mathematics. Throughout the course 
there is a large number of practical applications. In dynamics, 
physics, mechanical and electrical engineering. A working 
knowledge of the calculus is essential. This course aims to 
acquaint the student with the kind of Mathematics which he will 
find useful. 
601. Integral Calculus. This course deals with problems 
and applications of the integral calculus. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY. 
L. R. POSEY, H. J. LONG. 
301, 302. General Biology. This course will cover the first 
semester and give the student a general notion of animal and 
plant life. Special attention will be given to note book and labora­
tory work. 
301, 302. Physiology and Hygiene. This course will cover the 
second semester and give the student adequate knowledge of the 
physiological and hygienic problems. For the first semester, 
there will be three recitations and two laboratory periods per 
week. In the second semester, there will be three recitation pe­
riods per week. 
U01,U02. Vertebrate Zoology. This course will be given the 
first semester and is designed to meet the needs of students 
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majoring in Science. Careful drawings will be made of typical 
members of the various groups. Prepared specimens and charts 
will be used to facilitate the work of the course. Lecture and 
class work three periods per week. Laboratory two periods per 
week. 
501. Animal Biology. This is an advanced course in bi­
ology and will cover both semesters. The work is new and up to 
date in every respect. Among some of the most interesting 
chapters are those on embryology, genetics, taxonomy, ecology, 
paleontology, and evolution. This work will give the student a 
broader view of life and nature than any other work in the De­
partment of Biology. The student will be required to do some or­
iginal drawings and field work in this course. This work will be 
given three periods per week with occasional field trips. 
601. Physiology and Hygiene. Advanced Course. This 
work is designed for those who desire to major in physiology and 
probably study nursing or medicine after graduating from our 
college course. Much attention will be given to anatomy, histol­
ogy, drawings, and the preparing of microscopic slides. Recita­
tions, three periods per week. Laboratory, twice per week. 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND ECONOMICS. 
J. E. STAMPS, T. W. PRATT. 
201, 202. General History. Course 201 covers the authen­
tic history of man from 5,000 B. C. to 476 A. D., and also dis­
cusses the growth and expansion of these civilizations to the 
present. 
In this course more time and special attention will be given 
to the study of those peoples who have contributed largely to the 
economic and political progress of the world. 
Emphasis will be given the study of the men and the great 
movements that have influenced the course of modern progress 
and made it continuous. 
COLLEGE COURSE (Freshman). 
301, 302. History of England. Course -301 covers from 
Celtic Britain to the Hundred Year's War, discusses internal dis­
sensions and Economic pursuits to 1660. Course 302 discusses 
English and French struggles for supremacy in America and the 
results. 
The purpose of this course is to cultivate a taste for the his­
tory of the people who have contributed more largely than any 
other to the establishment of institutions on the Western shores 
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of the Atlantic ocean that have stood the test of time and are still 
enduring. 
During the progress of history study, the political side will 
not alone be emphasized, b'ut the literary and industrial achieve­
ments will be noted carefully, so that the student may be enabled 
to form a clear conception of the ancestral notion of civilization 
and its value. 
Interesting lectures and discussions on the constitutional his­
tory of England deduced from the proper study of English history 
will be given each week. 
CURRENT HISTORY. 
501. The purpose of this course is to stimulate the desire 
in ambitious students to read classical current literature, such as 
standard magazines and daily papers of recognized strength and 
moral worth. 
SENIOR. 
601. Sociology. The general subject deals with the strug­
gles for higher levels of human living. A discussion of the or­
ganic conceptions of social problems is followed by studies of de­
generation, eugenics, social phases of education, charities, urban, 
and rural conditions, dissipation, crime, and relating to family 
life. 
602. Community Life. Will be carefully studied and stu­
dents will be required to write theses based on their observations. 
Constitutional Law. The purpose of this course is to offer 
prospective students an opportunity to get the necessary prere­
quisites for extensive study of the Federal Constitution, and to 
study carefully the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United 
States touching commerce and trade, property, contracts, etc. 
601, 602. Research and Lecture This course gives much 
latitude to the student to broaden his experience and deepen his 
convictions with respects to facts gathered from all sources, and 
the degrees of quality ascertained one over the other by com­
parison. 
SOPHOMORE. 
4-01, 402. American History. Course 401 discusses the 
economic conditions in Europe that gave rise to the adventures 
that resulted in the discovery of a continent, its exploration and 
ultimate settlement. Course 402 discusses economic and indus­
trial questions on the new continent with slavery as a leading 
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question from 1794 until the War Between the States, also the 
government and the basic principles of good government based on 
good citizenship. 
The purpose of this course is to study intelligently the polit­
ical movements of the American people and to instill and develop 
a love for American institutions, which will heighten the confi­
dence and deepen the patriotism of the student and ultimately 
build a high class citizenship. 
The study of the Latin-American States from 1820 to the 
present time will be of great value to the American student of 
history from a political and cultural point of view. 
Modern Europe (beginning with the French Revolution) 
should be carefully studied to note the freedom of thought and 
action based on American inspiration. 
JUNIOR. 
501, 502. Industrial History. Course 501 undertakes to give 
reason for industrial enterprises and discusses them in their in­
fancy up to the agricultural period. Course 502 discusses the 
growth of commerce and trade and the inovation of devices from 
time to time to facilitate them, and also the basic principles of 
good commercial government. 
In this course the student will note critically the causes that 
gave rise to higher civilization and how the acquired civilization 
redounds to the good of commerce and religion. 
ECONOMICS. 
501, 502. The purpose of this course, to study the many eco­
nomic questions in their broad and current relation to social wel­
fare. 
Emphasis is placed upon the condition of the masses whose 
economic conditions are studied severally and collectively. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE. 
P. E. BLEDSOE, MISS E. E. BYAIS. 
The Department of Science offers ten courses. There are five 
courses in chemistry, one in elementary chemistry, one in general 
inorganic chemistry, a course in chemical analysis, a course in 
physiological chemistry and a course in organic chemistry. There 
are three courses in Physics; one course in Geology and one in 
Astronomy. 
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PHYSICS. 
Physics 101, 102. This is a course in regular high school 
physics offered in the first year or junior academy. It con­
sists of recitation and two double periods of laboratory work for 
two semesters. Text, Millican & Gale; Carhart & Chute. (Appli­
cations.) 
Physics 501, 502. This is a full year course in College Phys­
ics, stressing the subjects, heat, sound, light, electricity and radi­
ation. This course is offered to those who take the mechanical 
course or desire to take the regular scientific course. This course 
consists of the recitation periods and two double periods of lab­
oratory work. Physics 101, 102 and a knowledge of higher 
mathematics are requisites. Text: To be selected. 
Physics 301. This course takes up the mechanics of heat, 
light, and electricity as applied to the Household Science. It con­
sists of lecture and experiment. Note books must be kept. Text 
to be selected. 
CHEMISTRY. 
Chemistry 201, 202. We offer this elementary course in 
chemistry to the Senior Academy classes. It is made up of 
five periods a week equally divided between recitation and lab­
oratory practice. Text, McPherson & Henderson and Brownlee, 
First Lesson. 
Chemistry 301, 302. This course is one in General Inorganic 
Chemistry as applied to college work. It is made up of demon­
stration, lecture periods, and double laboratory periods twice a 
week. Note books are kept and passed upon. This course 
stresses the Ion theory, the Periodic Law, and aims to give the 
student a thorough knowledge of the laws and principles of Chem­
ical Science. This is a one year course as treated in Smith's Col­
lege Inorganic Chemistry. 
Chemistry 401, 402. The subject of chemical analysis is of­
fered in the Sophomore year. It takes up qualitative in the first 
semester and quantitative in the second semester. Both grave-
metric and volumetric analysis will be considered. The text used 
in qualitative analysis will be as outlined in Stieglitz's Chemical 
Analysis. 
Chemistry 501. The organic chemistry will be a semester 
course presented in such a way to give the pupil some idea of the 
animal and plant foods, soil, and carbohydrates. This course con­
sists of both recitation and laboratory practice. 
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502. The course in Physiological Chemistry is for those 
who wish to take a more extended course in Domestic Science. 
It is offered to Domestic Science Seniors. 
Text to be selected. 
602. Geology. This course in Geology is made up of one-
half unit and is a brief but thorough course in dynamical, struc­
tural, and historical Geology. Besides its general educational 
value, it is quite necessary in the teaching of Physiology and 
Geography. A number of fossils and mineral specimens are pre­
sented. 
Text, Le Conte. 
602. Astronomy. This course is a course in simple Astron­
omy and is offered to College Seniors for one semester. It plans 
a clear understanding of the Solar system and a study of the 
most common constellation of the Sidereal system. 
Text, White. 
DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGE. 
G. O. SANDERS, MISS E. P. BAKER. 
301, 302. Latin. Collar and Daniel's First Year Latin— 
four periods per week for one year. A thorough drill is given in 
declensions, conjugations and preliminary work, beginning with 
the rudiments in order to acquaint the student with all the reg­
ular forms and constructions. 
501, 502. Caesar's De Bello Galico, Books I to IV. Latin 
Grammar. All the declensions of nouns and adjectives; the con­
jugations of the irregular verbs and rules of grammar with a 
study of the more difficulties of syntax. 
501, 502; 601, 602. Advanced Latin. Elective only. Such 
advanced work as is needed for teachers of Latin in the best high 
schools and colleges. 
SPANISH. 
Spanish now holds first place among the foreign languages 
in American education. Like French, it is rich in literature, cul­
ture and civilization, but because of our geographical position and 
the importance of our relations with Spanish America, Spanish 
naturally assumes a position of chief importance, in American 
schools. It is the aim of this department to give a thorough 
foundation and practical working knowledge of the Spanish 
language. 
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301, 302. First Year Elementary Spanish. Four periods per 
week. The essentials of Spanish Grammar. Irregular verbs; 
idomatic expressions; sight reading, translation of Spanish into 
English and vice versa. Daily drill in pronunciation, expression. 
Composition writing from dictation. 
501, 502. Second Year Intermediate Spanish. Rapid read­
ing and conversation in Spanish. Reading current Spanish liter­
ature, novels and dramas. Cervantes; a study of customs and 
manners of Spanish daily life. Business forms and letter writing. 
Mercantile terms used in business and commercial transactions. 
Lectures; conversation with natives. 
Spanish 501, 502, 601, 602. Elective only. Advanced Span­
ish for those making this subject a major. 
FRENCH. 
301, 302. Elementary French. Four periods per week 
for one year. The first year's work consists of a study of 
essentials of French grammar. Practice in reading and conver­
sation with a thoro drill in pronounciation. Translations of short 
English sentences into French and vice versa. 
501, 502. Intermediate French. Four periods per week of 
one year. This year's work consists of the study of the funda­
mental principles of French Grammar. Exercises in composition 
and translation. The study of French customs, life and natural 
traits. Reading, La Belle France. A study of the history of 
French literature. Reading of modern novels and dramas with a 
review of French grammar. 
501, 502, 601, 602. Advanced French for those majoring the 
subject. Elective only. 
MILITARY DEPARTMENT. 
HORACE G. WILDER, Sergeant, D. E. M. L., United States Army, and 1st 
Lieutenant, Inf. Sec. 0. R. C., Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics. 
Cadet Headquarters. James T. Brown, Captain, Supply 
Officer; W. A. Deshay, 1st Lieut., Battalion Adjutant; L. Stanley 
Daigle, Battalion Sergeant Major; M. L. Harris, Battalion Supply 
Sergeant; E. L. Shankles, Color Sergeant and Clerk to P. M. S. 
& T. 
Band. First Lieut. (Brevit) Prof. Luther Davis, Chief Mu­
sician ; 1st Sgt. J. M. Sexton, Principal Musician. 
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Company "A." Lee G. Jolly, Captain; L. E. Fry, 1st Lieut.; 
C. W. Simmons, 2nd Lieut.; Cecil Bryant, 1st Sgt.; E. L. Frazier, 
Supply Sgt.; A. E. Roseway, Mess Sgt. 
Company "B." Henry Henderson, Captain; R. E. Petter-
way, 1st Lieut.; J. R. Farris, 1st Lieut.; Costromer Ewell, 2nd 
Lieut.; Oscar Tatum, 1st Sgt.; Willie Cassel, Supply Sgt.; G. 
Salters, Mess Sgt. 
This course of military training teaches the students the 
fundamentals of military art, with accompanying benefits of 
physical training and discipline. By an act of congress—June 2, 
1916—all equipment and an army instructor are provided. The 
present course establishes a four year's course of Systematic In­
struction, which includes the technique of all the various weapons 
of modern warfare, military organization, military hygiene, mil­
itary courtesy and customs of the service, guard duty, first aid to 
the sick or injured, administration, military law, military history, 
field engineering, military sketching and map-reading, reconnai­
ssance, minor tactics and troop-leading. There is no obligation 
to become a part of the National Guard, nor of the regular army ; 
no oath is taken, no service will be required other than for educa­
tional purposes. 
COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
H. J. MASON, J. E. STAMPS, MISS G. WILLIAMS, 
MISS E. P. BAKER, R. L. ISAACS. 
The purpose of the Commercial Course is to afford an oppor­
tunity for that class of young men and young women who desire 
training to fit themselves for special work as clerks, bookkeepers, 
stenographers and typists, as well as to give the students of this 
institution a general preparation in systematic business methods 
which will enable them to handle their own affairs more intelli­
gently, whether on the farm, in the schoolroom or in other vo­
cations. 
The course is also designed so as to lay the foundation for a 
broader and thorough business training where such is contem­
plated. The minimum requirement for entrance into this course 
will be completion of the first year Academy, or its equivalent ; 
although it is preferred that applicants should have even a more 
advanced literary standing. 
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COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
FIRST YEAR. 
First Semester. Second Semester. 
Principles of Economics. Business Forms and Papers. 
Shorthand. Bookkeeping-. 




First Semester. Second Semester. 
Bookkeeping. Accounting. 
Accounting. Auditing. 
Business Laws. Business Organization. 
Shorthand. Shorthand. 
Typewriting. Typewriting. 
N. B.—The fee for this course will be $25.00 per year. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
MISS BLANCHE COLLINS. 
Piano lessons taught $3.00 per month 
Vocal lessons taught 3.00 per month 
Two lessons taught per week; practice every week. Free 
classes in public school music and choral work. 





EXPRESSION AND INTREPRETATION. 
One hundred select voices receive additional choral work 
twice a week, rehearsals coming on Monday and Thursday nights 
from 6:15 to 7:30 of each week. Such students are expected to 
attend all rehearsals and chapel exercises and public meetings 
whenever required. 
Senior class of each year is given a Teacher's Course in Pub­
lic School Music. Class is taught by divisions, including appro­
priate musical training for pupils from the first through the 
eighth grade. Each member of the class will be required to make 




Each vocal student should have completed the first two years 
of piano music or show they have had work equivalent before 
entering the study of voice culture. This being true, the course 
may be completed in two years. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Breathing and physical exercises, applied physiology, vocal 
work, placing the voice, vocalizes. Elementary exercises, by 
Sieber. Standard song classics, miscellaneous compositions, 
theory and sight reading. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Breathing exercises. The art of singing by W. Shakespeare. 
Embellishments, books of standard songs, theory and sight read­




Mathew Standard Graded Courses, Booke 1 and 2 .  Fingei 
mcercises, major scales, Czerny studies, Book 1. Sonatinas 
Eohler. Miscellaneous compositions. Musical Theory, by Thoma< 
tapper. Musical history. Pupil's recitals (weekly). 
SECOND YEAR. 
Touch and Technic, Standard Graded Course Mathew. 
.books d and 4, major and minor scales. Czerny studies, Books 1 
Jo? Y Waltzes> by Chopin. Sea Sketches and 
oodland Sketches, by Ed McDowel. Sonatinas, by Kohler, Mo-
!!?v Bee1t„ho!en; Compositions, by Goddard and Chaminade 
and Nevm. Musical Theory by Thomas Tapper. Musical historv 
Uupil s recitals (weekly). 
THIRD YEAR. 
Touch and Technic, Standard Graded Course Mathew 
Hooks 5 and 7, major and minor scales in different intervals and 
in contrary motion. Bach (two parts). Nocturnes, by Chopin 
Songs Without Words, by Mendelsshon. Sonata, by Beethoven: 
Compositions. Preludes by Chopin. Scherzas, by Mendelsshon 
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and Schubert. Murmuring Zephyrs, by Jaenson. Impromptu, 
Reinholdt. First year Harmony, by Thomas Tapper. Musical 
history. Pupil's recitals (weekly). 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Touch and Technic, Standard Graded Course, Mathew. 
Books 8 and 9, scales in double thirds. Wrist exercises. Octave 
Studies, by Kullah. Bach (three part). Inventions, by Bach. 
Fuges. Compositions. Polonaises. Impromptu, Ballads, Scher­
zas, and Rondos, by Chopin, McDowell, Mendelsshon. Rhapso­
dies by Liszt and Brahms. Sonatas, by Grieg and Beethoven. 
Concertas, by Rubenstein. A minor concert by Greig. Rondo 
Capricciaso, By Mendelsshon. Advanced harmony. Musical His­
tory. Pupils' recitals. Pupil is presented in recital on finishing. 
NURSE TRAINING SCHOOL. 
J. M. FRANKLIN, M. D.; *MISS A. A. NICHOLS, R. N.; 
*MRS. B. R. WILLIAMS. 
The purpose of this department is to give young women a 
profession that is honorable, independent and helpful both to 
themselves and the communities in which they may reside. It 
meets an urgent and long-felt need in this section of the country. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission must have an education at least 
equivalent to the tenth grade in a standard high school. Prefer­
ence will always be given to an applicant of superior education if 
she is otherwise satisfactory. She must have good health and 
give evidence of good normal character. 
A candidate must send with her application a certificate of 
health from her physician and a testimonial of her character from 
her clergyman or some responsible person. 
The most acceptable age is from twenty to thirty years. 
Other applicants may be admitted if deemed advisable. Special 
application blanks are furnished by the school. Upon request 
made to Superintendent of Nurses, a pamphlet containing rules 
and regulations will be furnished. 
TERMS OF ACCEPTANCE. 
An applicant entering the school is on probation until the 
Superintendent of Nurses decides as to her apparent fitness for 
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the work and the propriety of retaining or dismissing her. The 
probation time is included in the time necessary to finish the 
course. If accepted, she must agree to obey absolutely the rules 
of the Hospital and Training School. 
The Superintendent of Nurses has control of everything per­
taining to the discipline and duties of the nurses. 
A pupil whose deportment has been satisfactory and who has 
done good and faithful practical work, and who has passed the re­
quired examinations will be given a diploma of the school at the 
end of the course. 
EXPENSES. 
There is no fee for tuition, but on arrival each pupil must pay 
in at the office of the treasurer of the institution the amount of 
$21.25. This amount does not cover the expense of books requir­
ed and of the uniform worn during the first year, material for 
which must be obtained at the school. After the first year, pu­
pils will be furnished the regular uniform free of cost. This uni­
form does not include collars. Each candidate must bring with 
her a sufficient number of sheets, pillowslips, blankets, and white 
spreads for necessary changes. She must also bring the following: 
four hand towels, laundry bag, pair scissors, two bath towels, 
pocket tape measure, thimble, umbrella, water-proof coat, pair 
rubbers. Sensible shoes with rubber heels must be worn on duty. 
When a pupil enters upon ward work she must have a watch 
with a second hand. Cheap watch will suffice. 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 
The course of instruction requires for its completion a period 
of three terms of eight months each. The first six months con­
stitute the time of probation, but the work done during this 
tinm is placed to the credit of the pupil as a part of the first 
year's work in case the pupil proves satisfactory. The work is 









Practical points 2 
Second Semester 
Pr. Th. 
0 Anatomy 2 
0 Physiology 4 
2 Ethics 1 
7 Dietetics 2 
2 Bandaging 2 
7 Practical points 2 
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MIDDLE. 
Materia Medica 2 
Bacteriology 3 
Urinalysis 1 
Medical Nursing 3 
Surgical Nursing 3 
3 Therapeutics 2 3 
4 Toxicology 2 0 
2 Medical Nursing 2 7 
7 Surgical Nursing 2 7 
7 Obstetrical Nursing 4 0 
SENIOR. 
Gynecological Nursing 3 4 Gynecological Nursing ... .2 4 
Nursing of Children 3 3 Nursing of Children 2 3 
Contagious Diseases 2 2 Nervous Diseases 2 4 
Private Nursing 2 2 Hydrotherapy and Massage... 2 3 
Practical demonstration throughout the course. 
(Each lesson one hour). 
Care of wards and various parts of the hospital. Feeding 
of helpless patients. Bed making, with or without patients. 
Care of beds and bedding, admitting patients and care of cloth­
ing, etc. Bed baths and toilet. Handling of patients in bed, 
chairs, and stretchers. Use of pillows, pads, air cushions, back 
rest, and cradle. Preparations for the night—teeth, hair, face, 
hands, ventilation, etc. Washing hair. Preparation for physi­
cal examination. Taking of specimens. Charting. Giving of 
medicine. Hypodermic injections, use and care of instruments. 
Gynecological positions and preparation for examination. Cathet­
erization. Surgical dressings. Preparation for various oper­
ations. Care after death. Lectures on special phases of med­
icine, hygiene and sanitation will be given throughout the course 
by persons invited for that purpose. The course is so arranged 
that it may be completed in two calendar years. In case of sure 
arrangement there will be a vacation allowed each pupil, the time 
and length of which will be fixed by the Superintendent of nurses. 
Examinations are held at the end of each semester and the 
requirements for passing and promotion are the same as those 
maintained by the Institution. 
The present facilities for this course are, in the main, very 
good; but as rapidly as possible, everything that is necessary 
to make the instructions the most practical and thorough will 
be provided. 
TEXT BOOKS USED. 
Anatomy and Physiology, Lewis; Materia Medica, Paul; 
Hygiene, Pyle; Obstetric and Gynecologic Nursing, Davis; Nurs­
ing Ethics, Atkens; Nursing of Children, McComb; Dictionary, 
Gould; Bacteriology and Surgics.1 Technic for Nurses, Stoney; 
Dietetics, Friedenwalt & Ruhrah; Practical Points in Nursing, 
Stoney; Chemistry, Ashers; Human Mechanism, Hough & Sedg-
wich; Massage, Bohn & Painter. 
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DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE. 
STAFF. 
B. F. BULLOCK, 
Director of the Division and Professor of Rural Education. 
T. H. JACKSON, 
Assistant Director, Professor of Agronomy and Secretary to Staff. 
E. B. EVANS, 
Professor of Veterinary Science and Bacteriology. 
A. T. WOOD, 
Instructor in Vocational Agriculture. 
E. T. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant in Agriculture. 
W. L. HOOD, 
Instructor in Animal Husbandry. 
F. W. WHEELER, 
Instructor in Vegetable Gardening. 
MISS EUGENE V. BROWNE, 
Secretary to the Director. 
The Division of Agriculture aims to give the mental and 
manual training necessary for success in practical farming, teach­
ing agriculture and extension work. Its work is centered around 
instruction and practice in animal husbandry (including dairy­
ing and poultry raising), crops and soils, agricultural physics, 
farm management, horticulture, veterinary practices, rural edu­
cation and extension work. 
The instructional work of this Division is divided into two 
departments: viz., the Department of Vocational Instruction and 
the Department of College Instruction. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
This Department offers a two-year course in Vocational 
Agriculture based on the project method of instruction. Its aim 
is to meet the needs of those who find it beyond their desire or 
means to enter the four-year college course, but who desire, 
nevertheless, to increase their earning efficiency on the farm. 
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The work is designed for students of sixteen and over. The 
applicants must have completed at least a common school educa­
tion, must have the definite purpose of becoming more efficient 
along agricultural lines and must prove their earnestness and fit­
ness to continue in the course by the progress made in a definite 
length of time. The Division wishes to emphasize the fact that 
this course is not offered as a refuge for the idle, backward defi­
cient incorrigible, purposeless and otherwise abnormal individ­
uals. 
Students wishing to enter the College of Agriculture from 
this course must fulfill the entrance requirements as laid down 
on page 21 of this catalog. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Periods 
First Semester per 
week 
•English 101 5 
•Math. 101 (Algebra) 5 
Chemistry 5 
Vocational Agriculture I 
(Plant Production) 15 
*English 201 5 
•Mathematics 201 5 
Physics 5 
Vocational Agriculture II 
'Animal Production) 15 
Periods 
Second Semester per 
week 
•English 102 5 
•Math. 102 (Algebra) 5 
Chemistry 5 
Vocational Agriculture I contin­
ued (Plant Production) ....15 
•English 201 . . . 5 
Farm Mathematics 5 
Physics 5 
Vocational Agriculture H (con­
tinued) (Animal Production) 15 
SENIOR YEAR. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
Chemistry. A course in elementary chemistry to familiar­
ize the students with the common chemical elements and com­
pounds. 
Farm Mathematics. This study consists of the application 
of mathematics to farm problems of a common and practical na­
ture. 
Physics. A course in elementary physics to enable the stu­
dents to understand the most common physical phenomena of 
every day life. 
•These subjects are given in connection with the regular classes of the 
preparatory course. 
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Vocational Agriculture I. (Plant Production). A study 
of the factors having to do with the successful production, stor­
ing and marketing of common crops of Texas. An elementary 
study of farm machinery, farm shop work and farm management 
related to crop production will be included in this study. 
Each student must conduct a crop project as a major and may 
conduct an animal project as a minor. The institution furnishes 
the land, team and necessary implements for these projects. 
Vocational Agriculture II. (Animal Production). A study 
of the conditions having to do with the successful production, 
and the handling of the products of farm animals. The elements 
of farm shop work and farm management as pertain to animal 
production will be included in this study. 
Each student must conduct an animal project as a major and 
may conduct a crop proj ect as a minor. The institution furnishes 
the necessary equipment for conducting these projects. 
DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGE INSTRUCTION. 
The Department of College Instruction offers a four-year 
course leading to the degree of B. S. in Agriculture. The en­
trance requirements for this course are the same as those for the 
College of Science and Education given on page 21 of this cata­
log. All students who cannot offer two entrance units, in Agri­
culture will be required, if found necessary, to take extra work 
in this subject for which they will receive no college credits. 
The aim of this department is to give the scientific and tech­
nical training (based upon a thorough practical knowledge of ag­
riculture) that will enable those who complete the course to hold 
positions of trust as owners or conductors of farms, teachers of 
agriculture, extension workers and in other lines of agricultural 
activities. Aside from the instruction in technical agriculture, 
the course embraces a study of the sciences related to agriculture, 
the humanistic subjects and the professional subjects necessary 
to develop a well-rounded citizen in the profession of agriculture. 
Besides the successful completion of the prescribed course of 
study, a student must have at least two years of experience in 
farm life conditions and actual farm practices before receiving 
his degree. 
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Botany I. (Gen. Bot.) 3 
Chemistry I. (301) 3 
English I. (301) 3 
Horticulture I (Gen. Hort.) .... 3 
Psychology I. (301) 3 
Vet. Science I. (Animal Anatomy 
and Physiology) 3 
Agronomy II. (Soils and Fert.). . 3 
An. Hus. II. (Principles of 
Feeding) 3 
Chemistry III. (Organic) 3 
English III. (401) 3 
Horticulture II. (Veg. Gard.) ... 3 
Zoology I. (401 Gen. Zoology)... 3 
An. Hus. IV (Dairying) 3 
Bacteriology I. (Gen. Bact.) ... 3 
Economics I. (501 Prin. of Eco.. 3 
Farm Physics 1 3 
Rural Ea. 11 (Mater.als and 
Methods) 3 
Electives 3 
Botany III. (Plant Physiology) 3 
Farm Management I. (Operation 
and Accounts) 3 
Genetics (Gen. Genetics) 3 
*Rural Ed. IV. (Organization 
and Management) 3 
Or 





Agronomy I. (Crop Production). 3 
An. Hus. I. (Types and Breeds). 3 
Botany II. (Gen. Botany) 3 
Chemistry II. (302) 3 
English II, (302) 3 
Vet. Science II. (Diseases of 
Farm Animals) 3 
An. Hus. III. (Poultry Produc­
tion) 3 
Chemistry IV. (Gen. Agri. Chem) 3 
English IV. (402) 3 
Horticulture III. (Principles of 
Fruit Growing) 3 
Rural Ed. I. (Ed. Psych.) 3 
Zoology II. (402 Gen. Zoology). . 3 
Bacteriology II. (Agri. Bact.)... 3 
Economics II. (Agri. Econ.).... 3 
Rural Cooperation and Organi­
zation 3 
*Rural Ed. III. (Observation and 
Practice Teaching) 3 
Or 
Extension Service I. (History of 
Development) 3 
Vet. Science III. (Farm Sanita­
tion and Communicable Dis­
eases) 3 
Electives 3 
Agri. Entomo'ogy 3 
Botany IV. (Plant Diseases).... 3 
Marketing of Farm Products ... 3 
Rural Education V. (Rural Prob­





*Students desiring to do Extension Work will take Extension Service 
I and II instead of Rural Education III and IV. 
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AGRICULTURAL ELECTIVES. 
Agronomy III. (Special Crops) 3 (.Jun'or or Senior) 
Agronomy IV. (Plant Breeding) 3 (Senior) 
Animal Husbandry V. (Animal Nutrition) 3 (Junior or Senior) 
Animal Husbandry VI. (Animal Breeding) 3 (Senior) 
Apiculture 1 1 y2 (Jun:or or Senior) 
Farm Management II. (Special Problems) 3 (Senior) 
Farm Motors 3 (Junior or Senior) 
Horticulture IV. (Landscape Gardening) 1% (Junior or Senior) 
Horticulture V. (Advanced Fruit Growing) .... 3 (Senior) 
Animal Hnsbandry VII. (Pork Production) 3 (Junior or Senior) 
Rural Credits 3 (Senior) 
Veterinary Science IV. (Obstetrics) 3 (Senior) 
Veterinary Science V. (Animal Parasites) 3 (Senior) 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
The text book, lecture, reference, quiz, laboratory, field trip, 
or demonstration method of instruction will be used as the oc­
casion warrants. The number of recitation and laboratory pe­
riods per week will also be determined by the nature of the work. 
Agricultural Entomology. Senior year, second semester, 3 
units. 
A study of the identification, life history and control of in­
sects affecting agricultural production. 
Agronomy I. (Crop Production). Freshman year, second 
semester, 3 units. 
A study of the important factors affecting the development 
of the various field crops of the south. The adaptability, distri­
bution and uses of various crops will be considered. 
Agronomy II. (Soils and Fertilizers). Sophomore year, first 
semester, 3 units. Prerequisites: Chemistry I and II. 
An advanced study of the depletion and maintenance of the 
fertility of the soil and the principles of a permanent system of 
agriculture. 
Agronomy III. (Special Crops). Elective, Junior or Senior 
year, 3 units. Prerequisite: Agronomy I. 
A study of the adaptability, distribution, uses and factors 
affecting the development of crops of special interest to those 
electing the course. 
Agronomy IV. (Plant Breeding). Elective, senior year, 3 
units. Prerequisites: Botany I, II. Ill, and General Genetics. 
A study of the principles and theories underlying successful 
practice in plant breeding. 
Animal Husbandry I. (Types and Breeds). Freshman 
year, second semester, 3 units. 
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The history, characteristics, adaptability, scoring, and com­
parison of the important types and breeds of farm animals. 
Animal Husbandry II. (Principles of Feeding). Sopho­
more year, first semester, 3 units. Prerequisites: Chemistry I 
and II, and Veterinary Science I. 
A study of the digestibility and functions of feed nutrients; 
physiology of digestion and feeding for different purposes; and 
calculation of rations for farm animals. 
Animal Husbandry III. (Poultry Production). Sophomore 
year, second semester, 3 units. 
A study of poultry husbandry as a farm enterprise includ­
ing housing, feeding, incubating, brooding, culling, selective 
breeding, general care and management. 
Animal Husbandry IV. (Dairying). Junior year, first 
semester, 3 units. 
A general course in dairying as a farm enterprise including 
the selection of individual cOws, milk production, milk testing, 
the use of separators, and the manufacture of dairy products on 
the farm. 
Animal Husbandry V. (Animal Nutrition). Elective, jun­
ior or senior year, 3 units. Prerequisite Animal Husbandry II. 
An advanced study of the functions of feed nutrients; di­
gestion, absorption and metabolism; the specific value of different 
feeds in nutrition; feeding standards and balancing rations. 
Animal Husbandry VI. (Animal Breeding). Elective, sen­
ior year, 3 units. Prerequisites: Animal Husbandry I and Vet­
erinary Science I. 
A study of heredity, variation, selection and correlation as 
applied to live stock breeding. A study of the methods practiced 
by American and European breeders in developing our leading 
types and breeds will be included. 
Animal Husbandry VII. (Pork Production). Elective jun­
ior or senior year, 3 units. 
Special problems of pork production on the farm including 
selection, management, slaughtering, curing and care of meat 
under southern conditions. 
Apiculture I. Elective, junior or senior year, II/2 units. 
A practical study of the care, breeding and management of 
bees; and the handling of the products. 
Bacteriology I. (General Bacteriology). Junior year, first 
semester, 3 units. 
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A general study of the morphology, physiology and classifi­
cation of bacteria. The production of enzimes, toxins, etc., will 
also be studied. 
Bacteriology II. (Agricultural Bacteriology). Junior year, 
second semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Bacteriology I. 
A study of the relation of micro-organisms to disease pro­
duction, soil fertility, dairy products, food preservation, water 
supplies, etc. 
Botany I. (General Botany). Freshman year, first sem­
ester, 3 units. 
A study of the general principles of the structures and func­
tions of plants. 
Botany II. (General Botany). Freshman year, second sem­
ester, 3 units. Prequisite: Botany I. 
A study of the development and evolutionary relation of the 
principal natural groups of plants. 
Botany III. (Plant Physiology). Senior year, first sem­
ester, 3 units. Prequisite: Botany I. 
A general study of the physiological processess of plants. 
Botany IV. (Plant Diseases). Senior year, second sem­
ester, 3 units. Prerequisites: Botany I and Bacteriology I. 
A general study of the nature, life history and control of the 
most important diseases affecting crop production and products in 
the south. 
Chemistry III. (Organic Chemistry). Sophomore year, 
first semester, 3 units. Prerequisites: Chemistry I and II. 
A study of the more important compounds in the field of or­
ganic chemistry. Special attention will be given to compounds 
found in agricultural products as alcohols, esters, acids, fats, car­
bohydrates and proteins. 
Chemistry IV. (General Agricultural Chemistry). Soph­
omore year, second semester, 3 units. Prerequisites: Chemistry 
I, II and III. 
A general study of chemistry (inorganic and organic) as re­
lated to soils, fertilizers, plants and animals. 
Economics II. (Agricultural Economics). Junior jrtear, 
second semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Economics I. 
A study of the factors of agricultural production, marketing, 
the distribution of the agricultural income and the relation of ag­
riculture to other industries. The social as well as the business 
aspect of the agricultural problems will be emphasized. 
Extension Service I. (History of Development). Junior 
year, second semester, 3 units. 
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A study of the history and development of the Agricultural • 
Extension Service in America, with special reference to the status 
of the service among the Negroes of the South. 
Extension Service II. (Special Methods). Senior year, 
first semester, 3 units. 
A study of the rules, regulations and special methods of the 
different states with special stress on Texas conditions; oc­
casional field trips will be arranged. 
Farm Management I. (Operation and Accounts). Senior 
year, first semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Economics II. 
The principles of keeping farm accounts as applied to vari­
ous farm enterprises showing receipts and expenditures. The ec­
onomic factors controling success in farming with reference to 
farm layout, organization and operation. 
Farm Management II. (Special Problems). Elective, sen­
ior year, 3 units. Prerequisites: Economics II and Farm Man­
agement I. 
Investigation of cost of farming operations, management of 
men, teams and machinery; laying out of field, and crop rotation. 
Farm surveys, making a study of conditions existing upon vari­
ous farms. Field trips will be made in this course. 
Farm Motors. Elective, junior, or senior year, 3 units. 
A practical course covering the operation, use and care of gas 
engines and tractors as applied to farm work. 
Farm Physics. Junior year, first semester, 3 units. 
A practical study of the principles of physics as applied to 
farm practices including a general study of machinery, drainage, 
weather forecasting, and the use of electricity on the farm. 
Genetics. Senior year, first semester, 3 units. 
A general study of the laws of heredity, environments and 
variation. 
Horticulture I. (General Horticulture). Freshman year, 
first semester, 3 units. 
An introductory course to vegetable, flower and fruit grow­
ing including practice in propagation, pruning and spraying. 
Horticulture II. (Vegetable Gardening. Sophomore year, 
first semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Horticulture I. 
A study of the fundamental principles of successful vegetable 
gardening in the south, with special reference to the home vege­
table garden. 
Horticulture III. (Principles of Fruit Growing). Sopho­
more year, second semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Horticul­
ture I. 
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A study of the principles underlying successful fruit grow­
ing and handling of the products in the south. 
Horticulture IV. (Landscape Gardening). Elective, jun­
ior or senior years, IV2 units. 
A study of the rules and principles of laying out farm, vil­
lage, city homes and school plots; the making of lawns and the 
use of ornamental shrubs and flower beds. 
Horticulture V. (Advanced Fruit Growing). Elective sen­
ior year, 3 units. Prerequisite: Horticulture I. 
A study of the special problems of fruit growing and spray­
ing ; special fruits will also be studied. 
Marketing of Farm Products. Senior year, second sem-. 
ester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Economics II. 
A study of the factors determining the prices of farm pro­
ducts. Problems involving transportation, storage, and distri­
bution. Proposed remedies for the evils of our present market­
ing system. 
Rural Cooperation and Organization. Junior year, second 
semester, 3 units. 
A study of the growth and nature of rural organizations; co­
operative marketing, collective bargaining, etc. 
Rural Credits. Elective, senior year, 3 units. Prerequisite : 
Economics 11. 
A study and comparison of the rural credit systems in this 
and other countries. Emphasis will be put on the Federal Loan 
System. 
Rural Education I. (Educational Psychology). Sopho­
more year, second semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Psychology 
301. 
A general study of mind and behavior including the orig­
inal nature of man, the psychology of learning and individual dif­
ferences and their causes. 
Rural Education II. (Materials and Methods). Junior 
year, first semester, 3 units. 
A study of the library, laboratory and farm shop equipment; 
materials for demonstration and laboratory purposes and meth­
ods of securing them; the school plot and its uses; seasonal out­
lines, daily lesson plans, making of assignments, conducting the 
recitation, laboratory and supervised study periods. 
Rural Education III. (Observation and Practice Teaching ) . 
Junior year, second semester, 3 units. Prerequisite: Rural Ed­
ucation II. 
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Here the students will be required to visit regular organized 
classes and make observations; to prepare weekly plans and 
daily outlines; conduct recitations, project study and laboratory 
exercises in vocational agriculture. The use of classes in the 
Department of Vocational Instruction is the present plan. 
Rural Education IV. (Organization and Management). 
Senior year, first semester, 3 units. 
A study of the nature of the problems of organization and 
management in vocational schools; attendance, discipline, pun­
ishments, etc.; grading, promoting, the curriculum, course of 
study, the daily program testing the efficiency of the organiza­
tion and the process; the teacher and his personality, growth, 
health, etc. 
Rural Education V. (Rural Problems). Senior year, sec­
ond semester, 3 units. 
A study of the general problems affecting the welfare of the 
rural population and the nature of the solutions to these prob­
lems. 
Veterinary Science I. (Animal Anatomy and Physiology). 
Freshman year, first semester, 3 units. 
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure of the 
horse, ox, pig, sheep and chicken. The digestive, respiratory and 
genito-urinary organs will be studied in detail. 
Veterinary Science II. (Diseases of Farm Animals). Fresh­
man year, second semester, 3 units. 
A study of the more common diseases of farm animals; their 
prevention and treatment; common unsoundness of the horse 
and pathological shoeing. 
Veterinary Science III. (Farm Sanitation and Communi­
cable Diseases). Junior year, second semester, 3 units. 
A general consideration of the causes of diseases and their 
manner of spread; disinfectants and their application; general 
hygiene and stable sanitation, including drainage and selection 
of site. 
Veterinary Science IV. (Obstetrics). Elective, senior 
year, 3 units. Prerequisite: Veterinary Science I. 
Anatomy and physiology of the genetial organ of male and 
female, ovulation, oestrum, fecundation, gestation, sterility, hy­
giene of pregnant and care of new born animals. 
Veterinary Science V. (Animal Parasites). Elective, senior 
year, 3 units. 
A study of the classification, life history and mode of infesta­
tion of those parasites injurious to domestic animals, together 
with a study of the injury produced by their presence upon or 
within the animal body. 
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HOME ECONOMICS DIVISION. 
MISS EVELENA A. DAVIS Supervisor 
MISS BEATRICE E. DURHAM,. .. .Head of Domestic Art 
MISS S. MILDRED MORTON . . .Assistant Domestic Art 
MRS. DUNIE A. BRYANT Millinery 
MISS PRUDENCE L. LEWIS .Head of Domestic Science 
MISS ETHEL M. ROY First Assistant in D. Sc. 
MISS MATILDA A AUSTIN. .Second Assistant in D. Sc. 
COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS. 
The aim of the work done in the Division of Home Economics 
is threefold: 
1. To train teachers and s upervisors for Vocational schools. 
2. To furnish training for girls and women in trades and 
business: as dress makers, milliners, practical cooks, 
caterers and demonstrators. 
3. To make better housekeepers, better home makers and 
community helpers. 
The work done in the Division of Home Economics is de­
signed to give a girl high ideals and right standards, to stimulate 
her toward the development of the highest type of womanhood of 
which she is capable. 
Every woman who expects to become the head of a house­
hold should prepare herself with the knowledge which will en­
able her to meet the many problems which will confront every 
house-wife. Especially should the girls who intend to become 
teachers of the science and art of home making to other girls be 
intensively trained along these lines. 
The four-year teachers' course when satisfactorily complet­
ed will entitle one to the degree of Bachelor of Science of Home 
Economics. 
Domestic Science students are expected to provide them­
selves with two or three bib aprons. 
TRADE COURSES. 
The trade courses are designed for persons who wish to tit 
themselves for life work along these lines, or for practical home 
use. The work is taught intensively and can be finished in one 
school year. A Trade Certificate will be given when course is sat­
isfactorily completed. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
Foods and Cookery. 101, 102, 201, 202. Are planned for 
the junior and senior Academy students. It deals with foods, 
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their selection and preparation, planning of meals from an eco­
nomic, nutritive and aesthetic standpoint. 
Text-book: Elementary Home Economics by Matthews. 
Text-book of Cooking by Charlotte Greer. 
Elementary Clothing. 101,102, 201, 202. Use of commer­
cial patterns and sewing machine. Selecting, planning and mak­
ing shirt waist and skirt, one piece wash dress; and set of under­
wear planned by each girl. Planning a winter wardrobe for a girl 
of sixteen for a prescribed sum; drafting and alteration of pat­
terns. 
Text-book: Elementary Home Economics by Matthews. 
Text-book: Shelter and Clothing by Kinne and Cooly. 
VOCATIONAL COOKERY. 
1. Chef. Training for Men. 1—First principles for cook­
ery, preparing and serving simple meals. Advanced work in cook­
ing in large quantities. Work in catering; institutional or public 
cooking. Special study of cost and purchasing of foodstuffs in 
large quantities; study of meat cuts and making out bill of fares. 
II. Training of Girls and Women. 1—Principles of ccok-
ery, practice cooking. 
2. Preparation and service of meals. 
3. Dietaries for families. 
4. Marketing. 
5. Simple accounts. 
6. Large quantity cooking. 
7. Demonstration work. 
Foods and, Cookery 301, 302. Study of food material and 
foodstuff. Practical cooking and serving of simple meals. Spec­
ial lunch room practice in cookery. Text-books: Food Products, 
by H. C. Sherman; Table Service, by Lucy G. Allen; Boston Cook­
ing School Cook Book, by Fannie M. Farmer. 
Laundering 301, 302. Direction for care of clothing and 
lanudry work, equipment for home laundry. Practice in remov­
ing stains and different types of laundering. Text-book: Laun­
dry Manual, by Mary D. Chambers. 
Clothing and Textiles 301, 302. Elementary dressmaking 
and drafting. Study and plans for personal wardrobe. Text­
book: Clothing for Women, by Laura Baldt. 
Foods and Cookery U01, f.02. Study of food materials con­
tinued. Buying, planning, cooking and serving of family meals. 
Table service and etiquette. Preservation of foods. Text-books: 
Food Products, by H. C. Sherman; Up-To-Date Waitress, by Ja­
net McKenzie Hill; Boston Cookery School Cook Book, by Fannie 
Merrett Farmer. 
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Foods and Cookery 501, 502. Food preservation. Food 
preparation. Invalid cookery. Menu planning. Table service. 
Large quantity cooking and serving. Text-book: Feeding the 
Family, by Mary S. Rose. 
Household Management 501, 502. Home selecting, organi­
zation, home furnishing, expenditures, household accounts, thrift, 
sanitation of house, grounds, community. Text-book: House­
hold Management, Bertha M. Terrell. 
Home Nursing 1*01, 1*02. Knowledge of common diseases, 
simple home treatments, when to call a physician, care of patient 
and room, aids in combating diseases and contagions. Text-book, 
Home Nurse's Handbook of Practical Nursing, by Charlotte A. 
Aikens. 
Household Physic 501, 502. Illustrating principles in daily 
practice in the home. Text-book: To be selected. 
Color and Design 1*01, 1*02. Knowledge and appreciation 
for colors. The laws which govern constructive, pictorial and dec­
orative design. The application of such designs to various prob­
lems in Home Economics. Text-book: To be selected. 
Clothing and Textiles 1*01, 1*02. Includes the study of tex­
tiles, selection of materials, study and use of commercial patterns, 
drafting of patterns; dressmaking and designing, selection of 
clothing with reference to occasion, season and cost; making 
tailored skirt and waist, cotton dress, silk dress, and ether suit­
able problems. Text-book: To be selected. 
Millinery 601, 602. The courses in millinery include the 
designing, making, trimming and decoration of fall and spring 
hats; study of material, line and color. Economy in the utiliza­
tion of old materials by renovation and coloring, making flowers, 
ornaments and trimmings. Text-book: To be selected. 
Clothing and Textiles 501, 502. Advanced dressmaking, 
principles of tailoring. Text-book: Dressmaking, by Jane Fales. 
Child Study and Care. 601, 602. Intelligent care of the 
child, its growth, food, clothing, hygiene. Text-book: To be se­
lected. 
Practice Cottage Work. 601, 602. The Senior girls in the 
Home Economics are required to live in a practice cottage or its 
equivalent; to do actual housekeeping under supervision, board­
ing themselves under the budget system for a prescribed sum. 
They plan, buy, cook, and serve their meals, and so rotate that 
each girl gets the practice of every phase of the work. 
Physiology 501, 502. This course is planned for students 
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specializing in domestic science. The work covers digestion of 
foods as applied to domestic science, and the various functions of 
the different organs of the body. Laboratory experiments per­
formed by the students are a part of this course. Text- book: To 
be selected. 
Household Chemistry 501, 502. Underlying scientific prin­
ciples for food combinations and household helps such as soap, 
bluing, various cleaning fluids and powders. Text-book: To be 
selected. 
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TEACHER TRAINING COURSE IN VOCATIONAL HOME 
ECONOMICS. 
COURSE LEADING TO BACHELOR OP SCIENCE DEGREE. 
FRESHMAN. 
First Semester. 
English 301 3 hours 
Clothing 301 3 hours 
History 301 3 hours 
Laundering 301 2 hours 
Foods and Cookery 301. 3 hours 
Psychology 301 3 hours 
Second Semester. 
English 302 3 hours 
Clothing 302 3 hours 
History 302 3 hours 
Laundering 302 2 hours 
Foods and Cookery 302. 3 hours 
Psychology 302 3 hours 
SOPHOMORE. 
First Semester. 
English 401 3 hours 
Design 401 lYz hours 
Physics or Biology 401.. 3 hours 
Foods and Cookery 401. . 3 hours 
Clothing 401 3 hours 
Home Nursing 401 .... \Yz hours 
Chemistry 401 3 hours 
Second Semester. 
English 402 3 hours 
Design 402 IY2 hours 
Physics or Biology 402. 1 Yz hours 
Foods and Cookery 402. . 3 hours 
Clothing 402 3 hours 
Home Nursing 402 .... 1 Yz hours 
Chemistry 402 3 hours 
JUNIOR. 
First Semester. 
English 501 3 hours 
Household Chemistry 501 1 Yz hours 
Household Physics 501 . 1 Yz hours 
Physiology 501 3 hours 
Education (Gen. Meth) 
501 3 hours 
Household Management 
501 . 3 hours 
Foods and Cookery 501. 2 hours 
Clothing 501 2 hours 
Second Semester. 
English 502 3 
Household Chemistry 502 1 Yz 
Household Physics 502. XYz 
Physiology 502 . .. 




Foods and Cookery 
. . .  3  











Rural Sociology 601 . .. 












Special Methods and 
Practice Teaching in 
Home Economics 602. 4 hours 
Child Care 602 2 hours 
Bacteriology and Sani-
tion 602 3 hours 
Millinery 602 2 hours 
Supervised Household 
Management 602 .... 3 hours 
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TRADE COURSE IN DRESSMAKING. 
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First Semester. 
English 3 hours 
Color and Designing ... 3 hours 
Dressmaking 5 hours 
Simple Accounts 3 hours 
Renovation and Remodel­
ing of Silk and Wool . 2 hours 
Clothing and Textiles. . 3 hours 
Second Semester. 
English 3 hours 
Color and Designing.... 3 hours 
Dressmaking 6 hours 
Drafting 2 hours 
Clothing 3 hours 
TRADE COURSE IN MILLINERY. 
First Semester. 
English 3 hours 
Color and Designing ... 3 hours 
Millinery 5 hours 
Simple Accounts 3 hours 
Remodeling and Renova­
tion of Old Hats .... 2 hours 
Second Semester. 
English 3 housr 
Color and Designing ... 3 hours 
Millinery 6 hours 
Simple Accounts 3 hours 
Remodeling and Renova­
tion of Old Hats 2 hours 













English 3 hours 
Dietaries for Families . . 3 hours 
Marketing 2 hours 
Sanitation 2 hours 
Cookery in Quantities... 5 hours 
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DIVISION OF MECHANICS. 
W. P. TERRELL, S. B. in M. E., 
Professor of Mechanics and Director. 
THOMAS Q. MORTON, B. S. in E. E., 
Associate Professor of Mechanics, Sput. of Power. 
HOMER M. TAYLOR, B. S. in C. E., 
Assistant Professor of Drawing and Design. 
* A. D. EWELL, 
Instructor in Laundering and Hat Making. 
R. F. JOHNSON, 
Instructor in Shoemaking. 
E. W. SCOTT, 
Instructor in Broom and Mattress Making. 
WM. COOK, 
Instructor in Printing. 
WM. MUCKELROY, 
Instructor in Plumbing and Steam Fitting. 
GEO. M. ROLIGAN, 
Instructor in Blacksmithing and Wheelwrighting. 
A. J. WALLACE, 
Instructor in Practical Carpentry. 
ALONZO WALLACE, 
Instructor in Tailoring. 
S. B. BYARS, 
Chief Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
LUTHER L. DAVIS, 
Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
J. L. BOWERS, 
Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
ROMEY HENDERSON, 
Instructor in Vulcanizing. 
*Part of the year. 
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G. B. MILLER, 
Instructor in Carpentry. 
N. A. JONES, 
Chie^ Engineer and Instructor in Stationary Engineering. 
*S. H. EWELL, 
Instructor in Laundering and Hat Making. 
E. C. B. JONES, 
Instructor in Machine Shop Practice. 
*MRS. R. L. EWELL, 
Assistant in Laundering and Dry Cleaning. 
MRS. H. EWELL, 
Assistant in Laundering and Dry Cleaning. 
GERTRUDE BRUCE, 
Assistant in Printing. 
FRED HICKS, 
Assistant Driving Instructor. 
HAYWOOD HARRIS, 
Assistant in Shoemaking. 
D. W. MARTIN, 
Assistant Engineer. 
*LUCILE E. FRAZIER, 
Stenographer. 










J. S. RISBY, 
Storekeeper. 
*Part of the year. 
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COURSE IN MECHANIC ARTS. 
The course in Mechanic Arts is designed to give a thorough 
training in the fundamental principles of engineering and in­
dustry. The instruction is given by the means of lectures, reci­
tations and practice work in the shop and laboratory. It is not 
possible in the short time to give the student skill in trades that 
comes from long practice, but his work may be deemed as an 
apprenticeship, and since his mind is trained with his hand, 
his advancement in any branch will be rapid. The mam object 
is to have him so trained that he will be able to direct any trade 
as he has received instructions that will give him a broader view 
of the whole industrial system. . 
Training is given in technical subjects such as mechanics, 
drawing, electricity and hydraulics. This training will still better 
fit them for any work related to the trades, as each subject 1^ 
given in such a way as to show its industrial application. 
The cultural side is not neglected. English, Literature, His­
tory and Economics are offered. Strong courses in Science and 
Mathematics are offered on account of the close relation that 
these two branches bear to modern industry and engineering. 
Courses in Education are offered in order that the studen 
may be able to understand the principles and purposes underly­
ing this branch. The study of human mind as applied to educa­
tional and industrial life is carried on. The educational progress 
of this and other countries is studied. Methods, School Admin­
istration and Vocational Guidance are also studied. . ^ 1 
The whole course is outlined so as to make not only an intel­
ligent leader in the industrial lines, but also a man that will be 
able to take an active part in the development of the community 
in which he lives. 
The graduate of this course will be equipped to become a 
teacher of related subjects such as physics, chemistry, mathe­
matics, and drawing in a vocational school, and with a few 
months of outside experience in one of the trades, teacher of 
that trade or field worker in industrial education. There is a 
growing demand for teachers of this class. 
The graduate will also be fitted to become a leader in the 
trade he wishes to follow. He may become a carpenter, plumber, 
blacksmith, auto mechanic, and finally a director of these various 
enterprises such as a garage owner. 
In addition, he has the proper foundation for further engi­
neering studies. 
The student on satisfactorily completing this course will be 
awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts. 
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FRESHMAN YEAR. 
Hours 
First Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
English 301 
Rhetoric 3 0 
Mathematics 301 
College Algebra 3 0 
Education 301 
Psychology 3 0 
Science 301 
Inorganic Chemistry .... 3 2 
Mechanic Arts 301 
Steam and Gas Power ... 2 2 
Mechanic Arts 303 
Drawing 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 305 
Wood Work 0 4 
Hours 
Second Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
English 302 
Rhetoric 3 0 
Mathematics 302 
Plane Trigonometry 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 310 
Material Construction .... 2 0 
Mechanic Arts 308 
Mechanism g 0 
Mechanic Arts 302 
Steam and Gas 2 2 
Mechanic Arts 304 
Descriptive Geometry ... 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 306 
Forging 0 4 








Mechanic Arts 401 
Mechanic Arts 403 
Shades, Shadows, Perspec 
tive 
Mechanic Arts 405 
Forging q 
Science 404 
4 3 College Physics 
Mathematics 501 
. . .  4  3 
3 0 Calculus 0 
History 502 
3 0 Political Economy .... . . . 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 402 
3 4 Mechanical Drawing 
Mechanic Arts 404 
0 6 
0 6 Surveying 4 
Mechanic Arts 406 
0 4 






Mechanic Arts 503 
Applied Mechanics .... 5 0 
Mechanic Arts 505 
Thermodynamics 0 
Mechanic Arts 507 
Electrical Engineering . . . . 3 3 
Mechanic Arts 509 
Mech. Drawing 3 
Mechanic Arts 511 
Machine Shop 6 
Seminar R 
Mechanic Arts 502 
Hydraulics 
Mechanic Arts 504 
Applied Mechanics 
Mechanic Arts 506 
Thermodynamics 
Mechanic Arts 508 
Electrical Engineering . 
Mechanic Arts 510 
Topographical Drawing 
















15 12 13 15 
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SENIOR YEAR. 
Hours 
First Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
Mechanic Arts 601 
El. of Reinforced Concrete 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 603 
Graphic Statics 0 4 
Mechanic Arts 605 
Vocational Education . . . . 3 0 




Mechanic Arts 602 
Working Drawings . . 
Mechanic Arts 604 
Estimating 













The above are required subjects in the Senior year. The students may 
elect one of the following groups: 
GROUP 1. 
Mechanic Arts 607 
Architectural Design . . 
Mechanic Arts 609 
History of Architecture 
Mechanic Arts 608 
0 15 Architectural Design 
Mechanic Arts 610 
2 0 History of Architecture 
2 15 
GROUP 2. 
. . 0 15 
. . 2 O 
2 15 




Mechanic Arts 612 
Surveying 
Mechanic Arts 614 
Railroad Engineering . . 
Mechanic Arts 624 
Drainage and Irrigation. 
6 6 
GROUP 3. 






Mechanic Arts 615 
Direct Current Machines 3 
Mechanic Arts 617 
Communication Engineering 3 
Mechanic Arts 616 
A. C. Machines 4 
Mechanic Arts 618 
Communication Engineering 3 
6 
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GROUP 4. 
Mechanic Arts 616 
6 A. C. Machines 4 2 
Mechanic Arts 620 
6 Machine Design 0 4 
Mechanic Arts 620 
Shop Management and 
Shop Records 2 0 
3 12 6 g 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
For description of cultural subjects see announcement of the 
department m which they are taught. 
oOl, 302. Steam and Gas Power. Freshman year, both 
semesters An e ementary study is made of steam engines, gas 
engines and the elements of automotive engineering. 
303 Mechanical Drawing. Freshman year, first semester. 
Fart of the semester is devoted to freehand drawing from geo­
metrical solids, common objects and still life. Special attention 
is &lven to measuring, dimensioning and describing machines 
Orthographic projection is included. 
30i. Descriptive Geometry. Freshman year, second sem­
ester. Class room and lectures on general and special problems 
relating to points, lines, planes and solids. 
305. Woodwork Freshman year, first semester. Shop 
practice in the use of common bench tools and power machinery 
for working in wood, as applied to joinery, elements of construc­
tion and cabinet. 
Forging. Freshman year, second semester and 
^ophomore year, first semester. Shop practice in the use of 
blacksmith and general forge tools in the working of iron and 
wLw P?r meth,ods of tempering, annealing, welding, case hardening, etc., are taught. 
308. Mechanism. Freshman year, second semester. A 
careful study is made of the fundamental elements of machinery 
with reference to the transmission of motion and force, and to 
their forms and arrangement in actual machines. 
310. Materials of Construction. Freshman year, second 
semester. A study of various materials of engineering, where 
obtained or how manufactured. 
Mechanic Arts 615 
Direct Current Machines . 3 
Mechanic Arts 619 
Machine Design 0 
U01. Mechanical Drawing. Sophomore year, first semester. 
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The solution of a large number of graphical and mathematical 
problems are discussed in the course m mechanism. 
402 509. Mechanical Drawing. Sophomore year,second 
drawings. 
AOS- Shades and Shadows and Perspective. _ Sophomore 
year first semester. The application of the principles of des-
crintive geometry in casting architectural shadows The prm-
cinles of rendering is also taught. In this course the study an 
practical application of the theory of perspective will be given. 
404. Surveying. Sophomore year, second semester. This 
is a brief course in the use and care of surveying instruments. 
406 511, 512. Machine Shop. Sophomore year, .se^o"^ 
semester and junior year, both semesters. \\ork is given m 
chipping, filing, shaper, scraping, drilling and turning on the 
lathe. 
503 504. Applied Machines. Junior year, both semesteis. 
A study'is made of analytical and graphical composition, resolu­
tion and conditions of equilibrium of concurrent and noncon-
current forces; center of gravity, frictions, moments of inertia, 
relation between forces acting on rigid bodies and resulting mo­
tions of work, energy and power and of the resistance of ma­
terials on pipes, rivited joints, beams, colummg, etc. 
505 506. Thermodynamics. Junior year,both semesteis-. 
A study'of heat, power engineering, including steam engmeeimg, 
steam turbines, gas engines, compressed air and refrigerating 
machinery. 
507 508. Electrical Engineering. Junior year, both sem­
esters. The study of the principles of electricity and magnetism, 
simple electric circuits, primary and secondary batteries, battery 
charging, simple telephone circuits, the magnetic circuit, induc­
tance and capacity. 
510. Topographical Drawing. Junior year, second sem­
ester. Conventional methods of plotting surveys. 
601 Elements of Reinforced Concrete. Senior year, firs-
semester. The theories of stress distribution and various sys­
tems of reinforcing. Elementary design is taken up. 
602. Working Drawings. Senior year, second semester 
Various details of buildings are drawn to scale. One complet 
set of plans for a small building is required to be drawn. 
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602. Graphic Statics. Senior year, first semester. Use 
of the force and equilibrium polygons in determining resultants, 
reactions, centers of gravity, bending moments, practical appli­
cations are made. 
604. Estimating. Senior year, second semester. Practice is 
given in estimating quantities of material needed in a small dwell­
ing and a fire proof building. 
605. Vocational Education. Senior year, first semester. 
The purpose of this course is to give a clear understanding of the 
growth and importance of trade industrial education. Vocational 
guidance is considered. The various provisions of the Smith-
Hughes Act is also studied. 
606. Job Analysis. Senior year, second semester. The 
course as outlined by Charles Allen is closely studied. 
607. 608. Architectural Design. Senior year, both sem­
esters. Simple problems involving the use of the orders and more 
advanced problems in planning. Composition and presentation. 
Rendering in India and water colors. 
609, 610. History of Architecture. Senior year, both sem­
esters. Study is made of the Egyptian, Western, Asiatic, Grecian, 
Roman, early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque and Gothic 
styles. 
611, 612. Surveying. Senior year, both semesters. The 
making of land, topographical and triangulation surveys. 
614. Railroad Engineering. Senior year, second semester. 
The theory and practice of simple course is taught in both class 
room and field. 
624- Drainage and Irrigation. Senior year, second sem­
ester. A study is made of the application of engineering prin­
ciples to the design and construction of drainage and irrigation 
works. 
615. Direct Current of Machines. Senior year, first sem­
ester. A detailed study of the fundamental principles underly­
ing the various types of direct current machines with laboratory 
work. 
616. Alternating Current Machines. Senior year, second 
semester. A detailed study of alternating current principles as 
applied to generators, motors and transformers, with laboratory 
work. 
617. 618. Communication Engineering. Senior year, both 
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semesters. Study is made of magneto and central battery circuit, 
alternating current, telegraphy, telephone cable construction, 
poles, towers, insulators, radio communication. 
619, 620. Machine Design. Senior year, both semesters. 
Design of machine elements will be given in this course. The ob­
ject is to enable the student to design ordinary machines and to 
be able to make proper drawings for the manufacturer of the ma­
chine. 
622. Shop Management and Shop Records. Senior year, 
second semester. The object of this course is to give the student 
the fundamental principles underlying the arrangement of ma­
chinery, production and keeping of records. 
SHOP TEACHERS. 
In order to meet the demand for shop teachers a short course 
will be offered. 
This course offers an opportunity for men already skilled in 
their trade to prepare themselves as teachers so as to qualify for 
work under the Smith-Hughes Law. Shop teachers are needed 
not only in the cities but also in the rural schools to give instruc­
tions in farm mechanics. 
The applicant for this course shall have completed the work 
of the elementary school or its equivalent. He shall have two 
years trade experience beyond the period of learning the trade. 
He shall be at least twenty-two years old, possess good health, 
and character. 
The course will be arranged according to shop in which the 
work is taken. 
General Methods BO 
Practice Methods 30 
Related Math 20 
Drawing 60 
Science 20 
Observation and Practice Teaching 60 
220 
Trade contact 20 weeks in at least two of the above trades. 
Not more than ten weeks in one trade can be taken during 
the summer vacation or after graduation. 960 hours. 
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TRADE COURSES. 
Trade or vocational courses are offered for the benefit of two 
classes of students: (1) Those who cannot afford the time or 
expense of taking a longer course and who desire to apply their 
limited time directly to acquiring more skill in some one industry 
with a view to following it as a trade; and (2) for the benefit of 
those who are enganged in some industry but who feel the need 
of acquiring more skill and efficiency in the work in which they 
are at present engaged. 
LENGTH OF COURSES. 
All trade courses except one is planned to extend through 
one academic year. The course in Printing is outlined for two 
years. It may be possible, however, for those who have had 
some practical experience in a trade to complete the course in a 
shorter time. However, no certificate will be granted until a full 
year has been devoted to the work. An applicant who has had 
some experience in a trade may be admitted to advanced stand­
ing provided that satisfactory evidence is shown of his ability 
to do the work. It is recommended that those who have had 
some experience in a trade endeavor to enroll at the beginning 
of one of the regular terms of the College year. 
Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, 
Plumbing, and Auto Mechanics, Tractor Repair and Operation 
will be organized upon the application of five in each branch. 
These courses will be more in the nature of extension work. The 
practicing carpenter may wish to be able to read blue prints or 
learn plumbing; the blacksmith may wish to know automobile 
electricity or automobile repairing. The object of these courses 
will be to fill this need. These courses are primarily for persons 
of mature age. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE. 
In order to enter a trade or vocational course, the applicant 
must be at least fourteen years of age. There are no formal 
academic requirements for admission to these courses, but in all 
cases admission is granted on the approval of the Principal. 
EXPENSES. 
Trade or Vocational students must pay the regular entrance 
fees, including maintenance, cost of uniform, etc. They will also 
be under the same regulations as the students taking the regular 
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courses. All students are expected to do willingly, at all times, 
what appears to be to the best interest of the College commu­
nity. An opportunity is offered for the students taking a Trade 
or Vocational course to earn all or a part of their College ex­
penses. A laboratory fee is charged in Auto Mechanics. 
TRADE COURSE CERTIFICATES. 
Upon the satisfactory completion of a Trade or Vocational 
course a special Industrial Certificate of Proficiency will be 
awarded. As previously stated above, a certificate will not be 
issued unless the applicant has spent the full year in attend­
ance and completed the required course. 
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AUTO MECHANICS. 
The object of this course is to prepare mechanics for the 
care, operation and repair of tractors, stationary gas engines, 
and automobiles. 
Sufficient equipment is available to give each student that 
personal attention that insures a thorough grasp of the subject 
taught. 
SHORT COURSE, THREE MONTHS AND LESS. 
Fees from $25.00 to $125.00 for combinations. 
Auto Mechanics 12 weeks 
Tractor Mechanics 8 weeks 
Farm Mechanics (College Course). 36 weeks 
Electric Starting and Lighting .... 8 weeks 
Vulcanizing 8 weeks 
Oxy Acetylene Welding 8 weeks 
Gas Engine Repair, Operation and Maintenance, Auto Me­
chanics, Tractor Mechanism. Principles of gas engines and gas­
oline automobiles. Daily lectures on the features of the motor, 
the chassis, automobile electricity, tires and driving of automo­
biles, tractors, motorcycles and stationary gas engines. 
The lectures will cover the work the student is to perform 
that day in the shop. 
* Mechanical Drawing, Blue Print Reading. A course de­
signed not so much with the idea of the making of mechanical 
drawings, as with the reading thereof. 
Some practice in freehand perspective and isometric draw­
ing will be given. 
*Shop Mathematics, Shop Costs and Estimates; Shop Eco­
nomics. A review of short-cut formulas of everyday use to the 
mechanic. 
Practice in estimating costs and charges from a considera­
tion of overhead and running expenses. Contracts, liability. 
Shop Work, Road Work. Actual work by the student in the 
assembly and dissembly of various types of motors, automobiles, 
tractors and stationary engines. A study of the chassis; a study 
of the electrical system; vulcanizing!; casing and tube work; 
elementary soldering; brazing; and weldingt; truck driving, auto 
driving; tractor operating; motorcycle riding. 
Reference: Dyke's Encyclopedia. 
For full information and Illustrated Catalog, address, 
Department of Mechanics, 
Prairie View College, 
Prairie View, Texas. 
*For Advanced Students. 
fSpecial Course in Tire Repair and Vulcanizing. 
tSpecial Course in Oxy Acetylene Welding. 
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BROOM AND MATTRESS MAKING. 
It is planned in this course to prepare competent broom and 
mattress makers. This industry requires very little capital to 
operate on, and for that reason offers a great opportunity for a 
person to start a business of his own. 
Broom Making. Assorting, putting on handles, shoulders 
and hurl corn, covering, broom locks, cutting beads and shoulders, 
sewing, scraping, clipping, and binding. Bleaching, staining and 
manipulating the fiber. 
Mattress Making. Selection of materials, measuring, cutting, 
boxing and filling mattresses and pillows, repair of same. Rim­
ming, tufting and making door mats out of corn shucks. 
Shop Mechanics. The student should have a practical 
knowledge of fundamental principles of arithmetic and their ap­
plications to the solution of shop problems. Review of funda­
mental oprations of arithmetic common and decimal fractions, 
powers, roots, weights and measures. 
Factory Management. Lectures on the care and use of 
tools and machinery selection and the economical use of materials. 
Cost of production. 
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given stu­
dents in the regular academic course. The aim, is to develop 
within the student the correct manner of expression. 
Bookkeeping. This course consists of keeping the records 
and accounts of the business done in the shop, such as cost of 
materials and production and sales. 
This course will be offered if sufficient number of students 
register. 
GENERAL BLACKSMITHING. 
The aim of this course is to impart to the student the know­
ledge of the principles of general blacksmithing, and to give a 
thorough training in the practice of same. 
Blacksmithing Practice. This course will include the follow­
ing: Care of shop, making of fires, selection of tools, forging, 
heating, drawing out, forming, bending, twisting, upsetting, 
welding, chain making. Steel: drawing, forming, refining, tem­
pering, spring and tool making. 
Horseshoeing and Wheelwrighting. The work of this course 
will be extremely practical, as all general blacksmithing for the 
College is done by this department. 
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Shop Machinery and Management. This course will include 
study of the various types of machines used in blacksmith shops^ 
together with the proper method of carrying on work in shops. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, let­
tering, orthographic projection and elementary drawing and 
working drawings of wagons and buggies. 
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of 
arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, per­
centage, measures and weights, fundamental concepts of geom­
etry. 
Science. This course includes the elements of mechanics, of 
metals and veterinary science as applied to anatomy of a horse's 
foot. 
English. This course includes grammar, composition and 
rhetoric as given to students in the first year of the academic de­
partment. The aim is to have the workmen prepare to express 
himself clearly. 
Bookkeeping. The bookkeeping as taught here will apply 
especially to the needs of accounting in the blacksmith shop, and 
will also include cost finding and purchasing. 
CARPENTRY. 
The course in Carpentry will be divided in two sections: 
Cabinet Making and House Building. 
CABINET MAKING. 
Drawing. The student will be given orthographic and oxon-
ometric projection, blue printing and elementary furniture de­
sign. 
Practice. In practice will be given bench work, wood trim­
ming, mill work and cabinet and furniture making. 
Finishing. Surfacing, staining, and varnishing. 
HOUSE BUILDING. 
Drawing. Sketching orthographic projection and the draw­
ing of a complete set of plans for a two story frame building. 
Practice. Foundation, framing, putting on siding, sheating, 
shingling, setting window frames, interior finish, stair building. 
Estimating. Taking off quantities from plans. 
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PLUMBING. 
The object of this course is to prepare young men as plumb­
ers and steam fitters. 
Plumbing. Names and care of tools, cutting and threading 
pipe, tapping water mains, running sewer pipe, running soil pipe, 
calking, wiping joints, soldering, roughing in bathroom and toilet 
fixtures, setting bathroom and toilet fixtures, connecting boilers, 
engines and pumps to water and steam lines, repair work of all 
kinds, steam heat and hot water connections, study of plumbing 
laws and city ordinances. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, let­
tering and sketching, orthographic projection, floor plans and sec­
tions of buildings with the putting in of complete plumbing lay­
outs. 
Shop Mathematics. Review of the fundamental operations 
of arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, 
percentage, measures and weights, fundamental concepts of ge­
ometry, estimating costs. 
Science. Elementary principles of physics and sanitation. 
English. This course includes grammar, composition and 
rhetoric as given to students in the first year of the academic 
department. The aim is to have the workman prepare to express 
himself clearly. 
PRINTING. 
The purpose of this course is to prepare the student who not 
only will be competent printers, but will also be able to take com­
plete charge of a small shop. This course is designed to run 
two years. 
English. Grammar, composition, rhetoric, spelling, punc­
tuation, capitalization, paragraphing, proof reading are related to 
the print shop. 
Shop Hygiene. Health, sanitation, and safety as applied to 
groups as well as to individuals. 
Shop Mathematics. Calculation of materials, weights and 
size. 
Printing. Exercises in composition involving all the opera­
tions used in setting book pages and in publishing the school 
paper. 
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Design. Effective arrangement of type and matter as to 
color, harmonizing, balance, proportion and emphasis. 
History of Printing. A general history course of the print­
ing art from its beginning to date. 
Science. The chemistry of printing as it relates to the in­
dustry, law of physics and elementary application of mechanism 
used about the shop. 
Accounting. Bookkeeping, cost finding, and estimating. 
COURSE IN MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE. 
Machine Shop Practice. 36 weeks. This course aims to 
provide the thorough training required of a competent all-around 
machinist. The instruction consists of shop work and lectures. 
Students work from drawings and blue prints throughout. Con­
struction and use of common tools, laying out, chipping, filing, 
tapping, and threading with dies, etc. Use of measuring instru­
ments. Drill press work, simple forging. Lathe, shapes and 
milling machine work; leveling and aligning shafting, babbiting 
bearings. Grinding tools. Forging and hardening various kinds 
of chisels and punches. 
Shop Mathematics. The instruction in all cases is by con­
crete examples and problems relating to the trade. Arithmetic, 
fractions, decimals, squares and square root, cubes, areas, vol­
umes, percentages, proportion, discount, elementary geometry; 
chiefly the measurements of angles, chords and arcs, areas of 
triangles, rectangles, circles, and cubic contents of tanks, bins, 
cylinders, cones and other bodies. English and metric system of 
weights and measures: Formulae. Simple fundamental processes 
applied to solution of shop problems. 
Science. This course consists of problems involving the laws 
of the lever, wheel and axle, inclined plane, screw, wedge, etc., ex­
pansion and contraction of solids, liquids and gases, water pres­
sure ; horse power of pumps and engines. Physical properties of 
machinery materials. Metals, their source, weight, strength, 
color, hardness, malleability, ductility and use, chief alloys, brass, 
bronze, babbit, etc., and uses. Cast iron, wrought iron and steel 
manufacture, use and strength. Special steels in automobile and 
tool construction, expansion and shrinkage in metals and cast­
ings compositions and properties of mouldings and slage. 
Mechanical Drawing. In drafting, the aim is to give the stu­
dent familiarity with working drawings so that he may read a 
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drawing intelligently and work from it and make when necessary 
his own working drawings. Attention is given to rough free­
hand dimensions and sketching. General use and care of draw­
ing instruments. Free hand lettering, proper placing of views, 
dimensions and titles. Drafting conventions, pencil drawings of 
machine parts, practical drill in projections and revaluations of 
solids. Conventions in pipe sizes. Drawing from sketches and 
data. Making detail from layout or assembly drawings. 
English. The chief aim of this course is to train the student 
to think clearly about his work and to be able to express him­
self in the simple language. This is given as a part of the reg­
ular academic course. 
SHOEMAKING. 
The obj ect of this course is to prepare the student to become 
a practical shoemaker in order that he may be able to take care 
of the class of work found in the average towns or in the city. 
Shoemaking Practice. This course includes sole nailing, the 
use of tools, leathering of old shoes, fitting half soles for nail 
work, fitting soles for sewed work, the proper method of applying 
the nailed soles to the welt bottom and to a McKay bottom, stitch­
ing on half soles on welt and turn sole bottoms, finishing bottoms 
and edges by hand and machinery, putting on patches by hand 
stitch and machine stitch, cementing, revamping old shoes, build­
ing up last when not large enough for measurement, cutting soles 
and channels by hand method and machine method, lasting the 
uppers over a wood last after the counter and toe box have been 
fitted and pasted in, sewing welt on welt bottom shoes, putting on 
shanks on bottom filler, putting on bottom soles, making new 
shoes and boots complete. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, let­
tering and sketching, orthographic projection, and development 
of intersections. 
Grade and Pattern Making. This course is a continuation 
of drawing and its practical application in use in shoemaking, and 
will include the making of patterns from measurements and fit­
ting. 
Shop Mathtematics. Review of fundamental operations of 
arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, per­
centage, measures and weights, fundamental concepts of geom­
etry. 
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Leather Manufacture and Uses. This course will not only 
include the manufacture of the different kinds of leather, but will 
also give the student a thorough knowledge of the kinds and uses 
of the different leathers. 
Bookkeeping. The proper shoe shop accounting is taught in 
this course. Estimating, cost finding and purchase is also given 
in order that the student may be able to conduct his trade on 
sound business principles. 
English. Grammar, composition, and rhetoric as given to 
students in the first year of academic work will be given to these 
students in order that they may be able to express themselves 
clearly. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING. 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to operate 
and to make ordinary repairs necessary around in the steam plant 
of a small town, and act as assistant engineer in plants of larger 
cities. 
Boiler Room. Practice in firing both the return tublar boiler 
and the water tube boiler, together with the operation and main­
tenance of boiler feed water pumps and feed water heaters. 
Engine Room. Practice in engine and dynamo attendance 
and maintenance on various types of machinery, including the 
Corliss engine, high speed cut-off engines, air compressors and 
turbines. 
Ice Plant. Practice in operation and the maintenance of ice 
making and refrigerating machinery. 
Forging. Practice in heating, drawig out, bending upset­
ting, welding, tempering and hardening of iron and steel and mak­
ing of small tools. 
Machine Shop Practice. Practice in shaping, filing, babbit­
ting, soldering, drilling and turning. 
Pipe Fitting. Practice in cutting and threading pipe, con­
necting boilers, engines and pumps to water and steam lines. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, 
sketching, orthographic projection, and pipe drawing. 
Steam Power. This course includes the study of the various 
types of boilers, steam engines, and auxiliaries. 
Essentials of Electricity. In this course fundamental prin-
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ciples underlying alternate, and direct current and a few indus­
trial applications will be given. 
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of 
arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, 
percentage, measures and weights, fundamental concepts of ge­
ometry. 
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given stu­
dents in the regular academic course. It is the plan to develop 
within the student the proper method of expression. 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. 
The object of this course is to fit the student for work in 
either the hand or steam laundries in our larger cities and also 
to prepare him to take complete charge of this class of work in 
the small towns throughout the State. 
Lanudry and Dry Cleaning. Practice work will be given in 
all phases of laundering and dry cleaning, and will include work 
with cylinder washers, extractors, shirt starching, starch cook­
er?, flat work ironers, collar and shirt ironers, pressing machines 
collar shapers, and other machinery found in first class laundries' 
Since all of the work of the College and the students is done in 
our College laundry, this work will be extremely practical. 
Hat Making. This course will include pressing, sizine-
pouncing, blocking, finishing and rebuilding. 
Science. This course will include the study of the effect of 
soft and hard water; the different cleaning preparations and uses 
and dye'ing6 S a exPeriments with the common bluing-
Shop Mathematics. This course includes the review of fun­
damental  operat ions of  ar i thmetic,  common and decimal f rac­
tions, powers and roots percentage, measures and weights, and 
fundamental concepts of geometry. Some work will be given on 
principles underlying laundry machinery. B °n 
Bookkeeping. Laundry accounting office records will ho 
Sundry course as applies to either stea mlaundry or hand 
English Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given stu­
dents in regular academic work will be given to these students in 
ordei to develop the proper method of expression. 
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Textiles. The manufacture of cotton, linen, silk, and wool­
en garments will be given in order that the structure will be 
understood and that the proper method of laundering will be 
taken in each case. 
TAILORING. 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to become 
a practical tailor and garment repairer. Students completing this 
course will be enabled to enter the tailoring trade and to do cred­
itable work. 
Tailoring Practice. Practice in hand needle work, basting 
and making different kinds of stitches; measurements; practice 
in making vests and trousers; Prnce Alberts, cut-aways, and 
double-breasted coats. 
Drafting. The drafting includes uses of instruments, letter­
ing and sketching, orthographic projection, and development. 
Cutting and Fitting. Consists of drafting and cutting of 
trousers, coats and vests. 
Textiles. A study of various material such as serge, wor-
teds, both as to their manufacture and use, and the proper method 
for working up into garments. 
Tailoring Machinery. A close study of the various types of 
machines used in tailoring. 
Hat Making. This is a short course to prepare the student 
in making and repairing of hats, dry cleaning and dyeing. 
Bookkeeping. Accounting as applicable to tailor shop prac­
tice. will be given so that the student will be able to keep accounts 
properly. 
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given stu­
dents in the regular College course. The aim is to have the work­
man prepare to express himself clearly. 
GENERAL INFORMATION. 
SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is lo­
cated in southeast Texas, in Waller county six miles east of 
Hempstead. The situation is commanding and beautiful. The 
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buildings face a broad prairie on the south, which runs for miles 
to the southeast. To the west and north lie extensive tracts of 
timber. Five miles southeast is the growing little town of Wal­
ler. The Houston & Texas Central Railway runs in front of the 
school, a mile distant, making the College easy of access by rail 
from all parts of the state. 
A constant gulf breeze, which often becomes a strong wind, 
insures a pure and healthful atmosphere, and the general health 
of the pupils has been good. 
HOW TO REACH PRAIRIE VIEW. 
Several days before leaving home students should inform 
their nearest railroad ticket agent that Prairie View Station is in 
Waller county, on the main line of the Houston & Texas Central 
Railway, and find out from him the best route to reach it. Find 
out also on what day and on what train you will arrive and notify 
the Principal of the school of your coming. 
MESS HALL AND CHAPEL. 
This building is a three-story brick building, containing be­
low, a large, spacious dining hall, and above a most modern audi­
torium, where all chapel and prayer services are held. All stu­
dents and unmarried teachers are required to take their meals at 
this building in the dining hall. The aim of the State is to fur­
nish a palatable, healthful diet at actual cost of material and ser­
vice. 
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING. 
This is a three-story fire-proof brick building erected at a 
cost of $60,000. It gives ample room for all agricultural class 
and laboratory activities including stock judging and veterinary 
practices. The necessary equipment for successful class and Tab 
oratory work is gradually being installed. This building is elec­
trically lighted and steam heated, with water and sewer connee 
tions. ' 
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY. 
The Agricultural Library is on the third floor of the Agri­
cultural Building. The purpose of this library is to have books 
leports, bulletins, journals, etc., of a special nature readilv availT 
able for all agricultural students and instructors. It now contains 
over 300 volumes of the most choice books on technical agricul 
ture, rural education and sociology; together with a large colled 
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tion of bulletins of a special nature properly catalogued for ready 
reference. Books, bulletins, and journals of an agricultuial na­
ture are being constantly added. Gifts along this line are very 
highly appreciated. 
THE SCHOOL FARM. 
This farm contains 1435 acres. A sandy loam is the prevail­
ing type of soil. About 400 acres are under cultivation in field 
crops, orchard and garden crops; and the immediate campus and 
residences occupy about 75 acres. The remainder is devoted to 
pastures and meadows, with small wood lots here and there. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S DORMITORIES. 
There are six girls' dormitories. Three of them are three-
story brick buildings, one a thirty-six-room building and one a 
thirty-nine-room building, the third, a fire-proof building contain­
ing fifty-four rooms. 
The other three are frame buildings of two stories, each con­
taining a total of sixty-two bedrooms. All these buildings are 
lighted by electricity, heated by steam, and have water and bath­
room connections. 
ACADEMIC HALL. 
This is a very stately building of three stories, containing, 
above, class rooms, the Principal's office, below, local Treasurer's 
office, book store, and reading room, office of the Dean of the Col­
lege, Registrar's office, office of Dean of Men, Library and the 
post office. There are two wings on the building, containing two 
class rooms and two committee rooms, used solely by the Board 
of Diretcors whenever the business of the school requires their 
presence at the institution. 
YOUNG MEN'S DORMITORIES. 
There are four young men's dormitories. Two are three-
story brick buildings and two are frame buildings of two stories 
each. Together they contain 102 rooms. These buildings are 
furnished with electric lights, shower baths, and water connec­
tions. The problem of housing, which has long been a matter of 
serious concern at this institution, is about to be solved in view of 
the fact that new buildings are being erected from year to year 
to relieve the congested conditions. 
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THE LAUNDRY. 
The laundry is a two-story fireproof brick building that is 
most artistically built and equipped with the most modern laun­
dry equipment. This is perfectly ventilated and the most health­
ful conditions under which students can possibly work are guar­
anteed. From the standpoint of beauty, equipment, sanitation 
and safety, this building is second to none among Negro schools of 
the country. 
THE POWER PLANT. 
A commodious one-story brick building with concrete floor 
and roof, approximately 105 feet long and 80 feet deep, houses the 
power plant, which consists of a battery of four boilers aggre­
gating 500 horse power. The electrical equipment consists of 
four units, a 50 k. w. 33-phase 60-cycle alternator belted to a 
Corliss engine, one 72 k. w. generator directly connected with an 
Erie Ball engine; one 83 k.w. alternator directly connected to an 
American Ball engine, and a 94 k. va. machine directly connected 
to a Westinghouse turbine. There are also two 40 horse power 
engines direct connected to two single stage air pumps which 
work alternately and furnish compressed air for pumping all the 
water necessary from two deep wells. This water, after settling 
is pumped into a 30,000-gallon elevated steel tank. Powerful 
double action steam pumps are always under steam ready to force 
water in any quantities for fire suppression. 
Y. W. C. A. 
The purpose of the Y. W. C. A. shall be to unite the women of 
the institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ. It shall thus associate 
them with students of the world for the advancement of the King-
dam of God. 
A rest room has been fitted up in the handsome Household 
Arts building and a piano, Victrola, seats and other necessary 
equipment have been purchased from the profits of the girl's 
canteen which is operated by the members under the direction of 
the director-teacher. 
Bible training classes are conducted under the auspices of the 
association for the training of teachers for Sunday School work 
Every afternoon the Y. W. C. A. reading room is open for all 
girls, there being daily papers and magazines of the best type for 
their information in matters current. 
The Blue Triangle is a popular sign and serves a great pur­
pose in the lives of the girls in binding them in a bond of Chris­
tian sympathy. 
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LIBRARY AND READING ROOM. 
The general library and reading room occupies a space on the 
first floor of Academic Hall. It contains about 2,500 volumes of 
reference books, history, biology, poetry, and general literature. 
Most of these books are selected with special reference to the 
tastes of students and young people—and are classified according 
to the latest methods. They are all catalogued on cards, and 
drawn by all pupils without cost. A set of new Encyclopedia 
Britannica has been purchased, and more than $200 worth of 
books treating on important phases of education added to the col­
lection of library books. It is the express purpose of the author­
ities to build up an extensive library here by constantly adding 
new books each year. 
The reading room receives regularly some of the leading 
newspapers and periodicals, and is open seven hours on each 
week day, two hours on Sunday and three hours on holidays, A 
reading room for girls with equal accommodations is located in 
their brick dormitory. 
THE Y. M. C. A. 
The Young Men's Christian Association is a very vital factor 
in the life of the young men who attend this institution. During 
the past year a large room was equipped with a piano, Victrola, 
tables for games where the young men could have a place for 
harmless recreation. A reading room of current literature, 
where one can find most of the best magazines and periodicals 
published, is conducted by the Y. M. C. A. Devotional meetings 
are held each week. Frequently lectures are given to the young 
men by experts in their line. 
New students may write the secretary stating the time bf 
their arrival so that arrangements can be made for members of 
the new student committtee to meet them. 
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES. 
While no particular denomination influence is exerted here at 
Prairie View the authorities of the institution are thoroughly 
committed to the benefits of religious training, a chaplain is reg­
ularly elected from the faculty who has charge of religious activ­
ities of the College community. Sunday School is held each Sun­
day morning from nine to 10:30 and at 11 a. m. a sermon by the 
chaplain or a religious lecture by a member of the faculty or in­
vited clergyman is given in the College auditorium attendance 
upon which is required of all students. In the regular session 
vesper service is held at 6:30. 
These are required services. 
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Among the voluntary organizations maintained in full ef­
fectiveness are a Bible training class, Young Men s Christian 
Association, Young Woman's Christian Association, reading clubs 
and choral societies. There is no doubt that here at Prairie View 
where no particular sectarian tenets are advocated is the finest 
opportunity for voluntary and therefore effective Christian act­
ivity Among the recent acts of Christian service were gifts o± 
$100 00 each to Wiley and Bishop college during their suffering's 
from loss of buildings by fire, $105.00 for sufferers at Corpus 
Christi when that city was inundated by floods, also several hun­
dred dollars given for religious work among the soldiers. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
The students are encouraged to form societies for literary 
programs and discussions. We believe that such practice gives 
power in debate and in forensic art. 
ATHLETICS. 
The usual form of athletic sports are carried on. The gen­
eral oversight of athletic activities is placed in the hands of the 
athletic committtee. This body is composed of faculty repre­
sentatives and undergraduate students. We have one of the 
largest and most beautiful athletic fields in the country, various 
games, such as baseball, football, basketball, volley ball, lawn 
tennis and numbers of other games are played upon this field. 
THE SUMMER SCHOOL. 
A regular bulletin describes the work of the Summer School 
and only the following need be said now concerning it: 
SCOPE OF WORK. 
1. All the work of the regular college course including the 
industries of the College is taught in the summer session. 
2. Special courses, such as typewriting, stenography, busi­
ness course, languages, higher mathematics, vocal and instru­
mental music, etc., are taugh by competent instructors to those 
who desire to make a specialty of the subjects, or any of them. 
CREDIT FOR WORK DONE. 
1. Four summer sessions are required as credit for one full 
year's work. 
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2 An entire summer attendance will be credited as one-
lourth of a school year. Students who attended less than the 
entire summer session will be given credit for the actual time 
attended. Shortage in attendance must be made up by actual at­
tendance and not by examination. 
u ac^ua^ fime attended and satisfactory work done will 
be credited the same for the attainment of a certificate or di­
ploma during the summer sessions as during the regular session 
4. The minimum resident attendance for a diploma is 
thirty-two weeks of work in the Senior year; and a student may 
giaduate and receive a college diploma or certificate by attending 
the summer session alone. The minimum resident attendance for 
a certificate is two quarters. 
5. Students who do not take any regular course but make 
a specialty of some particular branch or branches may be granted 
a statement of proficiency in the work satisfactorily accomplished 
Course of study same as regular session. 
The old list of the alumni had become so misleading on ac­
count of changes which had taken place that it was felt to be an 
injustice to them to have it published without change. The cat­
alogue, however, could not be held back until a perfected list could 
be obtained, for this would entail an enormous amount of cor­
respondence which would consume time which could not be taken 
It is hoped that we shall soon have a list which will give correct 
information concerning the large host of alumni who so valiantly 
carry the banner of Prairie View. y 
The Prairie View Alumni have become a great body of teach­
ers throughout Texas and adjacent states, numbering several 
thousand. Obviously a record of them could not be published 
each year in the small compass of an annual catalog. However, 
the interest of their Alma Mater is in no measure lessened on 
account of numbers but on the other hand is much increased. A 
committee has been appointed who will correspond with the var-
IOUS graduates, securing their addresses, class of occupation and 
year of graduation This will be compiled in a bulletin and sent 
f"' ,1'800, letters have already been sent out to 
which 1400 replies have been received. Carefully the work is be 
mg done and at no distant date the Alumni bulletin will make its 
appearance. 
All Alumni who may see this notice and have not sent in 
their names and addresses, please do so at once and also send 
the names of any other graduates whose work you know of with 
the addresses of the same. 
Address, The Registrar, Prairie View, Texas. 
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CONCLUSION. 
In preparing this catalogue, an attempt has been made to 
give information necessary to those who think of attending schoo 
here The course of study, entrance requirements, text-books, 
cost of board, and other matters of equal importance. are fully 
stated However, if after carefully reading its contents the 
reader should desire further information concerning the school, 
a letter of inquiry addressed to the Principal will receive prompt 
attention. 
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ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES—SESSION 1920-21. 
SENIOR COLLEGE 
Griggs, Myrtia . . . Prairie View 
Johnson Mrs. A. E. S Prairie view 
hjster, k- E. . . Ennis 
Lister, Mrs. T. E Ennis 
Osborne, Mrs. L. B Prairie view 
Smith, W. F Antonio 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Carrington, Virgie M Austin 
Fields, Harold D. Yoakum 
Fry, Louis Bastron 
Johnson, J Mercer B?enham 
Johnson Minnie Galveston 
JoIIey, Lee Goree Crockett 
teyR°ldS,MArliDe w Prairie Vie^ Sanders Mrs. Pear W Prairie view 
Strickland, Rutledge Pittshuro-
Thompson, Auther E Xorstana 
JUNIOR RURAL ARTS 
Carroll, Orleander C Groesbeck 
Hammonds, Arthur L !..... Prairie View 
SOPHOMORE COLLEGE 
Alexander, Cleo ML Enterprise 
Allen, Claud Trawick 
Bailes, Alma Austto 
Battle, Lela .."!!!!! ! Ennis 
Chandler, Wilmer Rockdale 
Coleman, Dennis Ft Worth 
®av!s- Victoria Sa'n Antonio 
Rm7i5S' Clarksville Dibbrell, Dowlmg Seguin 
Evans, Essie B .'Caldwell 
Ewmg, Mildred Austin 
Farns, James R ; Mexia 
Gilder Hazel Beaumont 
Hall, A. G. Dallas 
Harris, John W Pineland 
Huckaby, Juanita Ennis 
Johnson, Bunyan Mexia 
Jones, Cleopatra Orange 
Jones, Madelyn D .'Austin 
Kyle, Alma San Marcus 
Lewis, Lucille Dallas 
Martin, Dorothy Wharton 
Mason, Evangeline Giddine-s 
McCrimmon, Viola Ponta 
Mills, Reba Houston 
Montgomery, Ruby Houston 
Parks, Rosa Manor 
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Palsey, Cora Houston 
Petteway, Robert E Orange 
Polk, Juanita Waco 
Alverdie, Prater Beaumont 
Roach, Fannie Beaumont 
Rucker, Rosa L Beaumont 
Simmons, Calloway W Wiergate 
Stafford, R. W Yoakum 
Stewart, Katie A Tyler 
Taylor, Anderson Longview 
Thomas, Boston Mexia 
Thomas, Wilton C Jefferson 
Toliver, Eural Ballinger 
Wilburn, Fleata J Texarkana 
Williams, Bessie Houston 
SOPHOMORE HOME ECONOMICS 
Brown, Mary E Ft. Worth 
Bryant, Jimmie Navasota 
Gardner, Effie Houston 
Garrett, Jimmie Ft. Worth 
Kirkpatrick, Lillie Mae Sherman 
Middleton, Bessie Dallas 
Miller, Larberta Ft. Worth 
Pickard, Imogene Austin 
Reuben, Lillie Ft. Worth 
Watkins, Emma Ft. Worth 
FRESHMAN COLLEGE 
Allen, Vera Waco 
Anderson, Raszette Nacogdoches 
Anthony, Rev. J. H Hempstead 
Artis, Chancy Gonzales 
Atkinson, Thelma Brenham 
Blount, McKinley Jefferson 
Boyd, Pauline Waco 
Brooks, Beatrice Belton 
Brooks, Erma Terrell 
Brown, Artella Hearne 
Brown, Frankie Galveston 
Brown, James T Smithville 
Brown, Orwillie . Austin 
Brown, Willard Cuero 
Bryant, Cecil Houston 
Calloway, Lurenda Jefferson 
Carter, John Near Hearne 
Carter, W. F Houston 
Chamberlain, Alice J Houston 
Clayborn, Laurie Pollok 
Colline, Caro Temple 
Creeks, David Calvert 
Daigle, Stanley Brussly, La. 
Davis, Archibald Cleburne 
Dreyfus, Velma Orange 
Edwards, Mary G Houston 
Ewell, Costromer Prairie View 
Fleming, Ester Lufkin 
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Fleming, Orama Huneerford 
Flewellen Robert Mae .Brenham 
Garner, Odessa , ffi]1 
dess.le E Waxahachie 
F E U '  W T ™!! Nacogdoches Heath, Willie Mae Sour Lake 
Hilburn, Georgia N Ft Worth 
Hudson, Mary E Carthage 
Jingles, Charles 6 Hempstead 
Johnson, J. A. Maceo Palestine 
IoneS°n9 MhK^ley .. . HUls Prairie 
Kino* Ofha T Beaumont 
fm«',0h? J- Crockett 
MarchalW Madisonville 
Martixsamenn!e.::::::::: iTiZomo 
McKUn!°Ughr •' ' ; •' : ' •' •' • Crockett 
Eton E T Navasota 
Mullin,' Eva iane' !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ] ! ^gdoches 
Nelson, Nena B p t A], T 
Parrish, Stephen . . ; Cuero ' 
Richardson Obadiah ; ; ^Houston 
Robinson, Ora Wheelock 
fXr^C Ari!iba'" Galveston Saltei, Garfield Calvert 
Sample, Ira Mae Chanel Will 
Sessums, Maggie | ; ];;;; 
ImRh,N F ? n Z  : : : : : : : ; ; : : : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;  
ilZVSyT.:: 
Taylor, Willie Lucille . ; | ' Hemmtead 
Thompson! S., !!!!!!!!!!!!!! d C 
™ ™EoB R H "  , L ' , ; ; ; ; ;  '  '  '  
Watson, Charles E. J EnJds 
West, Melbourne R ""1? 
Willdns, Iris Lois . Brenham 
Williams, Herbert . ! | ] Marhn 
Wright, Janie Sleet !. ! .Lufkin 
FRESHMAN HOME ECONOMICS 
BowSVoSS :::::: £/•«» 
Bell, Thelma Palestine 
Bolden, Rebecca .Huntsville 
Bvrd A B "16 Kdgore 
S' Madisonville 
n w n ™e??le Houston DeWalt, Mattie Livingston 
Dubose, Mattie Yorktown 
Dunlap, Fannie B Calvert 
Estelle, Jeannetta Waco 
Fisher, Mineola i i.'! .'Huntsville 
Givens Lossie Athen„ 
Harp' Roxle San Augustine 
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Henderson, Muriel El Paso 
Hendricks, Mable L Houston 
Holliday, Hortense Bedias 
Howard, Henrietta College Station 
Keyes, Mattie Lou Denison 
Kilpatrick, Lucile Hempstead 
Lampkins, Viola Corsicana 
Meadows, Ora Lee Yoakum 
Miles, Lillian Wichita Falls 
Oliver, Mattie Cleburne 
Osborne Leontine Prairie View 
Pipkins, Norma Houston 
Piatt, Mary B Denison 
Pyles, Martella Ennis 
Reid, Bessie Lois Hearne 
Reynolds, Theressa Prairie View 
Roberts, Mattie T Calvert 
Rowe, Mrs. Eva E Prairie View 
Rowe, Olive Prairie View 
Simms, Odessa . .Winsboro 
Skipwith, Carrie Waco 
Slayde, Nellie Cuero 
Smith, Zora Edgar 
Spencer, Georgia Lyon s 
Staton, Ludie Calvert 
Teal, Espanola Crockett 
Watson, Blanche T Calvert 
Wheeler, Mrs. M. L. . . . . Prairie View 
Wilson, Irene Calvert 
SENIOR ACADEMY 
Abernathey, James Avinger 
Adams, Erma Jasper 
Alexander, Addie Sherman 
Alexander, Ruby Jesse Navasota 
Albritton, Bessie H Terrell 
Alton, Irvin Kendleton 
Anderson, Jane E Crockett 
Aycock, Laska Rockdale 
Bank, Mattie Pearl Tyler 
Betts, Maggie Ella Giddings 
Boone, Maude V Bay City 
Boozier, Irene Mart 
Bowers, Jackie Clarkesville 
Bowie, Alfred B. Remlig 
Branch, Bessie P : . . .. Navasota 
Brown, Mary A Chapel Hill 
Buchanan, Odissa Prairie View 
Butler, Thomas Carthage 
Byrd, Bettie Madisonville 
Cade, Jimmie Sour Lake 
Callies, Millie Ganado 
Carson, Marion Midway 
Carter, Carrie Burton 
Chance, Wesley Hearne 
Cunningham, Cherry B Hallettsville 
De Blanc, Lovie Liberty 
Denman, Callie Mae .. Crockett 
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Denman, Detroit Kennard 
DeShay, William | Cedar Creek 
Duncan, Ella Gilmer 
Durham, Clyde ^ Temple 
Echols, Nola Waxahachie 
Edwards, Modestine Cuero 
Epps, Naomi Crockett 
Evans, Ruth Lake Charles, La. 
Ezell Willie H Cleburne 
Ferrell, Wallace Boerne 
Floyd, Eulala Rockdale 
Ford, James / Houston 
Freeman, Betonia Mexia 
Gage, Frank . Bastrop 
Galloway, Mable Shiro 
San^,' W®nona Hempstead 
Gerald, Roosevelt Marlin 
Gilmore Sircel .Bastrop 
Grant, Viola Buda 
Green, Luella Plantersville 
Green, Virginia Richard 
Griggs, Eva Belle Prairie View 
Harris, Ellen L Mart 
Harrison, Ray . Hickston 
Hayden, Roosevelt Elgin 
Henderson, Bessie Silsbee 
Henderson, Jessie L Smithville 
Hightower, Phillips '. . . Huntsville 
g! ' Sys®es Appleby 
tt iV-j Kuafman Holliday, Eustace Bedias 
Hopkins, Blanche . ... . ! Cuero 
Hudson, A. J. Carthage 
Humphrey, Johnnie M Giddings 
Hurd, Alma Kleberg 
Jackson, Curtis Groesbeck 
Jarmon, Vida San Antonio 
Jackson, Garrison Oakwood 
Jenkins, Thomas Jewell Kilgore 
Johnson, Jennie V Nacogdoches 
Johnson, Lou Ethel Cuero 
Jones, Dizzie Pearl ' . S t .  Augustine 
Jumson, Allie Mae Giddinn-s 
Kelley, James .I.Lake Charles, La. 
Kenard, Christine .. Riesel 
Kenard, Mary '.i! ! Riesel 
Kennedy, Jane Overton 
Kingsbury, Canary Richard 
ibaSa'le Elysian Fields 
Leffall, Mary Elysian Fields 
Lemmons, Zettie Mae Jefferson 
Lewis, Ellen Crockett 
Lewis, Willie Waco 
Liggins, Mattie Davenport 
Lilly, Gladys Timpson 
List-r, Maggie Ennis 
Lloy Buelah Sour Lake 
Love, Oddie Calvert 
Mason, Lena A Giddings 
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Matthews, Theodore Bryan 
McGowan, Nobia Bedias 
McNeil, Angie Brazoria 
McToy, Eula Ft. Worth 
Morris, Ben Lee Waco 
Neal, Clarence Yoakum 
Newton, Johnnie Goliad 
Nickerson, Eva Plantersville 
Owens, C. C Prairie View 
Pettiway, Eloise Orange 
Randon, Gracie Brazoria 
Rhambeau, Earl M Mt. Pleasant 
Rhode, Urissa La Grange 
Rice, Annie Kiomatia 
Robinson, Inez Bonham 
Rutherford, Nona Mt. Pleasant 
Sams, Roxanna Chrisman 
Sappenter, Earline Goliad 
Scott, Annie B Fulshear 
Scott, Reaber Waskom 
Shelborn, Ora Wharton 
Sheley, Dotsie Brenham 
Shepherd, Bertha Calvert 
Simington, Zelia Clarkesville 
Simmons, Zeno Farrisville 
Simpson, Florine Alvarado 
Smith, Timothy Brownswood 
Stewart, Thelma Calvert 
Stinnette, Ellie Van Alstyne 
Stockton, Emma San Antonio 
Stykes, Leno Giddings 
Tarrow, Willie Midway 
Tatum, Oscar Carthage 
Taylor, Lucile Denison 
Terrell, Emma Anderson 
Terry, Ethel Cold Springs 
Thomas, Frank Trawick 
Thomas, Frederick Giddings 
Thomas, Irene Huntsville 
Thomas, Juanita Ennis 
Turner, Willie B Galveston 
Turner, Willia Caldwell 
Waddell, John Navasota 
W'alker, Leila Mae Beckville 
Walton, Horace Nacogdoches 
Warner, Elise St. Louis, Mo 
Warren, Johephine Houston 
White, James Calvert 
White, Manila Arcadia, La. 
White, Pearl Brenham 
Wiley, Wrage Midway 
Wilkine, Pauline Van Alstyne 
Williams, Carrie Brenham 
Williams, Janie Anderson 
Williams, Weldon Hallettsville 
Williams, John Palestine 
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Wilson, Ocie Mae Bedias 
Wilson, Rose Anna Mexia 
Wooten, Ezra Crockett 
Wyatt, Bessie Plantersville 
JUNIOR ACADEMY. 
Adams, Estella Weimar 
Adams, George Oakland 
Alexander, Mary Henderson 
Arthur, William Ellsville 
Baisy, Hannah Lyons 
Baker, Harvey Augusta 
Banks, Orange Cedar Creek 
Barlowe, Eber Houston 
Barrens, Grady Gatesville 
Bates, Annie Lufkin 
Batts, Myra Avinger 
Bell, Roberta Wichita Falls 
Bluitt, Edward ..." Caldwell 
Bowie, Jettie Remlig 
Boxx, Ollie Lufkin 
Bremby, Verna Wilmer 
Bryant, Jessie Elgin 
Buchanan, Cleo ' .Prairie View 
Buckner, Earl Crockett 
Burrell, Ida Plantersville 
Carter, Luada Mexia 
Cassel, Willie Forrest 
Clemons, Edward Gause 
Coleman, Alice Los Angeles, Cal. 
Collms, Custer Imperial City, Cal. 
Cornealius, Booker T Waskom 
Crouch, Wellington Jacksonville 
Daily, Abner Grapeland 
Davis, Luella Washington 
Davis, Fred Atlanta 
Daniels, Edison Teague 
Derry, G. C. Flatonia 
DeVault, Addie Independence 
Dewalt, Ida Livington 
Dirdin, Bosier Shepherd 
Dorsey, Gerald Waco 
Dorsey, Luther Waco 
Duncan, Eva Mineola 
Dykes, Nancy Rockdale 
Ealrs, Elner Houston 
Eastland, Carrie Shepherd 
Ellis, Amy Wheelock 
Evans, Clinton : San Augustine 
Evans, Newell Rosenberg 
Ewell, Si Prairie View 
Ferrell, Isola Delia 
Ferrell, Wallace Boerne 
Fielder, Katie Washington 
Fortson, Caldwell Centerville 
Fortson, Murray Centerville 
Foster, Alva Mexia 
Franklin, Mrs. F. M Prairie View 
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Grant, Leonard Hallettsville 
Gray, Florence Rusk 
Green, Gussie . , Franklin 
Green, Susie Franklin 
Gonzales, Joe Bryan 
Groves, Robert Lee Oakwood 
Hall, Essie Mae - Bell 
Hardy, Annie Des Moines, la. 
Harkey, Eliza Waco 
Harkey, Henrietta ...Waco 
Harris, Mrs. Eugenia Caldwell 
Harris, Geneva Hickston 
Harris, H. H Jefferson 
Harrison, Ira Prairie View 
Haynes, Je^se Waskom 
Hicks, Hezzy Grapeland 
Hicks, Holsea Ponta 
Hillman, James Houston 
Hodge, Willie Denton 
Holliday, Robert Rosenberg 
Hunter, Ira Prairie View 
Holmes, Lillie Timpson 
Isaacs, Ralph Prairie View 
Jeter, C. J Tatum 
Johnson, Clara Independence 
Johnson, Esther Washington 
Johnson, Mattie Speakersville 
Jolley, Ethel Crockett 
Jones, Gladys Rowlette 
Jones, Sarah L Midway 
Jones, Samuel Wichita Falls 
Jones, Thelma Prairie View 
Kelley, Charlotte Lake Charles, La. 
Kilpatrick, Cleo Prairie View 
Knigton, Arthur Legget 
Lacey, Monroe Jasper 
Lathan, Senora Washington 
Lee, Charlie Weimer 
Lee, Escar . . ; Groveton 
Leffall, Frederick Elysian Fields 
Leffall, Samanchie Elysian Fields 
Leflore, Arlena Lewisville 
Lewis, Lockie . Jacksboro 
Lewis, Ezekiel Jacksonville 
Lister, Louis Ennis 
Littleton, Clement Mumford 
Lofton, Phillip Wolf 
Luter, Tommy San Antonio 
Marshall, Mac Wichita Falls 
Matthews, Lena Wichita Falls 
McClinton, Samira Trawick 
McDermott, Mabel Chapel Hill 
Mellon, Luther Raton, N. M. 
Monmouth, A. C Ennis 
Moore, Lela Denton 
Moore, Othella Kendleton 
Moore, Portia Kingsville 
Morrow, Zephyr Elgin 
Mosley, Clara Jacksboro 
( 
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Nelson, Frank . .Kaufman 
Newels, Lillian Houston 
Nickerson, Clara Detroit, Mich. 
Oldham, Albert Caldwell 
Park, Flora Prairie View 
Patton, Theresa Paris 
Pendleton, Ella Mae Hempstead 
Peoples, Mary . Burton 
Perry, Darlene Bonham 
Phillips, Helen Jacksboro 
Pierson, W. R Brookshire 
Pollard, Ruby Lockhart 
Prince, Bennie Oakland 
Ratcliffe, Mary Josserand 
Revis, Laura Valley Mills 
Reynolds, Richard Prairie View 
Richard, Imogene Rochdale 
Richardson, Levester Queen City 
Richardson, Walter Independence 
Robinson, Judson Crockett 
Rowe, Powdrill Prairie View 
Sadberry, Johnnie Bench! ey 
Sanders, Gaston Prairie View 
Sanders, Malvina Prairie View 
Sayles, Evie Houston 
Scott, Alphonso Prairie View 
Scott, Elhu Prairie View 
Scott, Gaston Prairie View 
Scott, Myrtle Bartlett 
Scott, Rosetta"" Faele Lake 
Scott, Mrs. E. W Prairie View 
Sexton, J. M Nash 
Shepherd, Tessis Houston 
Simpson, Frank Palestine 
Smith, James Elysian Fields 
Smith, Johnnie Rockland 
Smith, Olivia Gause 
Spates, Kado Silsbee 
Spivey, Elfare Huntsville 
Squair, Carrie Houston 
Steptoe, Ruby Houston 
Thomas, Guy W San Augustin 
Thompson, Diccie Chapel Hill 
Thompson, Elize ' Edna 
Thompson, Sam Bryan 
Townsend, Ted Abilene 
Tyler, Josephine Madisonville 
Ward, Magdalene Bryan 
Warrior, Harry Brackettville 
Watson, Addison .Tyler-
Watson, Noah Houston 
Wheeler, Erasmus Prairie View 
Wilcox, Blanche Seguin 
Wiley, Odie Midway 
Williams, Joseph Elysian Fields 
Williams, Kate Anderson 
Williams, Millie Palestine 
Williams, Senimel Reagen 
Wilson, Claude E Washington 
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Wilson, Grace ' Adkins 
Wilson, N. P Hooks 
Woodfork, Harriet • Hallettsville 
Wortham, John Lewis Valley Mills 
Wortham, Manuel Valley Mills 
Wyatt, George Prairie View 
Wyatt, Lugustus Moscow 
Wysong, Katie Hempstead 
SENIOR COMMERCIAL 
Bates, Milton Lorenzo 
Black, Earley Carthage 
Bonner, William Augusta 
Carter, John R Huntsville 
Douglas, Olive V Caldwell 
Ezell, Valree Huntsville 
Fields, Ruby Houston 
Gilmore, B. L Bastrop 
Hicks, Wayman Ponta 
Hines, Clyntell Waco 
Jackson, Pearlie Eldridge 
Paige, Leli Iago 
Rhone, Jerusha Sunnyside 
Rodgers, Vera .r... Silver City, N. 
Rucker, A. T Weatherford 
Shankle, Everett • Jamestown 
Shanks, Juanita Columbus 
Speaker, Alvaretta Wharton 
Washington, Myrtle Lockhart 
JUNIOR COMMERCIAL 
Bailey, Robert Yoakum 
Bass, Stanley Forreston 
Dale, Bishop Bonham 
Frazier, E. L Edna 
Goff, Willis McCaskill 
Grace, Steve Urbana 
Johnson, Mary E Independence 
McClennan, Bennie E Carthage 
Phillips, Preston .Gause 
Robinson, Spencer Shiner 
Scott, Knowledge San Antonio 
Walker", Alonzo Floresville 
Wright, Theodore Columbus 
NURSE TRAINING 
SENIOR CLASS 
Baptiste, Noralee Cuero 
Franklin, Laura Prairie View 
Jones, Mabel Bay City 
Miller, Edna Houston 
Starks, Carrie Vee Nacogdoches 
Twiggs, Myrtle Beaumont 
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JUNIOR CLASS 
Alenander, Princess Hickston 
Battle, Rosa Rusk 
Smith, Zula Marlin 
Stovall, Ollie Mae San Antonio 
AUTO MECHANICS 
Adams, Jesse Lancer 
Adams, Sam Lanier 
Alonzo, Wallace Laredo 
Bates, Bennie Appleby 
Baxter, J. E Chandler 
Belton, Samuel San Antonio 
Black, McKinley Austin 
Blacknell, James C Waco 
Browlow, Harvey Flatonia 
Butler, Allen Waskom 
Burney, Robert Waco 
Calton, Ernest Smithville 
Carson, Oscar Corpus Christi 
Chandler, Orleans Rockdale 
Collins, G. E Temple 
Cooper, Odel Calvert 
Cummings, H. D Bellville 
Derry, Grant Waelder 
Earls, Emmett Manor 
Emmett, Edwards San Antonio 
Eason, B. T Oakland 
Evans, Hansel San Augustine 
Ferguson, Charlie Douglass 
Francis, Robert Tyler 
Gates, Joseph Cleburne 
Gatson, Ebbie Wiergate 
Harmon, Ernest Cooper 
Harper, Nathaniel Egypt 
Harrison, Thedford Newilly 
Henderson, Henry Houstton 
Henderson, Nat Q Houstton 
Hensley, Johnnie Tacoma 
Hines, Robert Waco 
Jackson, Abner Seguin 
Jackson, Eddie Crockett 
Jackson, Howard C Keathcie 
'James, Jackson Jefferson 
'James, Walter New Orleans, La. 
Johnson, Silas Sherman 
'Johnson, Edward Elwards, Colo. 
Kelley, Samuel B Craven 
'King, Robert Victoria 
Horace, Lee Schulenberg 
r f i  u  £  ' r  S u l p h u r  S p r i n g s  
Leffall, C. J Elysian Fields 
Martin, Herman Luling 
'Disabled soldiers sent by the Federal Board for Vocational Training 
of Rehabilitation. 
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McCarty, Owhy Waco 
Mitchell, James W Marlin 
Morgan, Booker T Bremond 
*Maxwell, James 
*Nathaniel, Willie Marlin 
*Noble, Willie Weimer 
Patrick, Clifford Waxahachie 
Phillips, John Bracketville 
Phillips, Dorson Tyler 
Pugh, James Calvert 
Raynor, Robert Reagan^ 
Sanders, Hardy Hempstead 
Sanders, Robert LaGrange 
, Scruggs, Clarke C Clifton 
Searcy, Archie y • Pittsburg 
Scroggins, Zemeter Waxahachie 
Sells, Holiday Jasper 
Shaw. Edmond L Willis Point 
•Smith, Willie R Houston 
Stephens, Alphonso Camden 
Tapscott, James R Washington 
Tapscott, John R Washington 
Terrell, Wallace Burney 
Ward, James Houston 
•Washington, James Victoria 
•Washington, Mitchell 
*WatsoiT, Howard Waskom 
•Williams, Fletcher M Placedo Junction 
Watson, Marcellus Waskom 
Watson, Tyler Tyler 
Williams, John Kerens 
Wilson, Muriel Carthage 
Shaw, Edmond L Willis Point 
Smith, Willie R 
•Washington, Richard Belzonia, Miss. 
AGRICULTURE 
•Autrey, Sidney . .Haskell, Okla. 
•Bragg, Edward Wilson Little Rock, Ar1" 
•Brown, Samuel Parkdale, Ark. 
•Carroll, Orleandor . . Groesbeck 
•Dillon, Mozeal Austin 
•Ewing, William E Chicago, 111. 
•Green, Oscar 
Grant, Fulse Hempstead 
•Hammonds, Arthur Waco 
•Russel, John C Claridon, Ark. 
Sims, Wheeler 
•Scott, John M Navasota 
Taylor, Oscar L 
•Thompson, Joseph Texarkana 
Turner, Dick Cooper 
Wells, William T 
•Williams, John H Mulhall, Okla. 
•Washington, William Calvert 
•Disabled soldiers sent by the Federal Board for Vocational Training 
of Rehabilitation. 
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BLACKSMITHING 
Allen, Lawson .Anderson 
•Evans, John B Montgomery 
Fulgham, C. B Trawick 
Hicks, Hosea Ponta 
Kilpatrick, Madison Prairie View 
Oldham, Albert Caldwell 
•Stephenson, Clarence Helena, Ark. 
Williams, Frank H Cold Springs 
BROOM AND MATRESS 
•Berry, Enos Corsicana 
Carter, Robert Houston 
•Smart, Louis ...Hempstead 
•Williams, Bill Ardmore, Okla. 
•Williams, Ernest Venson, Ark. 
Warbington, Levi T Marshall 
Johnson, McKinley Hillsboro 
CARPENTRY 
•Cook, Wesley Ft. Worth 
•Dillon, Mozeal Austin 
•Jackson, Walter Prairie View 
Ross, Timothy Bryan 
COMMERCIAL 
Bass, Stanley Foreston 
•Dale, Bishop Prairie View 
•Phillips, Preston Prairie View 
•Walker, Alonzo E Prairie View 
HAT MAKING—CLEANING AND PRESSING 
•Anderson, Dave Houston 
•Fitzgerald, Reec'e Hempstead 
•Mayes, Oscar G Double Bayou 
•Merritt, Willie Ft. Worth 
•Pace, Halford . . . Floresville 
•Taylor, Willie E .......... Frisco 
SHOEMAKING 
•Orchie, Jesse Huntsville, La. 
•Austin, Phillip Opalousas, La. 
•Andrews, Theo. J Cleborne 
•Autrey, Sidney Prairie View 
Buford, William Tyler 
•Carson, Henry Dermott. Ark. 
•Carson, Charlie Oberlin, Okla. 
•Clay, Robert Beaumont 
•Coleman, Drew A Crisman 
Crenshaw, Howard Giddings 
•Disabled soldiers sent by the Federal Board for Vocational Training 
ot Rehabilitation, 
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* Cooper, Henry Waco 
* Davis, James Hempstead 
* Dixon, Lewis , Hempstead 
Evans, John B. Prairie View 
*Frederick, Fado Roseberg 
•Goodman, John W Montecello, Ark. 
Gonzales, J. W. Bryan 
*Graves, Willie Yoakum 
Green, Felix Shepherd 
* Green Joseph Mexia 
*Gregory, Henry Bearden, Ark. 
Harris, Haywood Jefferson 
Henderson, Dennie Welston, Okla. 
•Hunter, W Anderson 
* Jackson, Nig Orange 
* James, Edward Hempstead 
•Jones, Jackson Temple 
•Merritt, Frank New Orleans, La. 
Monroe, Mansev Forrest 
•Monks, Joe Hempstead 
•Miles, John Houston 
•Nash, Ed ... . . . Houston 
•Newsome, Elbe Brenham 
•Phillips, Jonas Waco 
•Powell, Allinda Dearmott, Avk. 
•Pickens, D. R. C Prairie View 
•Randall, Willie Tulsa, Okla. 
•Ridder, Ed Dermott, Ark. 
•Robinson, John .Honey Grove 
Robishaw, Salvina Houston 
•Robertson, Major Denison 
•See, Dock Prairie View 
•Sherman, Judge Voth 
•Shields, George Wilhurt, Okla. 
•Sinks, Walter. ., Lepanko, Ark. 
•Stanley, Charles . .... . . . Oberlin, La; 
•Stewart, Andrew Orange 
•Teppin, Hermon Prairie View . 
•Vessells, James Houston 
•White, Adams Beaumont 
•Wrenn, Booker Burney 
TAILORING 
•Allen, Phillip Dallas 
•Allen, William L San Antonio 
Bennett, Lonnie Bonham 
•Bibbs, Will J Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Berry, Rogers ......... Pi-airie View 
•Bentley, Nick ; Pine Bluff,Ark. 
•Bowie, Hubert Houston 
•Brown, Ashreal Sunny Hill, La. 
•Butler, David . . . Waco 
•Bryant, Julius . . Hummington, Ark. 
•Canada, Leroy White City 
;; •Disabled soldiers isertt by The ^Federal Board: for-Vocational Tra 
of Rehabilitation. -- • , - _ 
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•Day, Earnest Corsicana 
•Dixon, Wm. McKinley Texarkana 
•Dixon, Louis Prairie View 
•Emanuel, Joe Pineville, La. 
•Ewing, Jesse Brenham 
•Gibson, Thos Weimer 
•Garrison, James Dallas 
•Grayson, Roger Oktaha, Okla. 
Groze, Mose Baton Rouge, La. 
Gingles, Jno. B Hempstead 
Johnson, Grant H Henderson 
•Lewis, James ' Houston 
•Lewis, Gussie Prairie View 
McDowell, Willie Ed Marianna, Ark. 
Mucklerov, Mrs. Alice V Prairie View 
•Mitchell, Jas. W Prairie View 
•Monmouth, A. C Prairie View 
Norwood, Glenn Richmond 
North, John San Antonio 
•Portee, Oscar Tom, Okla. 
•Presley, Moses Prairie View 
•Redden, Rennie Tangrpho, La. 
•Robinson, Ernest L San Antonio 
•Stephenson, Jano Springer, Okla. 
Smith, Henderson Seguin 
•Tobin, Milton L Houston 
•Walker, Clarence Houston 
•Washington, Elliot San Antonio 
Warren, Harvey Brackenville 
•Walton, Taylor Franklin, La. 
•Watts, Ernest Somerall, Miss. 
•Williams, Roy Hattisburg, Miss. 
•Young, Eddie Longview 
SPECIAL ACADEMIC 
•Darden, Lee Gilmer 
Daily, Abner Grapeland 
Isreal, Lee Hungerford 
Jackson, Walter Waco » 
James, Sam Houston 
Sims, Chas A Sunset Heights 
Sims, Wheeler Jacksonville 
Terry, Henry Bivens 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING. 
Brownlee, William Sunflower, Miss. 
Campbell, Clarence Houston 
Dement, Ernest Cuero 
Franklin Bryan 
Pickens, D. R. C Waskom 
Sweney, Fred Cuero 
•Disabled soldiers sent by the Federal Board for Vocational Training 
of Rehabilitation. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
Anthony, Mrs M L '.Hempstead 
Dixon, Mrs. Lottie Finlev 
Gill, ' W Prairie View 
Jones, Mrs. Ella _ .Plaquimine, La. 
Lewis, Gussie . . TTemnstead 
Manning, Mrs. Mary Piano 
Prince, Mae Ella Woodville, Miss. 










Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College 
OF THE 
SCHOOL YEAR 1921-1922 
WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE SCHOOL SESSION BEGINNING 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1922, AND CLOSING MAY 21, 1923 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 
WALLER COUNTY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS. 
W. B. BIZZELL, Ph. D., LL. D., 
President. •. 
J. K, WALKER, B. S., 
Consulting Engineer. 
B. P. HARRISON, 
Supervising Accountant. 
BOARD OP DIRECTORS. 
L. J. HART, President San Antonio. 
P. M. LAW, Vice President Houston. 
S. G. BAILEY, Secretary College Station. 
Terms Expire 1923. 
T. N. JONES Tyler. 
JOHN T. DICKSON Paris. 
P. M. LAW Houston. 
Terms Expire 1925. 
W. S. ROWLAND Temple. 
L. J. HART San Antonio. 
R. L. YOUNG Houston. 
Terms Expire 1927. 
MRS. J. C. GEORGE. Brownsville. 
C. E. MARSH Austin 
J. M. WAGSTAFF Abilene 
PRAIRIE VIEW COMMITTEE. 
HON. P. M. LAW. HON. R, L. YOUNG 
HON. CHARLES E. MARSH. 
FACULTY. 
J. G. OSBORNE, 
(B. s., Bishop College; M. D., Shaw University; Graduate Student, University 
of Chicago.) 
Principal. 
J. R. REYNOLDS, 
(A. M., Bennett College, Greensboro, N. C.; Ph. D., Wiley University.) 
Dean, Department of Education. 
J. J. ABERNATHY, 
(Piairie View State Normal; B. S. in M. E., Kansas State Agricultural College.) 
Director of Mechanics. 
P. E. BLEDSOE, 
(B. S., Talladega College, Alabama; Ph. B., Central University.) 
Department of Physical Science. 
B. P. BULLOCK, 
(B. S. in Agriculture, University of Minnesota; Graduate Student, Cornell 
University.) 
Director of Agriculture. 
MISS E. A. DAVIS, 
(Hampton Institute, Hampton;'Va.; Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.) 
Supervisor, Home Economics. 
B. P. LEE, 
(A. B., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.) 
Department of Mathematics. 
G. 0. SANDERS, 
(Tillotson College, Austin, Texas.) 
Department of Language. 
M. P. CARMICHAEL, 
(A. B„ Samuel Huston College, Austin, Texas; Graduate Student, Columbia 
University.) 
Department of History and Economics. 
L. R. POSEY, 
(A. B., Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.) 
Biological Science. 
MRS. C. B. DAY, 
(A. B., Atlanta University; A. B., Radcliffe Colleege, Cambridge, Mass.) 
Department of English. 
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J. M. FRANKLIN, 
(M. D., Meharry Medical College, Nashville, Tenn.) 
Resident Physician. 
MISS MARY L. JONES, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Registrar and Secretary to Faculty. 
SERGEANT HORACE G. WILDER, 
(First Lieutenant U. S .  A., Detailing Sergeant.) 
Professor, Military Science. 
H. J. MASON, 
(A. B., Wiley University, Marshall, Texas.) 
Commerce. 
R. B. ELLISON, 
(A. B., Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.) 
Music. 
ASSOCIATE AND ASSISTANT PROFESSORS. 
E. B. EVANS, 
(D. V. M., Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.) 
Agriculture. 
H. W. COX, 
(Le Grande Automobile School, St. Louis, Mo.) 
Auto Mechanics. 
MISS E. P. BAKER, 
(Atlanta University; A. B., Spelman Seminary, Atlanta, Ga.) 
Language. 
J. F. ELLISON, 
(A. B., Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.) 
English. 
MRS. M. E. WALKER, 
(Spelman Seminary, Atlanta, Ga.) 
Education. 
MISS ETHEL M. ROY, 
(Teachers Training School, Cheney, Pa.; Graduate Student, Drexel InstiLuate. 
Philadelphia, Pa.) 
Domestic Science. 
MISS IRENE MYERS, 
(Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.) 
Domestic Art. 
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F. C. HEARIOLD, 
(B. S. in C. E., Kansas University.) 
Mechanic Arts. 
INSTRUCTORS. 
MRS. N. R. CRAWFORD, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Education. 
MRS. M. E. DAVIS, 
(Prairie View State Normal and Wiley University.) 
Training School. 
MISS BLANCHE COLLINS, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas; Graduate Student, Oberlin 
College.) 
Music. 
MRS. J. M. JOHNSON, 
(A. B., CHark University, Atlanta, Ga.) 
English. 
MISS WILLIE MAE JONES, 
(Shorter College, Little Rock, Ark.; Tuskegee Institute, Ala.) 
Mathematics. 
A. T. WOOD, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Agriculture. 
F. W. WHEELER, 
(Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga.) 
Agriculture, 
W. L. HOOD, 
(B. S., Massachusetts Agricultural College.) 
Agriculture. 
J. W. SUTTON, 
Agriculture. 
*MISS FANNIE M. PORTER, 
(Wilberforee University, Xenia, Ohio.) 
Domestic Art. 
MRS. NELLIE S. DILLON, 
(Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.) 
Domestic Science. 
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MISS LEONORA A. PATTON, 
(B. S., Alcorn College, Mississippi; Hampton Institute, Virginia.) 
Domestic Science. 
MPS. J. E. BRYANT, 
(Wiley University and National College of Millinery, Kansas City, Mo.) 
Millinery. 
MISS E. E. BYAIS, 
(B. S., Bishop College, Marshall, Texas.) 
Chemistry. 
S. H. EWELL, 
Laundry and Hat Making. 
MRS. H. J. EWELL, 
Assistant in Laundering. 
IT. A. JONES, 
(Langston University, Langston, Okla.) 
Stationery Engineering. 
DAN MARTIN, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Assistant. 
WARNER KENNEDY, 
(Langston University, Langston, Okla.) 
Assistant. 
' R. E. JOHNSON, 
(St. Louis Trades School, St. Louis, Mo.) 
Shoemaking. 
A. G. ROBERTSON, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
• Assistant. 
WM. COOK, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Printing. 
MISS SADIE ALLEN, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Assistant. 
WM. MUCKELROY, 
(Tuskegee Institute. Tuskegee, Ala.) 
Plumbing. 
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GEO. M. ROLIGAN, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Blacksmithing and Wheelwrighting. 
*E. C. B. JONES, 
(Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.) 
Instructor in Machine Shop. 





Acting Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
FRED HICKS, 
Assistant in Driving. 
E. W. SCOTT, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas; Soldiers' Training School) 
Elementary. 
MRS. A. H. BLEDSOE, 
Assistant. 
MRS. c. E. MCMILLAN, 
Assistant. 
G. B. MILLER, 
(Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.) 
Carpentry. 
A. 9 .  WALLACE, 
Construction Carpentry. 
ALONZO WALLACE, 




MRS. A. V. MUCKELROY, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Acting Assistant. 
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MAKIE L. JOHNSON, • 
(Summer Continuation School.) 
Stenographer, Cleric. 
LILLIE M. FREDERICK, 
(Lincoln Commercial School.) 
Stenographer. 
ADA DEBLANC, 
(Samuel Huston College, Austin, Texas.) 
Stenographer. 
ALICE SHIELDS, 
(Prairie View State Normal, Prairie View, Texas.) 
Telephone Operator. 
J. S. RISBY, 
Storekeeper. 
OFFICERS. 
J. G. OSBORNE, 
Principal. 
J. R. REYNOLDS, 
Dean and Chaplain. 
J. H. ROWE, 
Dean of Men and Superintendent of Sunday School. 
MRS. C. F. HOLLAND, 
Dean of Women. 
MISS MARY L. JONES, 
Registrar and Secretary^to Faculty. 
C. W. LEWIS, 
Treasurer. 
I. A. REESE, 
Assistant. 
H. R. TURNER, 
Assistant. 
H. J. MASON, 
Secretary to Principal. 
B. A. HOLLAND, 
Steward. 
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G. W. BUCHANAN, 
Manager of Commissary. 
MRS. M. L. HILL, 
Matron. 
E. C. B. JONES, 
Director of Y. M. C. A. 
MRS. J. M. JOHNSON, 
Director of Y. W. C. A. 




J. M. FRANKLIN, M. D., 
Sanitary Officer. 
C. W. FLINT, D. D. S., 
Dentist. 
MISS LAURA ADAMS, R. N., 
Superintendent of Nurses. 
MISS BLANCHE JACKSON, R. N., 
Resident Nurse. 
STUDENTS, OFFICE ASSISTANTS 
STANLEY DAIGLE; ARLENE REYNOLDS, 
Dean of the College. 
RUBY MONTGOMERY; GENEVE CROUCH, 
Registrar. 
MRS. NEWMAN JACKSON, 
Dean of Men. 
CLARENCE JOHNS, 
Superintendent of Mechanics. 
MINNIE L. JOHNSON, 
Senior Matron. 
JOHNTE M. JOHNSON, 
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COLLEGE CALENDAR. 
1922. 
School opens Wednesday, September 13. 
Entrance and Deficiency Examinations, September 13-16. 
Registration and Payment of Pees, September 13-16. 
Recitations begin September 18. 
National Holiday, Thanksgiving, November 23. 
First Quarter Tests, November 13-14. 
Second Quarter begins November 15. 
Christmas Holiday, December 25. 
1923. 
Holiday, New Year, January 1. 
First Semester Examinations, January 10-11-12. 
First Semester Ends January 12. 
Holiday, Washington's Birthday and Arbor Day, February 22. 
Third Quarter Tests, March 8-9. 
Fourth Quarter begins March 12. 
San Jacinto Day, April 21. 
Final Payment of Fees, May 1. 
Pinal Examinations, May 9-11. 
Alumni Reunions, May 19. 
Commencement Day, May 21. 
Summer Session, June 6-August 10. 
Farmers Congress and Training Course, August 7-8-9. 
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IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS. 
The attention of prospective students is directed to the following 
important, matters contained in this catalogue: 
1. Please read carefully 'Tlequirements for Admission." 
2. See the College Calendar. 
3. An estimate of the expenses may be found under general ex­
penses. The prospective student should read this carefully. 
4. A student will find under the Courses of Study an outline of 
the work required for graduation. 
5. To be admitted to any examination, each student is required to 
present a receipt from the Treasurer showing that all fees have been 
paid up to date. 
6. No student is permitted to make a deposit for certificate or 
diploma until all other fees have been paid. 
7. Old and new students planning to enroll should first write the 
Registrar requesting an application blank to make application for 
entrance before coming to this College. 
8. Students are required to use the same edition of text books as 
adopted by the Committee on Text Books. These text books should 
be purchased after arrival at the College. 
9. All students are required to present health certificates on en­
trance to the sanitary officer of the College. 
10. On registering all students are required to present recom­
mendation from school last attended or substantial citizens. 
11. Any students applying for admission after the semester's work 
has begun may be admitted conditionally, and if his class work after 
two weeks' trial shows that he is unable to keep up with the work, 
he may be assigned to a lower grade. All back work must be made 
up before any certificate or diploma is granted. 
12. To obtain a certificate of any grade, a student must have at­
tended a minimum time of one semester and satisfactorily completed 
the required courses. 
13. To obtain a diploma a student must satisfactorily complete 
the course of study undertaken and shall have attended at least two 
semesters in the Senior year. 
14. Parents are earnestly requested to send money for students' 
accounts directly to C. W. Lewis, Treasurer, Prairie View, Waller 
county, Texas. Money should be sent by registered mail or express 
money order, or by bank money order or draft. Personal checks will 
only be accepted for collection. 
15. Students should come to the College with sufficient funds to 
pay all fees for one month in advance and with sufficient additional 
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money to cover cost of books, stationery and incidentals. The Board 
of Directors have established a College Exchange on the west side of 
the campus where students can purchase books, stationery and supplies 
at reasonable prices. 
DAILY ROUTINE. 
Students arise at 6 a. m. Breakfast at from 7 to 7:45 a. m. Clean 
rooms from 7:30 to 8:00 a. m. Pass to class rooms at 8:15 a. m. 
Chapel from 11:4o a. m. to 12 :15 p. m. 
The morning is divided into four recitation periods of fifty minutes 
each, in which is included two industrial periods of a hundred min­
utes for industrial students. 
Dinner 12:30 p. m. 
The afternoon is divided into four recitation periods of fifty minutes 
each, and includes two industrial periods of one hundred minutes 
each for the industrial students. 
Supper at 5:30 p. m. 
Study hour from 7 to 9 :45 p. m. Retiring bell at 10 p. m. 
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College was or­
ganized under an act to provide for the organization and support of 
a normal school at Prairie View, Waller county, Texas, for the prepara­
tion and training of colored teachers. This act was approved by-
Governor Oran M. Roberts, April 19, 1879. 
This institution is given recognition in an act of Congress passed 
in 1890 for the further endowment of Agricultural Colleges and known 
as a Second Morrill Act. The provision of that act under which the 
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College receives financial 
benefit reads as follows: 
Provided, That no money shall be paid out under this act to any 
State or Territory for the support and maintenance of a college where 
a distinction of race or color is made in the admission of students, 
but the establishment and maintenance of such colleges separately 
for white and colored students shall be held to be in compliance with 
the provisions of this act if the funds received in such State or Ter­
ritory be equitably divided as hereinafter set forth: Provided, That 
in any State in which there has been one college established in pur­
suance of the Act of July 2, 1862, and also in which an educational 
institution of like character has been established, or may be here­
after established, and is now aided by such State from its own revenue, 
for the education of colored students in agriculture and the mechanic 
arts, however named or styled, or whether or not it has received money 
heretofore under the act to which this act is an amendment, the Legis­
lature of such State may propose and report to the Secretary of the 
Interior a just and equitable division of the fund to be received under 
this act, between one college for white students and one institution 
for colored students, established as aforesaid, which shall be divided 
into two parts, and paid accordingly, and thereupon such institution 
for colored students shall be entitled to the benefits of this act and 
subject to its provisions, as much as it would have been if it had been 
included under the Act of 1862, and the fulfillment of the fore­
going provisions shall be taken as a compliance with the provision 
in reference to separate colleges for white and colored students. 
OBJECT OF THE COLLEGE. 
The object of the College is set forth in Article 2722 of the Revised 
Civil Statutes (Edition of 1911) as follows: 
"Art. 2722. Four years' course of studies to be maintained.—There 
shall be maintained a four-year college course of classical and scientific 
studies at said college, to which graduates of the normal course shall 
be admitted without examination and to which the others may be ad­
mitted after having passed a satisfactory examination in the branches 
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comprised in the normal course; provided, that no State student shall 
be admitted to the privileges of said course; and, provided further, that 
the diploma conferred on the completion of said course shall entitle 
the holder without other or further examination to teach in any of 
the colored public free schools of the State." (Act 1901, p. 35.) 
GOVERNMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is a branch 
of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas and is under 
the control of the Board of Directors and President of that College. 
The Board of Directors elect a Principal and Faculty, to whom are 
entrusted the work of administration and instruction. It is the duty 
of the Principal to exercise immediate supervision and direction sub­
ject to the regulations and restrictions imposed by the Board of 
Directors. 
Articles 2781 and 2720 of the Revised Civil Statutes (Edition of 
1911) define the government of the institution as follows: 
"The normal school for colored teachers at Prairie View shall be ' 
under control and supervision of the Board of Directors of the Agri­
cultural and Mechanical College, and said Board of Directors shall 
in all respects have the same powers and perform the same duties in 
reference to this College as they are clothed with in reference to the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, located in Brazos county. 
Said Board shall appoint a principal teacher and such assistant teacher 
or teachers of said school and such other officers of said school as may 
be necessary, and shall make such rules, by-laws and regulations for 
the government of said school as they may deem necessary and proper, 
and shall regulate the course of study and the manner of perform­
ing labor to be performed by the students, and shall provide for the 
board and lodging and instruction to the students, without pecuniary 
charge^ to them other than that each student shall be required to pay 
cost of said board, lodging and instruction, monthly, in advance; and 
said Board of Directors shall regulate the course of discipline neces­
sary to enforce the faithful discharge of the duties of all officers, teach­
ers, students and employes of said school, and shall have the same 
printed and circulated for the benefit of the people of the State and 
officers, teachers, students and employes of said school." 
SPECIAL FINANCIAL RULING. 
Pay days are from the first to fourth of each month; all accounts 
which would fall due during the month are payable at the first of the 
month. If an account is not paid on or before the expiration of the 
fourth day of the month in which it is due a fee of 50 cents will be 
added. All payments must be made for a full month. 
DISCIPLINE. 
Plie isolation of the College enables the authorities to exercise ef­
fective oversight over the student body. The object of discipline is 
to secure the best conditions for scholarship, and moral conduct and 
no more restraint is exercised than is required to meet these ends. 
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The immediate supervision of the young women of the institution 
is intrusted to a Dean of Women, whose duty it is to see that tlio 
conduct of the young women, and personal habits, manners, modes 
of dress and habits of study conform to correct standards. 
The discipline of the male students shall be in the hands of the 
Discipline Committee, consisting of the Dean of Men as chairman, 
and three other male teachers who shall have entire jurisdiction in 
all matters of discipline. The committee shall report all its findings 
and actions to the Principal, who shall have the power to approve or 
disapprove the findings and actions of the committee in whole, or in 
part, and remit or mitigate the punishment assessed. In minor mat­
ters, the committee may delegate exclusive authority to the Principal, 
and Dean. In most cases not requiring suspension, the Dean may-
exercise authority. 
In like manner the discipline of the young women is in the hands of 
the Women's Discipline Committee of which the Dean of Women is 
chairman with three female teachers appointed by the principal. 
No student is allowed to leave the campus without first securing 
a permit. This permit must be addressed to the Principal througli 
either the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men, and when recom­
mended by the Dean of Women or Dean of Men, it must be finally-
approved by the Principal of the College. The permit must state 
the reason for absence and the date and hour of departure and return. 
For improper conduct or failure to attend classes, a student may 
at any time be required to withdraw from the College. Cases of dis­
cipline will be considered by the Discipline Committee, but no student 
will be required to withdraw from the College until a written report 
of the Discipline Committee, recommending dismissal is approved by 
the Principal. 
LOCATION. 
The College is located one mile north of Prairie Yiew in Waller 
county on a beautiful hill that gives a commanding view of the sur­
rounding country. The Houston & Texas Central Eailroad passes 
within one mile of the College campus. The town of Hempstead is 
five miles away, but students and visitors are advised to purchase their 
tickets to Prairie Yiew, which is the nearest station to the College. 
Students are advised to take trains arriving in the daytime. 
POSTOFFICE. 
Prairie Yiew is a money order postoffice. Prairie Yiew is provided 
with telephone, telegraph and express offices. 
COLLEGE ORGANIZATION. 
Council of Administration. 
The Council of Administration is composed of the Principal, the 
Deans, Heads of the Divisions of the College, the Registrar, Treasurer 
Health Officer, Faculty Representative. It has jurisdiction over the 
external policy of the Institution; it meets bi-weekly. 
m. 
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Faculty. 
The Faculty is composed of the Principal, Heads of the Divisions 
of College and of the Departments, associate and assistant professors. 
It has charge of matters relating to class room work and general in­
struction. Its meetings are weekly. 
Discipline Committee. 
The Dean of Men and Dean of Women are chairmen of their re­
spective committees of discipline, members of which are appointed by . 
the Principal. These two committees have charge of the discipline 
of the students and may punish, suspend or expel students for reason 
of discipline subject to the approval of the Principal. It meets weekly. 
Committee on Religious Matters. 
The Chaplain is chairman of the committee on religious activities 
which is composed of the Principal, Sunday School Superintendent, 
Musical Director and the heads of the Christian societies of the school. 
This committee has control of the Chapel services and other religious 
meetings. It meets on call of the Chaplain. 
TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations are given to determine location of students in proper 
classes when not otherwise located. 
Teachers are requested to give monthly tests to assist in determining 
the proficiency of students. The monthly standing of each pupil is 
found by taking an average of his daily recitation and combining it 
with the monthly test in the ratio of three to one. 
For semester standing, the average monthly standing is combined 
with the mark of the semester examination in the ratio of two to one. 
All grades below 60 are failures; grades between 60 and 70 are 
conditions which if pot raised by examination before the work is again 
regularly offered become failures automatically and necessitate repeat­
ing in class. 
CLOTHING. 
Y oung Women. 
Clothing should be neat, sensible and suitable. 
The use of jewelry, silks, chiffons, georgettes, velvets, and silk hose 
will not be allowed. 
The navy blue uniform and the navy blue mortar board cap, plain 
white, washable waists which can be easily laundered, dark underskirts 
and a sensible underwear of durable material are the articles which 
should constitute the wardrobe of the young woman in school. 
All young women will be required to dress as the season demands; 
this applies particularly to underwear. Parents can help in this mat­
ter by supplying the clothing appropriate to the season. 
Each girl should provide herself with an umbrella, rain coat, rub­
bers and a heavy overcoat. Avoid bright colors and plaids in 'coats. 
ONLY SHOES WITH COMMON SENSE HEELS will be allowed. 
I arenfs are asked not to send clothing unless the request by the pupil 
has been approved by the Dean of Women. 
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All are expected to bring with them, towels, blankets, sheets, pillow­
cases, quilts and a counterpane. Dresser and table covers and sash 
curtains are desirable accessories for the room. 
Mothers and guardians are invited to correspond with the Dean 
of Women on all matters which pertain to the health and welfare of 
the girls. Purely business matters are to be transacted with the 
Principal. 
Young Men. 
Uniforms for young men must be purchased from the school, and 
will consist of one complete uniform plus an extra pair of pants. 
The cost of the uniform will be $11.00, and the money for same muse 
be deposited on entrance, along with the usual fee. Special conces­
sions are possible, from the United States Government, when "Com­
mutation" for those purchased may reimburse students. No student 
will be admitted to enrollment and class work until the deposit for 
the uniform has been made with the Treasurer. 
TIME OF ENTERING SCHOOL. 
To receive full credit for the year's work, students must enter nor 
later than ten days from the opening day. Those entering later will 
receive credit from the following quarter. All students are expected 
to remain in school the whole school year. 
For catalogues, transcripts of grades, class standing and all in­
formation concerning enrollment, grades, delinquencies, etc., address: 
The Registrar, Miss Mary L. Jones, Prairie View, Texas. 
For information concerning work of the College, courses, curricula, 
affiliation of schools, etc., address: The Dean of the College, J. R. 
Reynolds, Prairie View, Texas. 
Each student is required to bring among his credentials a letter 
of recommendation signed by his principal or president; in case this 
is not possible, the applicant must bring a letter signed by three 
reputable citizens. 
Age.—Any person 16 years of age may be admitted. 
EXPENSES. 
Tuition is free to all students; the following fees are required of all 
students, subject to change: 
Women—To be paid on entrance: 
Registration fee $ 5.00 
Trust fund 5.00 
Medical and Sanitation fee 6.00 
Lecture and Entertainment fee 3.00 
Uniform with cap at cost not over 18.00 
First month's board 18.00 
Total $55.00 
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Men—To be paid On entrance: 
Registration fee $ 5f00 
Trust fund 5.00 
Medical and Sanitation fee 6.00 
Lecture and Entertainment fee 3.00 
U. S. Army Uniform /^ ' AN 
First month's board 18.00 
Total $51.00 
No Refund. 
Registration, medical and sanitation, and lecture and entertainment 
fees will in no case be refunded. 
Trust Fund, for All Students. 
The trust fund is to pay for property damaged or destroyed, and 
will be returned to the parent if there is no charge of this kind against 
the student, or if he is not otherwise indebted to the College. If 
charges amounting to fifty per cent of the trust fund deposit are made 
against the student during the session, he will be required to make an 
additional deposit covering the total charges made against him. 
Board. 
Board for each successive month, payable strictly in advance, is 
$18.00. A student failing to meet dues promptly will be subject to 
suspension. The parent will be notified when a student becomes de­
linquent in his account and if the delinquency is not immediately met 
the student will be asked to withdraw. 
Forfeiture on Withdrawal. 
A student once entering for a term, and having paid for that term, 
or the balance of it, forfeits all claims to said payment in case of 
voluntary withdrawal from the College before the expiration of said 
term, except in case of sickness disqualifying him for the discharge 
of his duties for the rest of the term. When such sickness takes place 
at the College, it must be attested by the College Surgeon before the 
student can receive the balance of his maintenance fund. 
Deductions. 
No deductions will be made for entrance within seven days after 
the opening of a term, nor will there be any refunds for the last seven 
days of a term or the last seven days paid for. 
Students who come to enter school with the expectation of securing 
student labor positions to pay their board, or part of their board, must 
come prepared to pay all of their entrance fees and one month's'board 
in advance. This will be one of the prerequisites for students to 
secure work to aid them through school. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOE THE ACADEMY. 
( 1 )  B o w  A d m i t t e d . — All students are admitted on the standard 
high school unit as far as possible. 
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(2) A Unit.—A unit is considered a year's work; 144 recitations 
of 40 or 45 minutes each in an accredited high school. 
(3) Accredited High Schools.—Accredited high schools are those 
approved by the Department of Education at Austin. 
(4) Credits.—These credits must be properly certified to by the 
principals, superintendents or presidents. Only completed work will 
be considered. 
1. Admission to the Junior Academy. (101). 
(a) A student bringing credits showing the completion of the ninth 
grade of an approved high school, or 7 units, may be admitted to the 
Junior Academy without examination. 
(b) By Certificate.—A person with credentials or a valid State 
certificate may be admitted to the Junior Academy by passing an 
examination in elementary algebra and composition. 
(c) By Examination.—A person without credentials may be ad­
mitted to the Junior Academy by passing an examination in the fol­
lowing seven high school units: Algebra 1 or 2, English 2, History 
I or 2, and electives enough to make seven. 
2. Admission to Senior Academy. (201). 
(a) Any person presenting credentials showing that he has satis­
factorily completed the tenth grade of an accredited high school, or 
II units, may be admitted to the Senior Academy class without exami­
nation. 
(b) A Eirst Grade State Certificate admits to the Senior Academv 
class. 
(c) By Examination.—Applicants without credentials must pass 
examination in the following high school units: Algebra 2; Geometry 
\ or 1; History 2: and electives to make eleven. 
ADMISSION TO THE FOUR-YEAR PREPARATORY HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSE. 
In order that graduates from the rural schools may be able to enter 
this institution, a four-year high school course is being offered. Any 
student who< has completed a seventh grade education will be admitted 
to this course. Students who are able to present high school units, of 
an approved type, will be given advanced classification according to the 
number of units that they are able to present. 
ACADEMIC COURSE. 
FIRST YEAR. 
11 Grammar, Elementary, 5. 
11 Arithmetic, 5, First Semester. 
11 Algebra, Book I, Second Semester. 
11 Physiology, Elementary, 3. 
11 United States History, 2. 
11 Plant Production, 5, or 
11 Home Economics or Manual 
Training. 
SECOND YEAR. 
21 Algebra, Book II, 5. 
21 Rhetoric and Composition, 5. 
21 General Science, 5. 
21 Animal Production, 5. or 
Home Economics or Manual 
Training. 
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THIRD YEAR. 
101 Plane Geometry, 5. 
101 Physics, 5. 
101 English Composition, 5. 
101 Poultry and Horticulture, 5, or 
Industry, 3, and General Agricul­
ture, 2. 
101 Home Economics or Manual 
Training. 
101 Education, half of Second 
Semester. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
201 *Solid Geometry, 5, First 
Semester. 
201 *Advanced Algebra, 5, Second 
Semester. 
201 English—American Literature, 3. 
201 Negro History, 2. 
201 Chemistry, 5. 
201 General History, 5. 
201 Dairying ftnd Farm Management, 5. 
201 HomeEconomics or Manual 
Training. 




Persons finishing our Junior Academy will receive a Second Grade 
Certificate good for four years. Those finishing the Senior Academy, 
a First Grade good for six years. 
Those finishing Freshman College will receive the same certification 
as Senior Academy; those finishing Sophomore will receive a First 
Grade Certificate good for seven years; those finishing Junior College, 
a State Permanent Certificate; those finishing Senior College, a Diploma 
and the Degree Bachelor of Science. 
No person will receive a Permanent State Certificate who has not 
done a minimum of one year resident work at the College; persons 
doing one semester of advanced work may receive a certificate of the 
next lower grade. 
Pupils from other approved normals and colleges, after filling the 
entrance requirements will be given advanced standing according to 
the additional units furnished up to the Senior year. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COLLEGE. 
Persons from other colleges applying for advanced standing based 
on the work done in another college must bring a transcript of their 
secondary or preparatory work as well as work done in college. 
(a) Applicants for admission to the freshman class must bring 
15 units for full admission; for conditional admittance 12^ units 
must be offered, the other two and a half must be made up by class 
work or examination. 
Following is the way these units may be obtained: 
(1) By certificate of graduation from an accredited high school. 
(2) By examination. 
(3) By completing the work of the Senior Academy. 
(4) By Permanent State Certificate. 
(b) There are seven of these units which are required or specified 
and eight elective. 
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The eight elective units may be selected from the following: 
Ancient History 1 Physics 
M. & M. History 1 Mechanics 







Zoology 1 Englisn History 







Physiology and Hygiene. 
1 
. . . .  1  
. . . .  4  







The following admission credits are allowed on State certificates: 
( a )  S e c o n d  G r a d e  C e r t i f i c a t e :  
English 1 Agriculture 
History J Unspecified 
£ 
1 
Physiology and Hygien'e i Two or more years teaching 1 
Management 4 Total units . 5 
( & )  F i r s t  G r a d e  C e r t i f i c a t e :  
English 3 American History 1 
Algebra 2 M. & M. History 1 
Geometry 1 
Ancient History J 
Civics | 
Management \ 
Physical Geography £ 
Physiology and Hygiene £ 
Agriculture £ 
PERMANENT CERTIFICATE. 





Physiology and Hygiene i Total 
Permanent Primary Certificate.—Built on first, 131: built on sec­
ond, 9|. 
Built, Upon a Second Grade.—The 5 units allowed on the Second 
Grade Certificate and the following units: 
English 3 Civics j. 
Psychology £ Total 
Physical Geography £ -94 units 
Built Upon a First Grade Certificate.—The 12 units allowed 




Total £ .131 units 
THE COLLEGE UNIT. ft 
The college unit is the standard unit of American college 
sents ONE RECITATION PER WEEK FOR ONE SI 
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two hours' preparation of the lesson. One hundred and twenty units 
is the minimum amount of work required for graduation in the Divi­
sion of Education; 144 in the Division of Mechanic Arts; 144 in the 
Division of Agriculture; 128 in the Division of Home Economics. 
Not more than 8* units of work will be permitted during the Sum­
mer School which may consist of a full semester's work in one-half 
of the number of subjects carried for a full semester; the remaining 
subjects may be completed in the regular session or in the summer 
session. 
All persons carrying a course in the Division of Education will he 
required to carry a major in education; a second major may be car­
ried in some special subject, such as Language, History and Economics, 
Mathematics, Science. 
A major is equivalent to four courses or 24 units or semester hours. 
DIVISIONS OP THE COLLEGE. 
There are four divisions of the College: Education, Agriculture, 
Mechanic Arts, and Home Economics. 
A diploma and the degree of bachelor of science are given at the 
completion of any course. 
THE DIVISION OP EDUCATION. 
This division is designed to give such training as will enable those 
finishing in it to fill in a creditable manner any position in the public 
school system for which they show adaptability. 
Persons who desire to fit themselves for general education work, 
such as principals of city and rural high schools, will take the course 
as outlined below; those who wish to prepare themselves for special 
work in the high school, such as professor of science, of history, of 
mathematics or of languages, will select sufficient electives to give 
them a second major in the work of their especial choice. 
COURSE IN EDUCATION. 
FRESHMAN. JUNIOR. 
Units Units 
English 301, 302 6 English 501, 502 6 
Psychology 301 3 Principles of Education 501 3 
Method in Education 302 3 Political Economy 502 3 
College Algebra 301 3 Practice Teaching 501 5 
*Phys. and Hyg. 301, 302 8 **Spamsh 501, 502 8 
••Spanish 301, 302 8 Music and Drawing 501, 502 4 
31 29 
SOPHOMORE. bENIOR. 
English 401, 402 6 High School Mang. 601, 602 6 
History of Education 401, 402 44 Practice Teaching 601 5 
School Management 402 lj Music and Drawing 601, 602 4 
Practice Teaching 401 5 Sociologv 601, 602 6 
•Biology 4(1 4 ••Spanish 601, 602 8 
••Spanish It 1, 402 8 Surveys 602 2 
29 31 
•Division, of Education. 
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ELECTIYES. 
SCIENCE. HISTORY. 
Chemistry 301, 302 
Biology 301, 302 
Physics 401, 402 
Zoology 401, 402 
Chemistry 401, 402 
Animal Biology 501, 502 
Geography 501, 502 
Advanced Physics 501, 502 
Advanced Chemistry 501, 502 
Advanced Physiology 601, 602 
Sanitation an'd Hygiene 601, 602 
History 302 
History 402 
Principles of Economics .. . .501, 502 
Industrial History . ...501, 502 
Sociology . . .601, 602 
MATHEMATICS. 
Advanced Arithmetic 301, 302 
Solid Geometry 301, 302 
EDUCATION. 
4 
Reviews 301, 302 
Grammar 401, 402 
.401, 402 Reviews 401, 402 
Primary Management 501, 502 
Reviews 501, 502 
Ethics 602 
Algebra 
Trigonometry 1 401, 402 
Analytics 401, 402 
Analytics 501, 502 
Calculus 501, 502 
Secondary Mathematics 501, 502 
Calculus 601, 602 
Spanish, French and Latin' may be elected in a language course. 
*Elective. 
**Limited elective. 
In selecting electives the student must select only those which are to be 
offered in the semester current; classes will not be formed for less than five 
except by special arrangement. Also in electing subjects the arrangement of 
the schedule must be taken into con'sideration and the student must govern him­
self accordingly. 
THE B. Sc. COURSE. 
This course is for those whose aim is to follow a profession in which 
a thorough knowledge of the sciences is essential; the first two years 
fully cover the requirements of a pre-medical course. 
FRESHMAN. 
English 301, 302 6 English 501, 
Mathematics, Algebra, Geometry, Calculus 501 
JUNIOR. 
502. 
Trigonometry 301, 302 6 Political Economy 501, 502 6 
History or Psychology 301 4 
French or Biology 301, 302 6 
Inorganic Chemistry, 301, 302... . 6 
Elective 2 
Biology 501, 502 5 
Inorganic Chemistry 502 4 
Elective 5 
SOPHOMORE. SENIOR. 
English 401, 402 6 Sociology 601, 602. 
Analytics 401, 402 6 Astronomy or Geology 60 
Analytical Chemistry 401 2-4 Biology or Phys. Chem. 61 
Col. Physics or Biology 402 4 Calculus 
History 401 4 Elective 
Elective 4 
602. . . 
il, 602. . 
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 
J. R. REYNOLDS', MRS. N. R. CRAWFORD, MRS. M. E. WALKER. 
The aim of this department is to correlate the work of the other 
departments, selecting those things which will help in the preparation 
of educational leaders. The following courses are given: Methods and 
Management, Psychology, General Methods, Special Methods, and. His­
tory of Education. 
Teachers should have a broad and liberal education; understand 
some subject or number of subjects well; possess a knowledge of human 
nature: know something of educational progress in this and other 
countries; and of the place and function of the school in society. 
TRAINING SCHOOL. 
The Training School is a very necessary part of a Normal Col­
lege. It fills the same place in preparing teachers that the shop does 
in preparing mechanics or the laboratory in making scientists. 
In this department the teacher novice gets at first hand the experi­
ence necessary in handling classes under the supervision of an expert 
teacher. He is given knowledge of actual conditions in school man­
agement, the making of programs and preparing reports on school 
work. 
This training school is under the Department of Education and 
is made up of nine grades, seven in the primary and grammar school 
and two in the high school. The completion of the ninth grade ad­
mits to the first year Academy. 
The same course as outlined by the State Department of Education 
will be followed as far as possible in these grades. 
The pupils in the Training School are mostly from the families of 
the school community. 
102. Education. A 9-weeks' lecture course in School Management, 
treating of the necessary sanitary and health conditions for school opera­
tion, the making of programs, division of time and the State require­
ments for teachers. 
202. Education. A 9-weeks' lecture course in School Management, 
building upon 102. Lecture and quiz methods being used. Topics 
studied: conditions of easy control, the teacher as governor, punish­
ments and school incentives. 
The above courses are elective; to be taken by those only who desire 
certificates to teach. 
301. Psychology. A study of the functions of the various mental 
powers with reference to the act of learning. Lectures, recitation and 
demonstrations. Biology, a prerequisite. Text, Roark. 
302. Method in Education,. The application of Psychology in the 
development of the human mind. 
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407 , 40^. History of Education. This course gives a knowledge 
of the changes and development in education, theoretical and practical, 
from primitive man to the present day; as well as the persons who 
have been most instrumental in bringing about these conditions. Text, 
Duggan. 
501, 502. Principles of .Education. In this is discussed such topics 
as the meaning of infancy; the relation of psychology to education, 
the relation of physical and mental development; the doctrine of in­
terest and effort; the doctrine of formal discipline; the adjustment of 
educational procedure to social demands, self-activity and mental de­
velopment; the educational value of the various elements of the cur­
riculum. Text, Principles of Education, Klapper. 
501. Psychology of Development. In this an effort will be made 
to give the student an understanding of the general problems of child 
study, including the general laws of growth and development of body 
and mind. The activities of child life and their significance; the 
abnormal child in the school; the educational value of plays and 
games, the problem of motor activity and schoolroom procedure. The 
school problem of discipline, the formal content of the curricula, the 
modern movement for education of the small child, etc. Practice work 
under the supervision of the instructor, lectures, text book and library 
reading. From page 236 of above text. 
601. Methods (Primary) of Teaching in Primary Schools. Lec­
tures and required reading, observations, discussions. The purpose 
is to give suggestions, plans and methods that meet the immediate 
needs of the primary teachers. The consideration of methods for 
various subjects will be aided by observation of lessons taught before 
the class. 
601. High School Administration. This is to prepare teachers to 
become principals of the high school as regards the colored high schools 
of Texas. Special reference will be paid to small rural high schools. 
Topics: How is the principal to find out the real conditions in 
the school? What is the most efficient way to supervise instruction":' 
How can the principal improve the instruction in the school? What 
is pupil guidance; ways of securing and expending funds. 
The two above subjects are alternative, those taking high school 
methods need not take primary and vice versa. Text, Primary Meth­
ods; General Methods of Teaching in Elementary Schools, by S. C. 
Parker. 
Text, Johnson's High School. 
501. Neurology. Prerequisite to Psychology of Development. This 
course gives a study of the conscious processes and prepares for the 
extended work of the following semester. Text, The Nervous Sys­
tem and Its Conservation, Stiles. 
5001-2. General Geography. A course in teaching geography. 
Text, Branom. 
6001-2. History and Method. A study of the best system of teach­
ing history. Text, Tryon, " S 
\ U ,ii . 
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DEPAETMENT OP ENGLISH. 
MRS. C. B. DAY, J. F. ELLISON, MRS. J. M. JOHNSON, MISS E. P. BAICER. 
The instruction given in English is designed to give the students an 
adequate -knowledge of the English language and literature to make 
them proficient in composition and to develop the power of expression 
and literary appreciation. Composition is emphasized throughout the 
course. 
11. Course in Elementary Grammar. Special attention to word 
study, development of vocabularies, simple exercises in oral English. 
12. Elementary Composition. Theme writing, Public Speaking. 
Shorters text. 
101, 102. First Semester. Analytical Grammar. The sentence con­
sidered as to form, meaning, structure, syntax, analysis, parsing. ' Text: 
Beed & Epilog's Higher Lessons in English. 
Second Semester. Elementary Composition and Rhetoric. Oral and 
written composition, effective English. Text: Claxton and McGinns. 
201, 202. This course is a cursory study of English and American 
literature. Long's text used. Supplementary reading from authors 
studied. 
FRESHMAN COLLEGE. 
S O I ,  3 0 2 .  This course is required of all Freshmen and the aim of 
the course is to develop the power of expression. In this course at­
tention is given to the theory of Description, Narration, Exposition 
and Argumentation and papers are assigned frequently in each of 
these forms of discourse. In addition to the work in the field men­
tion q each student is requested to write a short story, an essay, an 
oratijA, one book review and one brief. Practically three-fourths of 
the work of this course will consist of assignments in Composition. 
Papers range in length from 200 to 1500 words. Cairns Forms of 
Discourse will be used as a text. 
SOPHOMORE COLLEGE. 
407, 4-02. Advanced Composition. This course is intended for those 
who have passed the Freshman course 'in Elementary Composition. 
Weekly themes are called for, descriptive, narrative and expository. 
Attention is also given to the theory and practice of Argumentation. 
501, 502. English Literature. The aim of this course is to make 
a general survey of English Literature from Anglo-Saxon times to 
the present day and to emphasize the technical as well as the appre­
ciative side. The class will also be required to make an intensive 
study of two or more of Shakespeare's Plays. Papers are called for 
at any time. 
401, 402. Argumentation and Public Speaking. The first semester 
will be devoted to Argumentation. A careful study will be made of 
the nature and purpose of argument, of analysis, evidence, refutation 
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and persuasion. Written exercises are given in brief drawings and the 
students get platform practice. 
In the second semester the students will study the forms of Public 
Address. Special attention will be given to oratory and practical pub­
lic speaking. Text, Baker and Huntington, "The Principles of Argu­
mentation" and Baker's "The Forms of Public Address." 
Prerequisite: English 101, 102; 201, 202. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS. 
B. F. LEE, MISS WILLIE MAE JONES. 
11. Complete Arithmetic. This course is intended as a review of 
the general principles of arithmetic. Special stress is placed upon the 
fundamental principles of percentage in its application to interest, dis­
counts, partial payments, taxes. Thorough drill is given in mensura­
tion, ratio and proportion, powers and roots. 
12. Algebra. This course is taught during the last half of the year. 
Thorough drill is given in the four fundamental operations of algebra, 
the solution of linear equations and of systems of simultaneous linear 
equations. 
21, 22. Algebra. This course presupposes 12, and gives special at­
tention to factoring fractional and literal equations, involution, evolu­
tion, radicals, graphics, quadradics of one unknown and simultaneous 
quadratics and the binomial theorem. 
101. Algebra. This course presupposes one year of Algebra and 
deals with factoring, fractional and literal equations, involution, ev >lu-
tion, theory of exponents, the general property of quadratic equations, 
binominal theorem and progressions. This course extends through 
the first half of the first year of Academy. 
102. Plane Geometry. This course extends through the second 
half of the first year of the Academy 'and covers Books 1 and 2. Much 
attention is given to original exercises. t 
201. Plane Geometry. This course includes the last three books of 
Plane Geometry. The demonstration of original theorems and the 
construction of original problems are required through the course. 
This course extends through the first half of the last year of the 
Academy. 
202. Solid Geometry. This courrse extends through the last half 
of the last year of the Academy and includes polyhedrons, the cylinder, 
the cone and the sphere. 
S O I .  P l a n e  T r i g o n o m e t r y .  This subject is taught during the first 
half of the Freshman year and includes a brief treatment of the trig­
onometrical functions, the right triangle, the development of the es­
sential trigonometrical formulae and the solution of the oblique tri 
angle. 
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S02. College Algebra. This subject is taught during the last half 
of t-he Freshman year and includes variation, theory of equations, frac­
tional and negative exponents, mathematical induction. 
401. College Algebra. A continuation of 301 and includes determi­
nants, exponentials, and logarithms, undetermined co-efficients, per­
mutation, combination and probability. 
402. Plane Analytic Geometry. This course includes the study of 
rectangular, oblique and polar co-ordinates in the plane: the relation 
between a curve and its equation, the algebra of a variable pair of 
numbers and the geometry of a moving point. Specific applications 
to the properties of a straight line, circles, conic sections, and certain 
other plane curves. Elective in the second half of the Sopnomore 
Class. 
501. Solid Analytics. The co-ordinate system in space. General 
properties of surfaces and space curves. 
502. Differential Calculus. This course is designed for the studeni 
of pure and applied Mathematics. Throughout the course there is a 
large number of practical applications. In dynamics, physics, mechan­
ical and electrical engineering. A working knowledge of the calculus 
is essential. This course aims to acquaint the student with the kind 
of mathematics which he will find useful. 
601. Integral Calculus. This course deals with problems and ap­
plications of the integral calculus. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY. 
L. R. POSEY. 
11. Physiology. This subject will be given three- times a week 
throughout the first year Academic. It has for its aim the funda­
mental principles of health and sanitation. An elementary text will 
be used, probably Iiartman and Bibb or Conn and Buddington. 
301, S02. Gener'al Biology. This course will cover the first semester 
and give the student a general notion of animal and plant life. Special 
attention will be given to note book and laboratory work. 
301, 302. Physiology and Hygiene. This course will cover the sec­
ond semester and give the student adequate knowledge of the physi­
ological and hygienic problems. For the first semester, there will be 
three recitations and two laboratory .periods per week. In the second 
semester, there will be three recitation periods per week. 
401. Vertebrate Zoology. This course will be given the first semes­
ter and is designed to meet the needs of students majoring in Science. 
Careful drawings will be made of typical members of the various groups. 
Prepared specimens and charts will be used to facilitate the work of 
the course. Lecture and class work three periods per week. Labora­
tory two periods per week. 
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Jf.02. This is a course in Botany. The student is required to do 
much original work in it. Well kept note books form the basis of this 
study. 
501, 502. This course is Plant Physiology. It is offered only to 
people who have had a good course in botany. Before entering this 
course note books made while studying botany must be presented. 
Grades will not be accepted instead of note books. 
601. Physiology and Hygiene, Advanced Course. This work is 
designed for those who desire to major in physiology and probably 
study nursing or medicine after graduating from our college course. 
Much attention will be given to anatomy, histology, drawings, and the 
preparing of microscopic slides. Recitations, three periods per week. 
Laboratory, twice per week. 
DEPARTMENT OP HISTORY AND ECONOMICS. 
• M. P. CARMICHAEL. 
201, 202. General History. Course 201 covers the authentic his­
tory of man from 5,000 B. C. to 476 A. D., and also discusses the 
growth and expansion of these civilizations to the present. 
In this course more time and special attention will be given to the 
study of those peoples who have contributed largely to the economic 
and political progress of the world. 
201. Negro History. Lecture and quiz twice per week. 
COLLEGE COURSE (Freshman). 
301, 302. History of England. Course 301 covers from Celtic 
Britain to the Hundred Years' War, discusses internal dissensions and 
economic pursuits to 1660. Course 302 discusses English and French 
struggles for supremacy in America and the results. 
The purpose of this course is to cultivate a taste for the history of 
the people who have contributed more largely than any other to the 
establishment of institutions on the western shores of the Atlantic 
ocean that have stood the test of time and .are still enduring. 
During the progress of history study, the political side will not alone 
be emphasized, but the literary and industrial achievements will he 
noted carefully, so that the student may be enabled to form a clear 
conception of the ancestral notion of civilization and its value. 
Interesting lectures and discussions on the constitutional history of 
England deduced from the proper study of English history will be 
given each week: 
CURRENT HISTORY. 
501. The purpose of this course is to stimulate the desire in am­
bitious students to read classical current literature, such as standard 
magazines and daily papers of recognized strength and moral worth. 
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601. Sociology. The general subject deals with the struggles for 
higher levels of human living. A discussion of the organic concep­
tions of social problems is followed by studies of degeneration, eugenics, 
social phases of education, charities, urban, and rural conditions, dis­
sipation, crime, and relating to family life. 
602. Community Life. Will be carefully studied and students will 
be required to write theses based on their observations. 
Constitutional Law. The purpose of this course is to offer prospec­
tive students an opportunity to get the necessary prerequisites for 
extensive study of the Federal Constitution, and to study carefully the 
decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States touching com­
merce and trade, property, contracts, etc. 
601, 602. Research and Lecture. This course gives much latitude 
to the student to broaden his experience and deepen his convictions 
with respect to facts gathered from all sources, and the degrees or 
quality ascertained one over the other by comparison. 
SOPHOMORE. 
JfJOl, 102. American History. Course 401 discusses the economic 
conditions in Europe that gave rise to the adventures that resulted in 
the discovery of a continent, its exploration and ultimate settlement. 
Course 402 discusses economic and industrial questions on the new 
continent with slavery as a leading question from 1794 until the War 
Between the States, also the government and the basic principles of 
good government based on good citizenship. 
The purpose of this course is to study intelligently the political, 
movements of the American people and to instil] and develop a love 
for American institutions, which will heighten the confidence and deepen 
the patriotism of the student and ultimately build a high class citi­
zenship. 
The study of the Latin-American States from 1820 to the present 
time will be of great value to the American student of history from 
a political and cultural point of view. 
Modern Europe (beginning with the French Revolution) should be 
carefully studied to note the freedom of thought and action based on 
American inspiration. 
JUNIOR. 
501, 502. Industrial History. Course 501 undertakes to give rea­
son for industrial enterprises and discusses them in their infancy 
up to the agricultural period. Course 502 discusses the growth of 
commerce and trade and the innovation of devices from time to time 
to facilitate them, and also the basic principles of good commercial 
government. 
In this course the student will note critically the causes that gave 
rise to higher civilization and how the acquired civilization redounds 
to the good of commerce and religion. 
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ECONOMICS. 
501, 502. The purpose of this course, to study the many economic 
questions in their broad and current relation to social welfare. 
Emphasis is placed upon the condition of the masses whose economic-
conditions are studied severally and collectively. 
THE DEPARTMENT OP SCIENCE. 
P. E. BLEDSOE, MISS 3. E. BYAIS. 
The Department of Science offers ten courses. There are live 
courses in chemistry, one in elementary chemistry, one in general in­
organic chemistry, a course in chemical analysis, a course in physi­
ological chemistry and a course in organic chemistry. There are three 
courses in physics; one course in geology and one in astronomy. 
21, 2.2. General Science. This course in General Science is offered 
ih the second year of the high school and consists of one year of recita­
tion and demonstration. Enough chemistry, physics and biology are 
given to well fit the pupil to move with perfect ease along a more ad­
vanced treatment of these sciences. In this course the pupil prepares 
the conditions and learns by watching nature work. 
PHYSICS. 
101, 102. Physics. This is a course in regular high school physics 
offered in the first year or Junior Academy. It consists of recitation 
and two double periods of laboratory work for two semesters. Text, 
Millican & Gale; Carhart & Chute. (Applications.) 
501, 502. Physics. This is a full year course in college physics, 
stressing the subjects, heat, sound, light, electricity and radiation. 
'This course is offered to those who take the mechanical course or de­
sire to take the regular scientific course. This course consists of the 
recitation periods and two double periods of laboratory work. Physics 
101, 102 and a knowledge of higher mathematics are requisites. Text, 
to Ibe selected. 
801. Physics. This course takes up the mechanics of heat, light, 
tand electricity as applied to the household science. It consists of lec­
ture and experiment. Note hooks must be kept. Text, to be se­
lected. 
CHEMISTRY. 
201, 202. Chemistry. We offer this elementary course in chem­
istry to the Senior Academy classes. It is made up of five periods a 
week equally divided between recitation and laboratory practice. Text 
McPherson & Henderson and Brownlee, First Lesson. 
301, 302. Chemistry. This course is one in general inorganic 
chemistry as applied to college work. It is made up of demonstra­
tion, lecture periods, and double laboratory periods twice a week. ISTotp 
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books are kept and passed upon. This course stresses the ion theory, 
the Periodic Law, and aims to give the student a thorough knowl­
edge of the laws and principles of chemical science. This is a one 
year course as treated in Smith's College Inorganic Chemistry. 
Jt-01, 1^02. Chemistry. The subject of chemical analysis is offered 
in the Sophomore year. It takes up qualitative in the first semester 
and quantitative in the second semester. Both gravemetric and volu­
metric analysis will be considered. The text used in qualitative analy­
sis will be outlined in Stieglitz's Chemical Analysis. 
501. Chemistry. The organic chemistry will be a semester course 
presented in such a way to give the pupil some idea of the animal and 
plant foods, soil, and carbohydrates. This course consists of both 
recitation and laboratory practice. 
502. The course; in physiological chemistry is for those who wish 
to take a more extended course in domestic science. It is offered to 
Domestic Science Seniors. Text, to be selected. 
602. Geology. This course in geology is made up of one-half unit 
and is a brief but thorough course in dynamical, structural, and his­
torical geology. Besides its general educational value, it is quite neces­
sary in the teaching of physiology and geography. A number of fos­
sils and mineral specimens are presented. Text, Le Conte. 
602. Astronomy. This course is a course in simple astronomy and 
is offered to College Seniors for one semester. It plans a clear under­
standing of the Solar system and a study of the most common con­
stellations of the Sidereal system. Text, White. 
DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGE. 
G. 0. SANDERS, MISS E. P. BAKER. 
301, 302. Latin, Collar and Daniel's First Year Latin—four 
periods per week for one year. A thorough drill is given in declensions, 
conjugations and preliminary work, beginning with the rudiments in 
order to acquaint the student with all the regular forms and construc­
tions. 
V01, 1/02. Caesars De Pello Calico, P>ooles I to IV. Latin Gram-
mar. All the declensions of nouns and adjectives; the conjugations 
of the irregular verbs and rules of grammar with a study of the more 
difficulties of syntax. 
501, 502;. 601, 602. Advanced Latin. Elective only. Such ad­
vanced work as is needed for teachers of Latin in the best high schools 
and colleges. 
SPANISH. 
Spanish now holds first place, among the foreign languages in Amer­
ican education. Like French, it is rich in literature, culture and civil-
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ization, but because of our geographical position and the importance 
of our relations with Spanish-America, Spanish naturally assumes a 
position of chief importance, in American schools. It is the aim of 
this department to give a thorough foundation and practical working' 
knowledge of the Spanish language. 
301, 302. First Year Elementary Spanish. Pour periods per week. 
The essentials of Spanish Grammar. Irregular verbs; idomatic expres­
sions; sight reading, translation of Spanish into English and vice versa. 
Daily drill in pronunciation, expression. Composition writing from 
dictation.-
UOl, 102. Second Year Intermediate Spanish. Eapid reading and 
conversation in Spanish. Beading current Spanish literature, novels 
and dramas. Cervantes; a study of customs and manners of Spanish 
daily life. Business forms and letter writing. Mercantile terms used 
in business and commercial transactions. Lectures'; conversation with 
natives. 
501, 502, 601, 602. Spanish. Elective only. Advanced Spanish fov 
those making this subject a major. 
FRENCH. 
SOI, 302. Elementary French. Pour periods per week for one year. 
The first year's work consists of a study of essentials of Prench gram­
mar. Practice in reading and conversation with a thorough drill m 
pronunciation. Translations of short English sentences into French 
and vice versa. 
1/.01, Jt02. Intermediate French. Pour periods per week of one year. 
This year's work consists of the study of the fundamental principles 
of French grammar. Exercises in composition and translation. The 
study of Prench customs, life and natural traits. Beading, La Belle 
Prance. A study of the history of Prench literature. Beading of mod­
ern novels and dramas with a review of Prench grammar. 
501, 502, 601, 602. Advanced Prench for those majoring the sub­
ject. Elective only. 
MILITABY DEPABTMENT. 
HORACE G. WILDER, 
Sergeant, D. E. M. L., United States Army, and First Lieutenant, Inf. 
Sec. 0. B. C.; Professor of Military Science and Tactics. 
Battalion Staff.—James T. Brown, Major; L. G. Jolly, Major; Oscar 
Tatum, Captain, Adjutant; Marion L. Harris, Captain,'Supply Officer; 
J. B. Morris, Captain, Intelligence Officer; Eural Tolliver, Battalion 
Sergeant Major; Charles L. Jingles, Color Sergeant; C. W. Allen, Color 
Sergeant; Ben Lee Morris, Battalion Supply Sergeant. 
Band.—C. W. Collins, First Lieutenant, Chief, Musician; L. p 
Lister, First Sergeant, Principal Musician. 
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Company "A."—L. E. Pry, Captain; Costromer Ewell, First Lieu­
tenant; L. Stanley Daigle, First Lieutenant; C. W. Simmons, First 
Lieutenant; Charles Crockett, Second Lieutenant; II. C. Sells, First 
Sergeant; Steve Parrish, Mess Sergeant. 
Company "B."—B. E. Petterway, Captain; A. E. White, First Lieu­
tenant; L. E. Claybourne, First Lieutenant; B. W. Johnson, Second 
Lieutenant; Lonnie Marshall, Second Lieutenant; A. G. Hall, First 
Sergeant; McKinly Blount, Mess Sergeant. 
This course of military training teaches the students the funda­
mentals of military art, with accompanying benefits of physical train­
ing and discipline. By an act of Congress, June 2, 1916, all equip­
ment and an army instructor are provided. The present course estab­
lishes a four years' course of systematic instruction, which includes 
the technique of all the various weapons of modern warfare, military 
organization, military hygiene, military courtesy and customs of the 
service, guard duty, first aid to the sick or injured, administration, 
military law, military history, field engineering, military sketching 
and map-reading, reconnaissance, minor tactics and troop-leading. 
There is no obligation to become a part of the National Guard, nor 
of the regular army; no oath is taken, no service will be required other 
than for educational purposes. 
Especial emphasis is given to the inculcation and development of 
all those qualities that make for honor, character, discipline, respect 
and adequate courtesy for and towards superiors, laws, ladies; a sound 
body; a trained mind and citizenship. 
DEPABTMENT OF MUSIC. 
R. B. ELLISON, MISS BLANCHE COLLINS. 
Piano lessons taught $3.00 per month. 
Vocal lessons taught 3.00 per month. 
Two lessons taught per week; practice every week. Free classes in 
public school music and choral work. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC. 





EXPRESSION AND INTERPRETATION. 
One hundred select voices receive additional choral work byice a 
week, rehearsals coming on Monday and Thursday nights from 6:15 
to 7:30 of each week. Such students are expected to attend all re­
hearsals and chapel exercises and public meetings whenever required. 
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Senior class of each year is given a Teacher's Course in Public School 
Music. Class is taught by divisions, including appropriate musical 
training for pupils from the first through the eighth grade. Each 
member of the class will be required to make outlines of special work 
of the course, and teach practice school before finishing. 
VOICE CULTURE. 
Each vocal student should have completed the first two years of 
piano music or show they have had work equivalent before entering 
the study of voice culture. This being true, the course may be com­
pleted in two years. 
EIEST YEAR. 
Breathing and physical exercises, applied physiology, vocal work, 
placing the voice, vocalizes. Elementary exercises, by Sieber. Standard 
song classics, miscellaneous compositions, theory and sight reading. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Breathing exercises. The art of singing, by W. Shakespeare. Em­
bellishments, books of standard songs, theory and sight reading, pupils' 
recitals. Each student is presented in song recital in finishing. 
PIANO COURSE. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Mathew Standard Graded Courses, Books 1 and 2. Einger exercises, 
major scales, Czerny Studies, Book 1. Sonatinas, Kohler. Miscel­
laneous compositions. Musical Theory, by Thomas Tapper. Musical 
history. Pupils' recitals (weekly). 
SECOND YEAR. 
Touch and Technic, Standard Graded Course, Mathew. Books 3 
and 4, major and minor scales. Czerny Studies, Books 1 and 2. Pre­
ludes, by Bach. Waltzes, by Chopin. Sea Sketches and Woodland 
Sketches by Ed McDowel. Sonatinas by Kohler, Mozart and Beethoven. 
Compositions, by Goddard and Chaminade and Nevin. Musical Theorv. 
by Thomas Tapper. Musical history. Pupils' recitals (weekly) . 
THIRD YEAR. 
Touch and Technic, Standard Graded Course, Mathew. Books 5 
and 7, major and minor scales in different intervals and in contrarv 
motion. Bach (two parts). Nocturnes, by Chopin. Songs Without 
Words, by Mendelssohn. Sonata, by Beethoven. Compositiois. Pre­
ludes, by Chopin. Scherzas, by Mendelssohn and Schubert. Murmur­
ing Zephyrs, by Jaenson. Impromptu, Reinholdt. Eirst Near Har­
mony, by Thomas Tapper. Musical history. Pupils' recitals (weeklvl 
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FOURTH YEAR. 
Touch and Technic, Standard Graded Course, Mathew. Books 8 
and 9, scales in double thirds. Wrist exercises. Octave Studies, by 
Kullah. Bach (three parts). Inventions, by Bach. Fuges. Compo­
sitions. Polonaises. Impromptu, Ballads, Scherzas, and Rondos, by 
Chopin, McDowell, Mendelssohn. Rhapsodies, by Liszt and Brahms. 
Sonatas, by Grieg and Beethoven. Concertas, by Rubenstein. A 
Minor Concert, by Greig. Rondo Capricciaso, by Mendelssohn. Ad­
vanced harmony. Musical history. Pupils' recitals. Pupil is pre­
sented in recital on finishing. 
NURSE TRAINING COURSE. 
J. M. FRANKLIN, M. D.; MISS LAURA ADAMS, R. N.; MISS BLANCHE 
JACKSON, R. N. 
The purpose of this department is to give young women training 
for a profession that is honorable, independent and helpful, both to 
themselves and to others. The profession presents an unusually wide 
sphere of action. The present demand for trained nurses is far in 
excess of the supply. To meet this urgent need this department was 
founded. Nurses graduating from this department will be eligible to 
take the examination of the State Board for Registered Nurses. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission must have an education equivalent at least 
to the tenth grade in a standard high school. Preference will always 
be given to an applicant of superior education, if she is satisfactory 
otherwise. She must have good health and give evidence of good moral 
character. 
A candidate must send with her application a certificate of health 
from her physician, and a testimonial of her character from a minister 
or some responsible person. 
The most acceptable age is from twenty to thirty years; other appli­
cants may be admitted if deemed advisable. Special application blanks 
are furnished by the school. Upon request made to the Superintendent 
of Nurses, a pamphlet containing rules and regulations will be fur­
nished. Students may be admitted at any time of the year, but prefer­
able at the beginning of each semester. 
TERMS OF ACCEPTANCE. 
An applicant entering the school is on probation until the Superin­
tendent of Nurses decides as to her apparent fitness for the work, and 
the propriety of retaining or dismissing her. The probation time is 
included, in the time necessary to finish the course. If accepted, she 
must a -ee to obey implicitly the rules of the Hospital and Training 
School 
The .Superintendent of the Hospital has control of everything per­
taining to the discipline and duties of the nurses. 
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A pupil whose deportment has been satisfactory, and who has done 
good and faithful practical work, and who has passed the required 
examinations will be given a# diploma of the school at the end of the 
course. 
EXPENSES. 
There is no fee for tuition, but on arrival each pupil must pay at 
the office of the Treasurer of the Institution the amount o£ $20.00. 
This amount does not cover the expense of text books required. After 
the first year, pupils will be furnished the regular uniform free of cost. 
This uniform does not include collars. Bach candidate must bring 
with her a sufficient number of sheets, pillow cases, blankets and white 
spreads for necessary changes. She must also bring the following: 
Pour hand towels, laundry bag, pair of scissors, two bath towels, pocket 
tape measure, thimble, umbrella, rain coat and overshoes. Sensible 
shoes with rubber heels must be worn when on duty. When the pupil 
enters upon ward work she must have a watch with a second hand. A 
cheap watch will suffice. 
For further information concerning allowances on the expenses of 








Practical points 2 
JUNIOR. 
Second Semester. 
Pr. Th. Pr. 
0 Anatomy 0 
0 Physiology 0 
2 Ethics 7 
7 Dietetics 2 
2 Bandaging 2 
7 Practical points 7 
MIDDLE. 
Materia Medica 2 
Bacteriology 3 
Urinalysis 1 
Medical Nursing 3 
Surgical Nursing 3 
3 Therapeutics 2 
4 Toxicology 2 
2 Medical Nursing 2 
7 Surgical Nursing 2 
7 Obstetrical Nursing 4 
SENIOR. 
Gynecological Nursing 3 4 
Nursinig of Children 3 3 
Contagious Diseases 2 2 
Private Nursing 2 2 
•Gynecological Nursing 2 
Nursing of Children 2 
Nervous Diseases 2 










Practical demonstration throughout the course. 
(Each lesson one hour.) 
Care of wards and various parts of the Hospital. Feeding of help­
less patients. Bed making, with or without patients. Care of bed-
and bedding, admitting patients and care of clothing, etc. ~t>d baths 
a?C^ Handling of patients in bed, chairs, and stretch ^ TT^ 
oi pillows, pads air cushions, back rest, and cradle. Preparau ons for  
the night—teeth, hair, face, hands, ventilation, etc. Washing hair. 
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Preparation for physical examination. Taking of specimens. Chart­
ing. Giving of medicine. Hypodermic injections, use and care of 
instruments. Gynecological positions and preparation for examination. 
Catheterization. Surgical dressings. Preparation for various opera­
tions. Care after death. Lectures on special phases of medicine, 
hygiene and sanitation will be given throughout the course by persons 
invited for that purpose. The course is so arranged that it may be 
completed in three calendar years. A vacation will, be allowed each 
pupil, the time and length of which will be fixed by the Superintendent 
of Nurses. 
Examinations are held at the end of each semester and the require­
ments for passing and promotion are the same as those maintained by 
the Institution. 
Our new hospital, modernly equipped, of fifty-bed capacity, affords 
the facilities necessary to properly care for any and all kinds of patients. 
TEXT BOOKS USED. 
Anatomy and Physiology, Lewis; Materia Medica, Paul; Human 
Mechanism, Hough & Sedgewich; Obstetric and Gynecologic Nursing, 
Davis; Ethics, Aikens; Medical Dictionary, Dorland; Diseases of Chil­
dren, McCombs; Dietetics, Friedenwald & Euhrah; Bacteriology and 
Surgical Technic for Nurses, Stoney;. Chemistry and Toxicology for 
Nurses, Asher; Massage, Bohm & Painter; Practical Points in Nursing, 
Stoney. 
DIVISION OF AGBICULTURE. 
STAFF. 
B. F. BULLOCK, Director of the Division and Professor of Rural 
Education. 
*T. H. JACKSON, Assistant Director and Professor of Agronomy. 
E. B. EVANS, Professor of Veterinary Science and Bacteriology. 
A. T. WOOD, Instructor, in Vocational Agriculture. 
C. C. CARRINGTON, Instructor in Vocational Agriculture. 
W. L. HOOD, Instructor in Animal Husbandry. 
F. W. WHEELER, Instructor in Horticulture. 
J. W. SUTTON, Instructor in Horticulture. 
*Miss E. V. BROWNE, Secretary to- the Director. 
The Division of Agriculture aims to give the training necessary for 
•success in practical farming, teaching agriculture, agricultural exten­
sion work and other lines of agricultural activities. Its work is cen­
tered around instruction and practice in animal husbandry (including 
dairying and poultry raising), crops and soils, agricultural engineering, 
rural economics and sociology, horticulture, veterinary practices, rural 
education and extension service. 
The instructional work of this Division is given under two depart­
ments, viz.: the Department of High School Instruction and the De­
partment of College Instruction. 
*Part of year. 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTION". 
This department offers" a four-year course in vocational agriculture 
based on the project method of instruction. Its aim is to meet the 
needs of students who find it beyond their desire or means to enter 
the four-year college course, but who desire, nevertheless, to increase 
their efficiency on the farm. 
The work is designed for students of 14 years and over. The ap­
plicants must have completed at least a seventh grade education and 
must have a definite interest in agricultural activities, which interest 
must be manifested by the progress made in a definite length of time. 
The Division wishes to emphasize the fact that this course is not of­
fered as a refuge for the idle, backward, deficient, incorrigible, purpose­
less and otherwise abnormal individuals. 
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*DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
AGRICULTURE. 
NOTE.—The Institution furnishes the land, tools, team and other 
equipment necessary to conduct projects in animal and plant produce 
tion. All profits from these projects will go to the individual students 
conducting them. Many students find this a means of helping to pay 
their expenses while in school. 
Plant Production 11.—Studies and practices in the production of field 
crops common to Texas, including elementary work in farm machinery, 
farm shop practices and farm management related to crop production. 
Each student taking this course will be required to conduct a crop 
project. Tliis project should be .a representative of the kind of crops 
grown in the student's home community. 
Anim-al Production 21.—Studies and practices in the production and 
marketing of animals common to the farms of Texas, including prac­
tices in farm shop work and farm management essential to successful 
animal production. 
Each student taking this course will be required to conduct an animal 
project of a representative type. 
Horticulture 101.—An introductory course in vegetable gardening and 
fruit growing, including practice in propagation, pruning and spraying. 
Each student taking this course will be required to conduct a project 
representing a typical vegetable garden for this section of the country. 
The Subsistence Department furnishes a market for these vegetables. 
Poultry Production 101.—An elementary study of poultry production 
as a farm enterprise, with laboratory work in poultry house construc­
tion, feeding, incubation, brooding, culling, etc. 
Dairying 201.—An elementary study of dairying as a farm enterprise, 
with laboratory work in judging dairy cows", feeding, milking, milk 
testing, the use of the separator, butter making, dairy sanitation, etc. 
Farm. Management 201.—A practical course in farm management, 
summarizing the farm management problems arising from the project 
work in plant and animal production and drawing conclusions from 
same. The project record books will be made a basis for this work. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGE INSTRUCTION. 
This department offers a four-year course leading to the degree of 
B. S. in Agriculture: The entrance requirements for this course are 
the same as for the other college courses in this Institution. It will 
be to the advantage of students entering this course to be able to offer 
at least two entrance units in agriculture. 
"For outline of course see pages 42-43. 
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The aim of this department is to give the scientific and technical 
training (with a thorough practical knowledge of agriculture as a 
basis) that will enable those completing the course to hold positions 
of trust as owners and conductors of farms, teachers of agriculture, 
extension workers and in other lines of agricultural activities. Aside 
from the instruction in technical agriculture, the course gives a broad 
training in the sciences related to agriculture, the humanistic and 
professional subjects. 
Besides the successful completion of the prescribed course of study, 
the student must have a thorough practical knowledge of farming 
activities and of rural life conditions before receiving his degree. 
Students who have not had this experience before entering the course 
will be given an opportunity to get it during their college career. 






Agronomy I. (Field Crops)........ 3 An. Hus. I. (Types and Breeds)... 3 
Botany I. (General Botany) 3 Botany II. (General Botany) 3 
.Chemistry I. (General) 3 ~ 
English I. (301) 3 
Farm Mathematics 3 
Vet. Sc. I. (Animal Anatomy and 
Physiology 3 
Chemistry II. (Analysis) 3 
English II. (302) 3 
Rural Engineering I. (Surveying) . . 3 
Vet. Sc. II. (Diseases of Farm Ani­
mals) 3 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
An. Hus. II. (Principles of Feeding) 3 
Chemistry III. (Gen Agri. Chem.) . 5 
English III. (401) 3 
Horticulture I. (Veg. Gardening) ... 2 English IV. (402) 
Psychology (General) 2 Hort. II. (Prin. of Fruit Growing) . 
Zoology (Zoology 401) 3 Rural Ed. I. (Ed. Psychology) 
Agronomy II. (Soil Management) . . . 
Animal Hus. III. (Poultry Hus.) . . . 
Economic Entomology 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Animal Husbandry IV. (Dairy Hus.) 3 Bacteriology II. (Agricultural) 
Bacteriology I. (General) 3 Economics II. (Gen. Agricultural) . . 
Economics I. (Principles) 3 Rural Education III. (Methods of 
Rural Eng. II. (Farm Mechanics) . . 3 
Rural Education II. (Voc. Educa­
tion) 3 
Elective 3 
Teaching Agriculture) or *Exten-
sion Service I 




Botany III. (Plant Physiology) 3 
Genetics I. (General) 3 
Industrial History 4 
Ru. Ed. IV. (Ru. Social Problems) . 2 
Electives 6 
YEAR. 
Botany IV. (Plant Diseases) 
Economics III. (Marketing) 
Ru. Ed. V. (Ru. Soc. Problems Con.) 
Electives 
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Agronomy III. (Special Crops) 3 
Agronomy IV. (Plant Breeding) . .. . 3 
Animal Hus. V. (Animal Nutrition) 3 
Animal Hus. VI. (Animal Breeding) 3 
Animal Hus. VII. (Pork Prod.) .... 3 
Animal Hus. VIII. (Beef Prod.) .... 3 
ELECTIVES. 
Commercial Bee Keeping 2 
Hort. III. (Landscape Gardening) . . 2 
Hort. IV. (Com. Fruit Growing) ... 3 
Hort. V. (Truck Farming) 3 
Vet. Sc. IV. (Obstetrics) 3 
Vet. Sc. V. (Animal Parasites) .... 3 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
The text book, lecture, reference, supervised study, quiz, laboratory, 
field trip or demonstration method of instruction will be used as the 
occasions warrant. The relative number of recitation and laboratory 
periods will also be determined by the nature of the subject. 
Agronomy I. (Field Crops).—Freshman year, first semester, three 
units. 
A study of the adaptability, distribution, uses, seed selection, prepara­
tion of seed bed, cultural methods and other factors affecting the suc­
cessful development of the outstanding field crops of Texas and the 
Southwest. 
Agronomy II. (Soil Management).—Sophomore year, second se­
mester, three units. Prerequisite: Chemistry III. 
An advance study of crop rotation, methods of cultivation, systems 
of farming and their effects upon the crop producing power of'the 
soil; depletion and maintenance of the fertility of the soil and methods 
of perfecting a permanent system of agriculture. 
Agronomy III. (Special Crops).—Elective, three units. Prere­
quisite: Agronomy I. 
_ A study of the factors affecting the successful development, adapta­
bility, distribution and uses of crops of special interest to those electing 
the course. 
Agronomy IV. (Plant Breeding).—Elective, three units. Pre­
requisites: Botany I, II, III, and Genetics I. 
A study of the principles and theories underlying successful practice 
in plant breeding with special attention to the matter of improving 
existing varieties of farm crops. 
Animal Husbandry I. (Types and Breeds).—Freshman year, sec­
ond semester, three units. 
The history, characteristics, adaptability, scoring and uses of the 
important breeds of farm animals. 
Animal Husbandry II. (Principles of Feeding),—Sonhomore year, 
first semester, three units. Prerequisites: Chemistry I Veterinary 
Science I. ' 
A study of the digestibility and functions of feed nutrients; physi-
- tVnterT the extension work may take Extension Service I instead of Rural Education III. 
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ology of digestion and feeding for different purposes, and the cal­
culation of rations for farm animals. 
Animal Husbandry III. (Poultry Husbandry).—Sophomore year, 
second semester, three units. 
An advanced course in general poultry husbandry including studies 
in culling, judging, breeding, feeding, incubation, brooding; and grad­
ing, packing and marketing the products. 
Animal Husbandry IV. (Dairy Husbandry).—Junior year, first 
semester, three units. 
An advanced course in general dairying, including the care, feed­
ing and breeding of dairy stock, composition, separating and handling 
of milk, milk testing, cream ripening and the manufacturing of dairy 
products. 
Animal Husbandry V. (Animal Nutrition).—Elective, three units. 
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry II. 
An advanced study of the functions of feed nutrients; digestion, ab­
sorption and metabolism; the specific value of different feeds in nu­
trition; feeding standards and balancing rations. 
Animal Husbandry VI. (Animal Breeding).—Elective, three units. 
Prerequisites: Animal Husbandry I, and Genetics I. 
A study of heredity, variation, selection and correlation as applied 
to the successful practice of animal breeding; special attention will be 
given the matter of improving farm animals by careful selection and 
breeding. 
Animal Husbandry VII. (Pork Production) .—Elective, three units. 
Special problems of pork production, including a study of feeding, 
judging, breeding and management; slaughtering, curing and marketing 
the products. 
Animal Husbandry VIII. (Beef Production).—Elective, three 
units. 
A study of the problems of successful beef production, with special 
reference to Texas conditions. The problems of marketing will also 
be studied. 
Bacteriology I. (General Bacteriology).—Junior year, first semes­
ter, three units. 
A general study of the morphology, physiology and classification of 
bacteria; the production of enzymes, toxins, etc. 
Bacteriology II. (Agricultural Bacteriology).—Junior year, second 
semester, three units. Prerequisite: Bacteriology I. 
A study of relation of micro-organisms to plant and animal diseases 
soil fertility, dairy products, preservation of farm products, water snp-
plies, etc. 
Botany I. (General Botany).—Freshman year, first semester, t'Wree 
units. 
A study of the structure, development, activities and evolutionary 
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relation of the great groups of flowering plants; special attention will 
be given the reproductive processes. 
Botany II. (General Botany Continued).—Freshman year, second 
semester, three units. 
A study of the structure, behavior and evolutionary relation of the 
important groups of spore bearing plants, with special attention to the 
fungi which cause plant diseases. 
Botany III. (Plant Physiology).—Senior year, first semester, three 
units. Prerequisite: Botany I. 
A general study of the physical processes of plants, including 
metabolism, growth, movements, etc. 
Botany TV. (Plant Diseases).—Senior year, second semester, three 
units. Prerequisites: Botany II, and Bacteriology II. 
A general study of the cause, life history, behavior and control of 
the important diseases of farm, garden and orchard crops. 
Chemistry I. (General Inorganic Chemistry).—Freshman year, first 
semester, three units. 
A course aimed to give the student a working knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of chemistry, skill in the use of apparatus, the 
ability to draw correct conclusions from facts observed, etc. 
Chemistry II. (Chemical Analysis.)—Freshman year, second se­
mester, three units. Prerequisite: Chemistry I. 
A continuation of the study of inorganic chemistry, including sys­
tematic analysis of the more common metals and acids. 
Chemistry III. (General Agricultural Chemistry).—Sophomore 
year, first semester, five units. Prerequisites: Chemistry I and II. 
A general study of chemistry as related to soils, fertilizers, plant and 
animal growth. 
Commercial Beekeeping. Elective, two units. 
The care and management of bees on a commercial basis; handling 
of the products, etc. 
Economics I. (Principles).—Junior year, first semester, three units. 
A study of the principles of production, distribution, exchange and 
consumption of wealth; the organization of capital, labor problems 
banking, etc. ' 
Economics II. (General Agricultural Economics).—Junior year, 
second semester, five units. Prerequisite: Economics I. 
A study of the factors of. agricultural production, the distribution of 
the agricultural income, the economic and social factors determining the 
relation of agriculture to other industries, forms of rural organizations 
rural credit systems, etc. ' 
Economics III. (Marketing).—Senior year, second semester, three 
units. Prerequisites: Economics I and II. 
A study of the principles underlying the successful marketing of 
farm products, including a careful study of marketing agencies, legal 
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rights and obligations arising out of marketing transactions, the middle­
man, special, marketing problems and the present marketing systems. 
Economic Entomology. Sophomore year, second semester, three 
units. 
A study of the identification, life history, habits and methods of con­
trolling insects of economic importance to the farm and home. 
Extension Service I. (Required of students planning to enter the 
field of extension work.) Junior year, second semester, four units. 
A study of the development of the agricultural extension service in 
America, with special reference to the status of the service among the 
Negroes of the Southern States; also a study of the rules, regulations 
and special methods relative to the work in Texas. 
Farm Mathematics. Freshman year, first semester, three units. 
A general review of the principles of arithmetic, algebra and geometry, 
with special applications to problems of the farm and shop. 
Genetics I. (General).—Senior year, first semester, three units. 
A general study of the laws of heredity, environments and variation, 
and their relation to the theories of organic evolution. 
Horticulture I. (Vegetable Gardening) .—Sophomore year, first se­
mester, two units. 
A study of the fundamental principles of successful vegetable garden­
ing in the South, with special attention to the home garden. 
Horticulture II. (Principles of Fruit Growing).—Sophomore year, 
second semester, three units. 
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special reference to 
Texas conditions, including locations, varieties, soils, fertilizers, plant­
ing and cultural methods, pruning, spraying, harvesting, storing, etc. 
Horticulture III. (Landscape Gardening).—Elective, two units. 
The art of beautifying home and school surroundings. 
Horticulture IV. (Commercial Fruit Growing).—Elective, three 
units. 
A study of the general problems of commercial fruit growing, in­
cluding business methods, special methods of harvesting, packing, mar­
keting, etc. 
Horticulture V. (Truck Farming).—Elective, three units. 
A study of the business methods followed by professional truckers, 
succession and companion crops, rotation, equipment, labor problems, 
methods of harvesting, grading, packing, market facilities, etc. 
Industrial History. Senior year, first semester, four units. 
A general survey of the European industrial revolution and the ex­
pansion of commerce with a more detailed study of the industrial his­
tory of America, tracing the development of agriculture, manufactures 
commerce and related activities from their colonial beginnings to their 
present status. 
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Rural Education I. (Educational Psychology).—Sophomore year, 
second semester, three units. Prerequisite: General Psychology. 
A general, study of mind and behavior as applied to the learning 
process; special attention will be given to individual differences and 
their causes. 
Rural Education II. (Vocational Education).—Junior year, first 
semester, three units. 
The place of vocational education in the system of universal educa­
tion, history of its development, local, State and Federal co-operation 
in the promotion of vocational education, typical vocational schools 
and departments of vocational education in secondary schools, the pres­
ent demand for vocational education, prevocational courses, vocational 
guidance, etc. 
Rural Education III. (Methods of Teaching Agriculture).—Junior 
year, second semester, four units. Prerequisite: Rural Education I. 
Organizing, managing and methods of teaching agriculture in the 
public schools; equipment and materials; making yearly outlines and 
detailed lesson plans; conducting home projects and community work" 
practice teaching; etc. ' 
Rural Education IV. (Rural Social Problems).—Senior year first 
semester, two units. ' 
Development and problems of a better rural civilization; the decline 
m rural population, isolation and communication, country life litera­
ture, community centers, health and recreation, the country home the 
country school, the country church, etc. 
Rural Education V. (Rural Social Problems).—Senior year second 
semester, two units. 5 
A continuation of Rural Education IV. 
Rural Engineering I. (Surveying).-Freshman year, second semes­
ter, three units. Prerequisite: Farm Mathematics. 
A course aimed to acquaint the student with the care and use of th» 
ordinary surveying instruments, computation of areas, mapping etc.: 
some attention will also be given to terracing and drainage. ' 
Rural Engineering II. (Farm Mechanics.)— Junior year first se­
mester, three units. • 
A general study of farm machinery, farm power, electricity on the 
farm, farm structures, etc. " 
Veterinary Science I. (Animal Anatomy and Physioloqy).—Fresh­
man year, first semester, three units. 
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure of the horse 
°V sheep and chicken. The digestive, respiratory and genito­
urinary organs will be studied in detail. b 
Veterinary Science II (Diseases of Farm Animals).-Freshman 
year, second semester, three units. 
A study of the more common diseases of farm animals; their pre-
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vention and treatment; common unsoundness of the horse and path­
ological shoeing. 
Veterinary Science III. (Farm Sanitation and Communicable Dis­
eases).—Junior year, second semester, three units. 
A general consideration of the causes of diseases and their manner 
of spreading; disinfectants and their application; general hygiene and 
stable sanitation, including selection of site and drainage. 
Veterinary Science IV. (Obstetrics).—Elective, three units. Pre­
requisite : Veterinary Science I. 
Anatomy and physiology of the genital organs of the male and 
female, ovulation, oestrum, fecundation, gestation, sterility, hygiene 
of pregnant and care of new-born animals. 
Veterinary Science V. (Animal ParisiteS).—Elective, three units. 
A study of the classification, life history and mode of infestation 
of those parasites injurious to domestic animals, together with a study 
of the injury produced by their presence upon or within the animal 
body. 
HOME ECONOMICS DIVISION TEACHING STAFF. 
Miss EVALENA A. DAVIS, Supervisor. 
Miss IRENE MYERS, Domestic Art. 
Miss ETHEL M. ROY, Domestic Science. 
Miss LEONORA A. PATTON, Domestic Science. 
MRS. NELLIE S. DILLON, Domestic Science. 
Miss FANNIE M. PORTER, Domestic Art. 
MRS. J. E. BRYANT, Millinery. 
COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS. 
The aim of the work done in the Division of Home Economics is three­
fold: 
1. To train teachers _ and supervisors for vocational schools. 
2.  To furnish training for girls and women in trades and business: 
as dressmakers, milliners, practical cooks, caterers and demonstrators. 
3. To make better housekeepers, better home-makers and community 
helpers. 
The work done in the Divisibn of Home Economics is designed to 
give a girl high ideals and right standards, to stimulate her toward 
the development of the highest type of womanhood of which she is 
capable. 
Every woman who expects to become the head of a household should 
prepare herself with the knowledge which will enable her to meet 
the many problems which will confront every housewife. Especially 
should the girls who intend to become teachers of the science and art 
of home-making to other girls be intensively trained along these lines. 
The four-year teachers' course when satisfactorily completed will 
entitle one to the degree of Bachelor of Science of Home Economics. 
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\ TRADE COURSE IN DRESSMAKING. 
FirM, Semester. Second Semester. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English (Business) 5 English 5 
Dressmaking (double periods) 10 Dressmaking (double periods) 10 
Simple Accounts 3 Simple Accounts 3 
Clothing and Textiles, Renovating 
and Remodeling (double periods) . 2 
TRADE COURSE IN MILLINERY. 
First Semester. Second Semester. 
Hrs. Hrs_ 
English 5 English 5 
Millinery (double periods) 10 Millinery (double periods) . . 10 
Simple Accounts 3 Simple Accounts 3 
Color and Designing, Renovating and 
Remodeling (double periods) 2 
TRADE COURSE IN COOKERY. 
First Semester. Second Semester. 
Hrs. 
English 5 English 
Arithmetic (Simple Acc.) 3 Arithmetic (Simple Acc.' 
Cookery 10 Cookery 
Serving 2 Serving 
Hrs. 
. .. 5 
. .. 3 
.  .  . 1 0  
. . .  2  
TEACHER TRAINING COURSE IN VOCATIONAL HOME 
ECONOMICS. 
COURSE LEADING TO BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE. 
FRESHMAN. 
First Semester. Second Semester. 
Units. 
English 301 3 English 302... . 
Clothing 301 3 Clothing 302... 
Chemistry 301 3 Chemistry 302 
Foods 301 3 Foods 302 
Biology 301 3 Biology 302... 





. . . .  3  
3 
. . . .  2  
SOPHOMORE. 
First Semester. Second Semester. 
Units. 
English 401 3 
Psychology (Gen.) 3 
Physics 401 3 
Foods 401 3 
Designing 401 2 
•Clothing 401 3 
English 402 
Psychology (Ed.) 402. 
Physics 402 
Foods 402 















English 501 3 English 
Units. 
3 
Household Physics 2 Household Chemistry -
Physiology 501 3 Physiology 502.. - • 
Education (Gen. Metohds) 501 3 Education (Special Metohds and 
2 Practice Teaching) •> 
2 Foods 502 -
Household Management 
Foods 501 
Clothing 501 3 Clothing 502. 
SENIOR. 
First Semester. Second Semester. 
Units. 
Rural Sociology 601 2 Rural Sociology 602 
Child Care 601 2 Child Care 602 
Bacteriology 601 3 Bacteriology 602 
Millinery 601 3 
Supervised Household Management 
601 2 




Supervised Household Management 
602 
Special Methods and Practice Teach­
ing 602 
Poultry and Gardening 
Electiyeg 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
Foods and Cool-cry 101, 102-201, 202. Are planned for the junior 
and senior Academy'students. It deals with the food requirements of 
the girl and the relation of foods to health. The study of the food, 
groups, the principles involved in the selection and preparation of food. 
The cost of staple foods, economy and care in purchasing and storing. 
Planning and serving simple meals. Housewifly duties of the home. 
Text book; Elementary Home Economics, by Mathews.-
Text book: School and Home Cooking by Greer. 
Elementary Clothing 101, 102-201, 202. 
Clothing 101, 102. The first course in clothing will be the making 
of necessary undergarments and wash dresses for the girl with a con­
sideration of the eogt and wearing qualities of materials and the relation 
of clothing to health, to morals, and to standards of living. The sewing 
processes taught in this course will include simple sewing, simple stitches 
for finishing garments, and the use of the machine for plain sewing. 
Mastery of the use and care of the machine is essential to the comple­
tion of this course. 
Care and repair of clothing with practical application of patching, 
darning, and simple laundering processes will be included in this course. 
The study of textiles with special emphasis on the selection of ma­
terials will be taught. 
The cost and wearing qualities of ready-made clothing with principles 
of selection will be taught. 
Text book: Elementary Home Economics, by Mathews. 
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Clothing 201, 202. The second course in clothing will take up various 
problems in clothing for the family and the making of articles for house­
hold use. The making of a baby's dress will give opportunity for in­
creased skill, in hand sewing while the making of a man's shirt will give 
additional practice with the use of the machine. The use of the attach­
ments of the machine will be taught in this course. Making over 
garments for various members of the family will give opportunity for 
further study in good taste in dress. Care of garments not in use, 
storage of woolens and furs, and protection of fabrics from mildews 
will be considered. 
Text book: Shelter and Clothing, by Ivinne Cooley. 
TRADE COURSES. 
Tlie trade courses are designed for persons who wish to fit them­
selves for life work along these lines, or for practical home use. The 
work is taught intensively and can be finished in one school year. A 
Trade Certificate will be given when course is satisfactorily completed. 
VOCATIONAL COOKERY. 
I. Chef Training j or Men. First principles for cookery, preparing 
and serving simple meals. Advanced work in cooking in large quanti­
ties. Work in catering; institutional or public cooking. Special study 
of cost and purchasing of foodstuffs in large quantities; study of meat 
cuts and making out bill of fares. 
II. Training of Girls and Women. (1) Principles of cookery, prac­
tice cooking. (2) Preparation and service of meals. (3) Dietaries for 
families. (4) Marketing. (5) Simple accounts. • (6) Large quantity 
cooking. (7) Demonstration work. 
Foods and Cookery 301, 302, Course in advanced food study, based 
on the high school background for this work. It is therefore planned 
for the college girl's more mature viewpoint. Study of food materials 
and foodstuffs, marketing and storage problems. 
Text book: Food Products, by H. C. Sherman; Table Service by 
Lucy G. Allen; Boston Cooking School Cook Book, by Fannie M. Farmer. 
Laundering 301, 302. The course in laundering will cover such sub­
jects as methods of softening water, making soap, choice of commercial 
soaps, use of simple laundry reagents, removing stains, setting colors, 
securing simple laundry equipment, washing of different fabrics, and 
the management of the family wash. 
Text book: Practical Laundry Work for Home and School bv 
Wetenhall. ' J 
Clothing and Textiles 301, 302. Elementary dressmaking, budget 
making, plans for personal wardrobe. Make washable dress, care and 
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repair of such garments, dress of fancy type of washable material. Lined 
dress of wool or silk completed. Study of home problems in clothing. 
Text book: Clothing for Women, by Laura Baldt. 
Foods and CooTcery .1+01, 1+02. Study of food materials continued. 
Buying, planning, cooking and serving of family meals. Problems of 
large quantity buying, planning, cooking and serving. Preservation of 
types of food. 
Text book: Rood Products, by H. C. Sherman; Up-to-Date Waitress, 
by Janet M. Hill. 
Home Nursing 1+01, 1+02. Knowledge of common diseases, simple 
home treatments, when to call a physician, care of patient and room, 
aids in combating diseases and contagions. 
Text book: Home Nurse's Hand-book of Practical Nursing, by 
Charlotte A. Aikens. 
Clothing and Textiles 1+01, 1+02. Includes the study of textiles, selec­
tion of materials, study and use of commercial patterns, drafting of 
patterns; dressmaking and designing, selection of clothing with refer­
ence to occasion, season and cost; making tailored skirt and waist, cot­
ton dress, silk dress, and other suitable problems. 
Text book: Clothing for Women, &y Laura Baldt. 
Color and Design 1+01, 1+02. Knowledge and appreciation for colors. 
The laws which govern constructive, pictorial and decorative design. 
The application of such designs to various problems in Home Economics. 
Text book: To be selected. 
Foods and Cookery 501, 502. Pood preservation. Pood preparation. 
Invalid cookery. Menu planning. Table service. Large quantity cook­
ing and serving. 
Text book: Feeding the Family, by Mary S. Rose. 
Household Management 501, 502. Home selecting, organization, 
home furnishing, expenditures, household accounts, thrift, sanitation of 
house, grounds, community. 
Text book: Household Management, by Bertha M. Terrell. 
Household Physics 501, 502. Illustrating principles in daily practice 
in the home. 
Text book: Household Physics, by Butler. 
Household Chemistry 501, 502. Underlying scientific principles for 
food combinations and household helps such as soap, bluing, varions 
cleaning fluids and powders. 
..Text book: Elementary Household Chemistry, by Snell. 
Physiology 501, 502. This course is planned for students specializ­
ing in domestic science. The work covers digestion of foods as applied 
to domestic science, and the various functions of the different organs 
of the body. Laboratory experiments performed by the students are a 
part of this course. 
Text book: Lessons in Elementary Physiology, by Huxley. 
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Clothing and Textiles 501, 502. Advanced dressmaking, principles 
of tailoring. 
Text book: Dressmaking, by Jane Fates. 
Millinery 601, 602. The courses in millinery include the designing, 
making, trimming and decoration of fall and spring hats; study of 
material, line and color. Economy in the utilization of old materials 
by renovation and coloring, making flowers, ornaments, and trimmings. 
Text book: To be selected. 
Supervised Household Management 601, 602. The senior girls in the 
home economics are required to live in a practice cottage or its equivalent 
to do actual housekeeping under supervision, boarding themselves under 
the budget system for a prescribed sum as per allotment of the college 
for actual board. They plan, buy, cook, and serve their meals, and so 
rotate that each girl gets the practice of every phase of the home-
making activities. 
Bacteriology 601, 602. General bacteriology the first semester of 
senior year, followed the second semester with household bacteriology. 
A study of the classification and relation of bacteria, yeast and moulds 
to sanitation, cooking, the home, food preservation and water supply. 
Special Methods and Practice Teaching 602. Discussion of the pur­
pose of home economics, organization and teaching of phases of home 
economics. Subject matter, methods of work; the relation of this work 
to other subjects in the curriculum, to the home and community life. 
Equipment, course of study, lesson plans. Directed teaching is done two 
hourse per week the last semester of the junior and senior years. 
Classes are used from the practice school in the laboratories of this 
department for the present. 
Child Care 601, 602. Intelligent care of the child, its growth, food, 
clothing, hygiene. 
Text book: To be selected. 
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DIVISION OP MECHANICS. 
J. J. ABEBNETHY, B. S. in 31. E., Director. 
H. W. Cox, Associate Professor in Automotive Engineering. 
P. C. HEAEIOLD, B. S. in C. E., Assistant Professor of Drawing and 
Design. 
NATHANIEL HARPER, Acting Instructor in Auto Mechanics. 
R. P. JOI-INSON, Instructor in Shoemaking. 
E. W. SCOTT, Elementary. 
WM. COOK, Instructor in Printing. 
WM. MUCKELROY, Instructor in Plumbing and Steam Fitting. 
GEO. M. ROLIGAN, Instructor in Black smithing and Wheelwrighting. 
A. J. WALLACE, Instructor in Practical Carpentry. 
ALONZO WALLACE, Instructor in Tailoring. 
S. B. BYARS, Instructor in Auto< Mechanics. 
ROMEO HENDERSON, Instructor in Vulcanizing. 
SADIE ALLEN, Assistant in Printing. 
A. G. ROBERSON, Assistant in Shoemaking. 
WARNER KENNEDY-, Repairman. 
MARIE L. JOHNSON, Stenographer, Clerk. 
MRS. A. H. BLEDSOE, Assistant in Elementary. 
MRS. C. B. MCMILLAN, Assistant in Elementary. 
G. B. MILLER, Instructor in Carpentry. 
N. A. JONES, Chief Engineer and Instructor in Stationary Engineering. 
E. C. B. JONES, Instructor in Machine Shop Practice. 
S. H. EWELL, Instructor in Hatmaking and Laundering. 
MRS. S. H. EWELL, Assistant in Laundering and Dry Cleaning. 
BRED HICKS, Assistant Driving Instructor. 
D. W. MARTIN, Assistant Engineer. 
LTLLIE M. FREDERICK, Stenographer. 
ADA DEBLANC, Stenographer. 
ALICE SHIELDS, Telephone Operator. 
J. S. RISBY, Storekeeper. 
• LONNIE BENNETT, A ssistant in Tailoring. 
MRS. A. V. MUCKELROY, Acting Assistant in Tailoring. 
COURSE IN MECHANIC ARTS. 
The course in Mechanic Arts is designed to give a thorough training 
in the fundamental principles of engineering and industry. The in­
struction is given by the means of lectures, recitations and practice 
work in the; shop and laboratory. It is not possible in the short time 
to give the student skill in trades that comes from long practice, bin 
his work may be deemed as an apprenticeship, and since his mind is 
trained with his hand, his advancement in any branch will be rapid. 
The main object is to have him so trained that he will be able to direct-
any trade as he has received instructions that will give him a broader 
view of the whole industrial system. 
Training is given in technical subjects such as mechanics, draw­
ing, electricity and hydraulics. This training will still better fit then; 
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for any work related to the trades, as each subject is given in such a 
wav as to show its industrial application. 
The cultural side is not neglected. English, Literature, History 
and Economics are offered. Strong courses in Science and Mathematics 
are offered on account of the close relation that these two branches beai 
to modern industry aud engineering. 
Courses in Education are offered in order that the student may be 
able to understand the principles and purposes underlying this branch 
The study of human mind as applied to educational and industrial 
life is carried on. The educational progress of this and other coun­
tries is studied. Methods, School Administration and Vocational 
Guidance are also studied. 
The whole course is outlined so as to make not only an intelligent 
leader in the industrial lines, but also a man that will be able to take 
an active part in the development of the community in which he lives. 
The graduate of this course will be equipped to become a teacher 
of related subjects, such as physics, chemistry, mathematics, and draw­
ing in a vocational school, and with a few months of outside experi­
ence in one of the trades, teacher of that trade or field worker in in­
dustrial education. There is a growing demand for teachers of this 
class. 
The graduate will also be fitted to become a leader in the trade he-
wishes to follow. He may become a carpenter, plumber, blacksmith, 
auto mechanic, and finally'a director of these various enterprises, such 
as a garage owner. 
In addition, he has the proper foundation for further engineering 
studies. 
The student on satisfactorily completing this course will be awarded 
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
Hours j Hours 
First Semester. week Second Semester. week 
Th. Pr. Th. Pr. 
English 301 English 302 
Rhetoric 3 0 Rhetoric 3 0 
Mathematics 301 Mathematics 302 
College Algebra 3 0 Plane Trigonometry 3 0 
Education 301 Mechanic Arts 310 
Psychology 3 0 Material Construction 2 0 
Science 301* Mechanic Arts 308 
Inorganic Chemistry 3 2 Mechanism 5 0 
Mechanic Arts 301 Mechanic Arts 302 
Steam and Gas Power 2 2 Steam and Gas 2 2 
Mechanic Arts 303 Mechanic Arts 304 
Drawing 0 6 'Descriptive Geometry 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 305 Mechanic Arts 306 
Wood Work 0 4 Forging 0 4 
14 14 15 12 
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Hours 
First Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
Science 403 
College Physics 4 3 
Mathematics 401 
Plane Analytic Geometry. .. 3 0 
History 501 
Political Economy 3 0 
Science 401 
Analytical Chemistry 3 4 
Miechanic Arts 401 
Mechanical Drawing 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 403 
Shades, Shadows, Perspective 0 4 
Mechanic Arts 405 




Second Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
Science 404 
College Physics 4 3 
Mathematics 501 
Calculus 3 0 
History 502 
Political Economy 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 402 
Mechanical Drawing 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 404 
Surveying 0 4 
Mechanic Arts 406 





Calculus 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 503 
Applied Mechanics 5 0 
Mechanic Arts 505 
Thermodynamics 4 0 
Mechanic Arts 507 
Electrical Engineering 3 3 
Mechanic Arts 509 
Mechanical Drawing .... 0 3 
Mechanic Arts 511 




Mechanic Arts 502 
Hydraulic 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 504 
Applied Mechanics 4 0 
Mechanic Arts 506 
Thermodynamics 3 3 
Mechanic Arts 508 
Electrical Engineering 3 3 
Mechanic Arts 510 
Topographical Drawing 0 3 
Mechanic Arts 512 




Mechanic Arts 601 
El. of Reinforced Concrete. . . 3 0 
Mechanic Arts 603 
Graphic Statics 0 4 
Mechanic Arts 605 




Mechanic Arts 602 
Working Drawings 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 604 
. Estimating 1 2 
Mechanic Arts 606 
Job Analysis 3 O 
Seminar R 
Thesis R 
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The above are required subjects in the 
one of the following groups: 
GROUP 
Hours 
First Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
Mechanic Arts 607 
Architectural Design 0 15 
Mechanic Arts 609 
History of Architecture 2 0 
2 15 
Senior year. The students may elect 
1. 
Hours 
Second Semester. week 
Th. Pr. 
Mechanic Arts 608 
Architectural Design 0 15 
Mechanic Arts 610 
History of Architecture 2 0 
2 15 





Mechanic Arts 612 
3 3 Surveying 0 6 
Mechanic Arts 614 
3 3 Railroad Engineering 2 3 
Mechanic Arts 624 
Drainage and Irrigation 2 0 
""1 • 
6 6 4 9 
GROUP O. 
Mechanic Arts 615 
Direct Current Machines.... 3 
Mechanic Arts 617 
Communication Engineering. 3 
Mechanic Arts 616 
A. C. Machines 4 
Mechanic Arts 618 
Communication Engineering. 3 
Mechanic Arts 615 
Direct Current Machines. 
Mechanic Arts 619 
Machine Design 
GROUP 4. 
Mechanic Arts 614 
i 6 A. C. Machines 4 
Mechanic Arts 620 
1 6 Machine Design 0 
Mechanic Arts 620 
Shop Management an'd Shop 
Records 2 
12 6 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE. 
For description of cultural subjects see announcement of the depart­
ment in which they are taught. 
301, 302. Steam and Gas Power. Freshman year, both semesters. 
An elementary study is made of steam engines, gas engines and the 
elements of automotive engineering. 
303. Mechanical Drawing. Freshman year, first semester. Part 
of the semester is devoted to freehand drawing from geometrical solids, 
common objects and still life. Special attention is given to measuring, 
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dimensioning and describing machines. Orthographic projection is in­
cluded. 
301).. Descriptive Geometry. Freshman year, second semester. 
Class room and lectures on general and special problems relating to 
points, lines, planes and solids. 
305. Woodwork. Freshman year, first semester. Shop practice m 
the use of common bench tools and power machinery for working m 
wood, as applied to joinery, elements of construction and cabinet. 
306, 1,05. Forging. Freshman year, second semester, and sopho­
more year, first semester. Shop practice in the nse of blacksmith and 
general forge tools in the working of iron and steel. Proper methods 
of tempering, annealing, welding, case hardening, etc., are taught. 
SOS. Mechanism. Freshman year, second semester. A careful 
study is made of the fundamental elements of machinery with reference 
to the transmission of motion and force, and to their forms and ar­
rangement in actual machines. 
310. Materials of Construction. Freshman year, second semester. 
A study of various' materials of engineering, where obtained or how 
manufactured. 
401. Mechanical Drawing. Sophomore year, first semester. The 
solution of a large number of graphical and mathematical problems 
are discussed in the course in mechanism. 
Jf02, 509. Mechanical Drawing. Sophomore year, second semester, 
and junior year, first semester. Detail drawing of parts of machines 
and making of assembly drawings from the detail drawings. 
1,03. Shades and Shadows and Perspective. Sophomore year, first 
semester. The application of the principles of descriptive geometry 
in casting architectural shadows. The principles of rendering is also 
taught. In this course the study and practical application of the theory 
of perspective will be given. 
JpOJi. Surveying. Sophomore year, second semester. This is a brief 
course in the use and care of surveying instruments. 
1+06, 511, 512. Machine Shop. Sophomore year, second semester, 
and junior year, both semesters. Work is given in chipping, filing-, 
shaper, scraping, drilling and turning on the lathe. 
503, 501-,. Applied Machines. Junior year, both semesters. A, 
study is made of analytical and graphical composition, resolution and 
conditions of equilibrium of concurrent and non-concurrent forces; cen­
ter of gravity, friction, moments of inertia, relation between forces 
acting on rigid bodies and resulting motions of work, energy and 
power and of the resistance of materials on pipes, riveted joints, beoms, 
c.olumning, etc. 
505, 506. Thermodynamics. Junior year, both semesters. A study 
of heat, power engineering, including steam engineering, steam turbines, 
gas engines, compressed air and refrigerating machinery. 
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507, 508. Electrical Engineering. Junior year, both semesters. 
The study of the principles of electricity and magnetism, simple electric 
circuits,, primary and secondary batteries, battery charging, simple tele­
phone circuits, the magnetic circuit, inductance and capacity. 
510. Topographical Drawing. Junior year, second semester. Con­
ventional methods of plotting surveys. 
601. Elements of Reinforced Concrete. Senior year, first semester. 
The theories of stress distribution and various systems of reinforcing. 
Elementary design is taken up. 
602. Working Drawings. Senior year, second semester. Various 
details of buildings are drawn to scale. One complete set of plans for 
a small building is required to be drawn. 
602. Graphic Statics. Senior year, first semester. Use of the 
. force and equilibrium polygons in determining resultants, reactions, 
centers of gravity, bending moments, practical applications are made. 
601,. Estimating. Senior year, second semester. Practice is given 
in estimating quantities of material needed in a small dwelling ana 
a fireproof building. 
605. Vocational Education. Senior year, first semester. The pur­
pose of this course is to give a clear understanding of the growth and 
importance of trade industrial education. Vocational guidance is con­
sidered. The various provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act is also 
studied. 
606. J oh Analysis. Senior year, second semester. The course as 
outlined by Charles Allen is closely studied. 
607. 608. Architectural Design. Senior year, both semesters. Sim­
ple problems involving the use of the orders and more advanced 
problems in planning. Composition and presentation. Rendering in 
India and water colors. 
^ 609, 610. History of Architecture. Senior year, both semesters. 
Study is made of the Egyptian, Western, Asiatic, Grecian, Roman, 
early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque and Gothic styles. 
611,612. Surveying. Senior year, both semesters. The making of 
land, topographical and triangulation surveys. 
61k. Railroacl Engineering. Senior year,, second semester. The 
theory and practice of simple course is taught in both class room and 
field. 
62k. Drainage and Irrigation. Senior year, second semester. A 
study is made of the application of engineering principles to the design 
and construction of drainage and irrigation works. 
615. Direct Current of Machines. Senior year, first semester. A 
detailed study of the fundamental principles underlying the various 
types .of direct current machines with laboratory work. 
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616. Alternating Current Machines. Senior year, second semester. 
A detailed study of alternating current principles as applied to gen­
erators, motors and transformers, with laboratory work. 
617, 618. Communication Engineering. Senior year, both semes­
ters. Study is made of magneto and central battery circuit, alternating 
current, telegraphy, telephone cable construction, poles, towers, insu­
lators, radio communication. 
619, 620. Machine Design. Senior year, both semesters. Design of 
machine elements will be given in this course. The object is to enable 
the student to design ordinary machines and to be able to make proper 
drawings for the manufacturer of the machine. 
622. Shop Management and Shop Records. Senior year, second 
semester. The object of this course is to give the student the funda­
mental principles underlying the arrangement of machinery, production 
and keeping of records. 
SHOP TEACHERS. 
In order to meet the demand for shop teachers a short course will be 
offered. 
This course offers an opportunity for men already skilled in their 
trade to prepare themselves as teachers so as to qualify for work under 
the Smith-Hughes Law. Shop teachers are needed not only in the 
cities but also in the rural schools to give instructions in farm mechanics. 
The applicant for this course shall have completed the work of the 
elementary school or its equivalent. He shall have two years trade 
experience beyond the period of learning the trade. He shall be at 
least twenty-two years old, possess good health, and character. 
The course-will be arranged according to shop in which the work 
is taken. 
General Methods 30 
Practice Methods 30 
Related Mathematics 20 
Drawing 60 
Science 20 
Observation and Practice Teaching 60 
220 
Trade contact twenty weeks in at least two of the above trades. 
Hot more than ten weeks in one trade can be taken during the sum­
mer vacation or after graduation. 960 hours. 
TRADE COURSES. 
Trade or vocational courses are offered for the benefit of two classes 
of students: (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense of 
taking a longer course and who desire to apply their limited time 
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directly to acquiring more skill in some one industry with a view to 
following it as a trade; and (2) for the benefit of those who are en­
gaged in some industry but who feel the need of acquiring more skill 
and efficiency in the work in which they are at present engaged. 
LENGTH OF C0UBSES. 
All trade courses except one is planned to extend through one 
academic year. The course in Printing is outlined for two years. It 
may be possible, however, for those who have had some practical experi­
ence in a trade to complete the course in a shorter time. However, 
no certificate will be granted until a full year has been devoted to 
the work. An applicant who has had some experience in a trade may 
be admitted to advanced standing provided that satisfactory evidence 
is shown of his ability to do the work. It is recommended that those 
\fho have had some experience in a trade endeavor to enroll at the 
beginning of one of the regular terms of the College year. 
Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, Plumbing, 
and Auto Mechanics, Tractor Repair and Operation will be organized 
upon the application of five in each branch. These courses will be 
more in the nature of extension work. The practicing carpenter may 
wish to be able to read blue prints or learn plumbing; the blacksmith 
may wish to know automobile electricity or automobile repairing. The 
object of these, courses will be to fill this need. These courses are 
primarily for persons of mature age. 
BEQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE. 
In order to enter a trade or vocational course, the anplic-ant must 
be at least fourteen years of age. There are no formal" academic re­
quirements for admission to these courses, but in all cases admission 
is granted on the approval of the Principal. 
EXPENSES. 
Trade or vocational students must pay the regular entrance fees, 
including maintenance, cost of uniform, etc. They will also be under 
the same regulations as the students taking the regular courses. All 
students are expected to do willingly, at all times, what appears to 
be to the best interest of the College eommunitv. An opportunity 
is offered for the students taking a. trade or vocational course to earn 
all or a part of their College expenses. A laboratory fee is charged 
in Auto Mechanics. 
TRADE COURSE CERTIFICATES. 
Upon the satisfactory completion of a trade or vocational course a 
special Industrial Certificate of Proficiency will be awarded. As pre­
viously stated above, a certificate will not be issued unless the appli­
cant has spent the full year in attendance and completed the required 
course. 
/ 
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AUTO MECHANICS. 
The object of this course is to prepare mechanics for the care, 
operation and Repair of Tractors, Automobiles, Trucks and Stationary 
Engines. Sufficient equipment is available to give each student per­
sonal attention, that insures a thorough grasp of the subject taught. 
The regular course is scheduled to cover nine (9) months; this in­
cludes operation, maintenance and repair of the Tractor, Stationary 
Gas Engine, Trucks and Automobiles. Daily lectures are given on 
the principles of the Internal Combustion Motor, the Chassis, Auto­
motive Electricity, Tires, etc. The lectures cover the work the student 
is to perform in the shop that day. 
For those who wish to specialize, there are special classes in : 
(1) Farm Mechanics. 
(2) Electric Starting, Lighting and Battery Repairing. 
(3) Vulcanizing. 
(4) Oxyacetylene Welding. 
The fee is from $8.00 to $125.00, depending upon the course, Or com­
bination of courses, the student desires. 
Blue Print Beading. A course designed not so much with the idea 
of making the drawings as with the reading thereof. 
Some practice in freehand perspective and isometric drawing will 
be given. 
Shop Mathematics, Shop Costs and Estimates; Shop Economics. A 
review of short-cut formulas of everyday use to the mechanic. 
Practice in estimating costs and charges from a consideration of 
overhead and running expenses. Contracts, liability. 
Shop Work and Road Work. Actual work by the student in the as­
sembly and dissembly of various types of motors, automobiles, tractors 
and stationary engines. A study of the chassis: a study of the electrical 
system; vulcanizing; casings and tube work; elementary soldering; 
brazing; welding; truck driving, auto driving; tractor operating. 
Reference: Dyke's Encyclopedia. 
For full information address Department of Mechanics, Prairie View 
College, Prairie View, Texas. 
GENERAL BLACKSMITHING. 
The aim of this course is to impart to the student the knowledge of 
the principles of general blacksmithing, and to give a thorough train­
ing in the practice of same. 
Blacksmithing Practice. This course will include the followino-; 
Care of shop, making of fires, selection of tools, forging, heating, draw­
ing out, forming, bending, twisting, upsetting, welding, chain makino-. 
Steel: drawing, forming, refining, tempering, spring and tool making. 
Horseshoeing and Wheelwrighting. The work of this course will be 
extremely practical, as all general blacksmithing for the College is 
done by this department. 
Veir . 
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Shop Machinery and Management. This course will include study 
of the various types of machines used in blacksmith shops, together 
with the proper method of carrying on work in shops. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, lettering, 
orthographic projection and elementary drawing and working draw­
ings of wagons and buggies. 
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of arith­
metic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, 
measures and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry. 
Science. This course includes the elements of mechanics, of metals 
and veterinary science as applied to anatomy of a horse's foot. 
English. This course includes grammar, composition and rhetoric 
as given to students in the first year of the Academic department. The 
aim is to have the workman prepare to express himself clearly. 
Bookkeeping. The bookkeeping as taught here will apply especially 
to the needs of accounting in the blacksmith shop, and will also in­
clude cost finding and purchasing. 
CARPENTRY. 
The course in Carpentry will be divided in two sections: Cabinet 
Making and House Building. 
CABINET MAKING. 
Drawing. The student will be given orthographic and axonometrie 
projection, blue printing and elementary furniture design. 
Practice. In practice will he given bench work, wood trimming, mill 
work and cabinet and furniture making. 
Finishing. Surfacing, staining, and varnishing. 
HOUSE BUILDING. 
Drawing. Sketching orthographic projection and the drawing of a 
complete set of plans for a two-story frame building. 
Practice. Foundation, framing, putting on siding, sheeting, shin­
gling, setting window frames, interior finish, stair building. 
Estimating. Taking off quantities from plans. 
PLUMBING. 
The object of this course is to prepare young men as plumbers and 
steamfitters. 
Plumbing. Names and care of tools, cutting and threading pipe, 
tapping water nj&ins, running sewer pipe, running soil pipe, calking, 
. \ 
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wiping joints, soldering, roughing in bathroom and toilet fixtures, 
setting bathroom and toilet fixtures, connecting boilers, engines and 
pumps to water and steam lines, repair work of all kinds, steam heat 
and hot water connections, study of plumbing laws and city ordinances. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, lettering 
and sketching, orthographic projection, floor plans and sections ot 
buildings with the putting in of complete plumbing layouts. 
Shop Mathematics. Review of the fundamental operations of arith­
metic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, 
measures and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry, estimating 
costs. 
Science. Elementary principles of physics and sanitation. 
English. This course includes grammar, composition and rhetoric 
as given to students in the first year of the Academic department. The 
aim is to have the workman prepare to express himself clearly. 
PRINTING. 
The purpose of this course is to prepare the students who not only 
will be competent printers, but will also be able to take complete charge 
of a small shop. This course is designed to run two years. 
English. Grammar, composition, rhetoric, spelling, punctuation, 
capitalization, paragraphing, proof reading are related to the print 
shop. 
Shop Hygiene. Health, sanitation, and safety as applied to groups 
as well as to individuals. 
Shop Mathematics. Calculation of materials, weights and size. 
Printing. Exercises in composition involving all the operations used 
in setting book pages and in publishing the school paper. 
Design. Effective arrangement of type and matter as to color, har­
monizing, balance, proportion and emphasis. 
History of Printing. A general history course of the printing art 
from its beginning to date. 
Science. The chemistry of printing as it relates to the industry, 
law of physics and elementary application of mechanism used about the 
shop. 
Accounting. Bookkeeping, cost finding, and estimating. 
COURSE IN MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE. 
Machine Shop Practice. Thirty-six weeks. This course aims to 
provide the thorough training required of a competent all-around 
machinist. The instruction consists of shop work and lectures. Stri­
fes* 
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dents work from drawings and blue prints throughout. Construction 
and use of common tools, laying out, chipping, filing, tapping, and 
threading with dies, etc. Use of measuring instruments. Drill press 
work, simple forging. Lathe, shapes and milling machine work; level­
ing and aligning shafting, babbitting bearings. Grinding tools. Forg­
ing and hardening various kinds of chisels and punches. 
Shop Mathematics. The instruction in all cases is by concrete ex­
amples and problems relating to the trade. Arithmetic, fractions, 
decimals, squares and square root, cubes, areas, volumes, percentages 
proportion, discount, elementary geometry; chiefly the measurements 
oi angles, chords and arcs, areas of triangles, rectangles, circles, and 
cubic contents of tanks, bins, cylinders, cones and other bodies. Eng­
lish and metric system of weights and measures: Formulae. Simple 
fundamental processes applied to solution of shop problems. 
Science. This course consists of problems involving the laws of the 
lever, wheel and axle inclined plane, screw, wedge, etc., expansion and 
contraction of solids, liquids and gases,-water pressure; horse power of 
pumps and engines. Physical properties of machinery materials. 
Metas their source weight, strength, color, hardness, malleability, 
ductility and use, chief alloys, brass, bronze, babbitt, etc., and uses. 
Cast iron, wrought iron and steel manufacture, use and strength. 
.Special steels m automobile and tool construction, expansion and shrink­
age m metals ana castings compositions and properties of mouldings 
and slage. b 
Mechanical Drawing. In drafting, the aim is to give the student 
familiarity with working drawings so that he may read a drawing in­
telligently and work from it and make when necessary his own work­
ing drawings. Attention is given to rough freehand dimensions and 
sketching. General use and care of drawing instruments. Freehand 
lettering, proper pmcmg of views, dimensions and titles. Drafting 
conventions pencil drawings of machine parts, practical drill in pro" 
jections and revaluations of solids. Conventions in pipe sizes. Draw-
drawing^ S and data" Making detail from layout or assembly 
Tue fief aim,°f this course is to train the student to 
i ink clearly about his work and to be able to express himself in the 
simple language. This is given as a part of the regular Academic 
SHOEMAKING. 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to become a prac­
tical shoemaker m order that he may be able to take care of the class 
ot work found m the average town or in the city. 
Shoemahing Practice This course includes sole nailing, the use 
of tools, leathering of o d shoes, fitting half soles for nail work, fitting 
soles for sewed work, the proper method of applying the nailed soles 
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to the welt bottom and to a McKay bottom, stitching on half soles on 
welt and turn sole bottoms, finishing bottoms and edges by hand and 
machinery, putting on patches by hand stitch and machine stitch, 
cementing, revamping old shoes, building up last when not large enough 
for measurement, cutting soles and channels by hand method and 
machine method, lasting the uppers over a wood last after the counter ^ 
and toe box have been fitted and pasted in, sewing welt on welt-
bottom shoes, putting on shanks on bottom filler, putting on bottom 
soles, making new shoes and boots complete. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, lettering 
and sketching, orthographic projection, and development of intersec­
tions. 
Grade and Pattern Making. This course is a continuation of draw­
ing and its practical application in use in shoemaking, and will include 
the making of patterns from measurements and fitting. 
Shop Mathematics. Eeview of fundamental operations of arithmetic, 
- common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, measures 
and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry. 
Leather Manufacture and Uses. This course will not only include 
the manufacture of the different kinds of leather, but will also give 
the student a thorough knowledge of the kinds and uses of the different 
leathers. 
Bookkeeping. The proper shoe shop accounting is taught in this 
course. Estimating, cost finding and purchase is also given in order 
that the student may be able to conduct his trade on sound business 
principles. 
English. Grammar, composition, and rhetoric as given to students 
in the first year of academic work will be given to these students in 
order that they may be able to express themselves clearly. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING. 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to operate and 
to make ordinary repairs necessary around in the steam plant of a 
small town, and act as assistant engineer in plants of larger cities. 
Boiler Room. Practice in firing both the return tubular boiler and 
the water tube boiler, together with the operation and maintenance 
of boiler feed water pumps and feed water heaters. 
Engine Room. Practice in engine and dynamo attendance and 
maintenance on various types of machinery, including the Corliss en­
gine, high speed cut-off engines, air compressors and turbines. 
Ice Plant. Practice in operation and the maintenance of ice making 
and refrigerating machinery. 
Forging. Practice in heating, drawing out, bending, upsetting, 
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welding, tempering and hardening of iron and steel, and making of 
small tools. 
Machine Shop Practice. Practice in shaping, filiiig, babbitting, sol­
dering, drilling and turning. 
Pipe Fitting. Practice in cutting and threading pipe, connecting 
boilers, engines and pumps to water and steam lines. 
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, sketching, 
orthographic projection, and pipe drawing. 
Steam Power. This course includes the study of the various types 
of boilers, steam engines, and auxiliaries. 
Essentials of Electricity. In this course fundamental principles un­
derlying alternate and direct current, and a few industrial applications 
will be given. 
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, 
common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, measures 
and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry. 
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in 
the regular academic course. It is the plan to develop within the stu­
dent the proper method of expression. 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING. 
The object of this course is to fit the student for work in either the 
hand or steam laundries in our larger cities and also to prepare him 
to take complete charge of this class of work in the small towns through­
out the State. 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning. Practice work will be given in all 
phases of laundering and dry cleaning, and will include work with 
cylinder washers, extractors, shirt starching, starch cookers, flat work 
ironers, collar and shirt ironers, pressing machines, collar shapers, and 
other machinery found in first class laundries. Since all of the work 
of the College and the students is done in our College laundry, this 
work will be extremely practical. 
Hat Making. This course will include pressing, sizing, pouncing, 
blocking, finishing and rebuilding. 
Science. This course will include the study of the effect of soft and 
hard water; the different cleaning preparations and uses of each; the 
study of and experiments with the common bluing and dyeing. 
Shop Mathematics. This course includes the review of fundamental 
operations of arithmetic, common ind decimal fractions, powers and 
roots, percentage, measures and weights, and fundamental concepts of 
geometry. Some work will be given on principles underlying laundry 
machinery. 
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Bookkeeping. Laundry • accounting office records will be given in 
this course as it applies to either steam laundry or hand laundry. 
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in 
regular academic work will be given to these students in order to de­
velop the proper method of expression. 
Textiles. The manufacture of cotton, linen, silk, and woolen gar­
ments will be given in order that the structure will be understood and 
that the proper method of laundering will be taken in each case. 
TAILORING. 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to become a prac­
tical tailor and garment repairer. Students completing this course will 
be enabled to enter the tailoring trade and to do creditable work. 
Tailoring Practice. Practice in hand needle work, basting and mak­
ing different kinds of stitches; measurements; practice in making vests 
and trousers; Prince Alberts, cut-aways, and double-breasted coats. 
Drafting. The drafting includes uses of instruments, lettering and 
sketching, orthographic projection, and development. 
Cutting and Filling. Consists of drafting and cutting of trousers, 
coats and vests. 
Textiles. A study of various materials such as serge, worsteds, both 
as to their manufacture and use, and the proper method for working up 
into garments. 
Tailoring Machinery. A close study of the various types of machines 
used in tailoring. 
Hat Making. This is a short course to prepare the student in mak­
ing and repairing of hats, dry cleaning and dyeing. 
Bookkeeping. Accounting as applicable to tailor shop practice will 
be given so that the student will be able to keep accounts properly. 
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in 
the regular College course. The aim is to have the workman prepare 
to express himself clearly. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is located in 
Southeast Texas, in Waller county, six miles east of Hempstead. The 
situation is commanding and beautiful. 
The buildings face a broad prairie on the south, which runs for 
miles to the southeast. To the west and north lie extensive tracts of 
timber. Five miles southeast is the growing little town of Waller. 
The Houston & Texas Central Railway runs in front of the school, a 
mile distant, making the College easy of access by rail from all parts 
of the State. 
A constant gulf breeze, which often becomes a strong wind, insures 
a pure and healthful atmosphere, and the general health of the pupils 
has been good. 
HOW TO REACH PRAIRIE VIEW. 
Several days before leaving home students should inform their near­
est railroad ticket agent that Prairie View Station is in Waller county, 
on the main line of the Houston & Texas Central Railway, and find 
out from him the best route to reach it. Find out also on what day 
and on what train you will arrive and notify the Principal of the school 
of your coming. 
MESS HALL AND CHAPEL. 
This building is a three-story brick building, containing below, a 
large, spacious dining hall, and above a most modern auditorium, where 
all chapel and prayer services are held. All students and unmarried 
teachers are required to take their meals at this building in the dining 
hall. The aim of the State is to furnish a palatable, healthful diet 
at actual cost of material and service. 
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING. 
This is a three-story fireproof brick building erected at a cost of 
$60,000. It gives ample room for all agricultural class and laboratory 
activities, including stock judging and veterinary practices. The neces­
sary equipment for successful class and laboratory work is gradually 
being installed. This building is electrically lighted and steam heated, 
with water and sewer connections. 
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY. 
The Agricultural Library is on the third floor of the Agricultural 
building. The purpose of this library is to have books, reports, bul­
letins, journals, etc., of a special nature readily available for all agri­
cultural students and instructors. It now contains over 500 volumes 
of the most choice books on technical agriculture, rural education and 
sociology; together with a large collection of bulletins of a special 
nature properly catalogued for ready reference. Books, bulletins, and 
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journals of an agricultural nature are being constantly added. Gifts 
along this line are very highly appreciated. 
THE SCHOOL FARM. 
This farm contains 1435 acres. A sandy loam is the prevailing type 
of soil. About 400 acres are under cultivation in field crops, orchard 
and garden crops; and the immediate campus and residences occupy 
about 75 acres. The remainder is devoted to pastures and meadows, 
with small wood lots here and there. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S DORMITORIES. 
There are six girls' dormitories. Three of them are three-story brick 
buildings, one a thirty-six-room building and one a thirty-nine-room 
building; the third, a fireproof building, containing fifty-four rooms. 
The other three are frame buildings of two stories, each containing 
a total of sixty-two bedrooms. All these buildings are lighted by 
electricity, heated by steam, and have water and bathroom connections. 
ACADEMIC HALL.' 
This is a very stately building of three stories, containing, above, 
class rooms, the Principal's office, below, local Treasurer's office, book 
store, and reading room, office of the Dean of the College, Registrar's 
office, office of Dean of Men, Library and the postofBce. There are 
two wings on the building, containing two class rooms and two com­
mittee rooms, used solely by the Board of Directors whenever the busi­
ness of the school requires their presence at the institution. 
YOUNG MEN'S DORMITORIES. 
There are four young men's dormitories. Two are three-story brick 
buildings and two are frame buildings of two stories each. Together 
they contain 102 rooms. These buildings are furnished with electric 
lights, shower baths, and water connections. The problem of housing, 
which has long been a matter of serious concern at this institution, is 
about to be solved in view of the fact that new buildings are being 
erected from year to year to relieve the congested conditions. 
THE LAUNDRY. 
The laundry is a two-story fireproof brick building that is most 
artistically built and equipped with the most modern laundry equip­
ment. This is perfectly ventilated and the most healthful conditions 
under which students can possibly work are guaranteed. Prom tbe 
standpoint of beauty, equipment, sanitation and safety, this building 
is second to none among Negro schools of the country. 
THE POWER PLANT. 
A commodious one-story brick building with concrete floor and roof, 
approximately 105 feet long and 80 feet deep, houses the power plant, 
which consists of a battery of four boilers aggregating 500 horse power 
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The electrical equipment consists of four units, a 50 k. w. 3-phase 60-
cycle alternator, belted to a Corliss engine, one 72 • k. w. generator 
directly connected with an Erie Ball engine; one 83 k. w. alternator 
directly connected to an American Ball engine, and a 94 k. va. 
machine directly connected to a Westinghouse turbine. There are also 
two 40 horse power engines directly connected to two single stage air 
pumps which work alternately and furnish compressed air for pump­
ing all the water necessary from two deep wells. This water, after 
settling, is pumped into a 30,000-gallon elevated steel tank. Power­
ful double-action steam pumps are always under steam ready to force 
water in any quantities for fire suppression. 
Y. w. c. A. 
The purpose of the Y. W. C. A. shall be to unite the women of the 
institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ. It shall thus associate them 
with students of the world for the advancement of the Kingdom of 
God. 
A rest room has been fitted up in the handsome Household Arts 
building and a piano, Yictrola, seats and other necessary equipment 
have been purchased from the profits of the girls' canteen which is 
operated by the members under the direction of the director-teacher. 
Bible training classes are conducted under the auspices of the as­
sociation for the training of teachers for Sunday School work. 
Every afternoon the Y. W. C. A. reading room is open for all girls, 
there being daily papers and magazines of the best type for their in­
formation in matters current. 
The Blue Triangle is a popular sign and serves a great purpose 
in the lives of the girls in binding them in a bond of Christian sympathy. 
LIBRARY AND READING ROOM. 
The general library and reading room occupies a space on the first 
floor of Academic Hall. It contains about 2,500 volumes of reference 
books, history, biology, poetry, and general literature. Most of these 
books are selected with special reference to the tastes of students and 
young people—and are classified according to the latest methods. They 
are all catalogued on cards, and drawn by all pupils without cost. A 
set of new Encyclopedia Britannica has been purchased, and more than 
$200 worth of books treating on important phases of education added 
to the collection of library books. It is the'express purpose of the 
authorities to build up an extensive library here by constantly adding 
new books each year. 
The reading room receives regularly some of the leading newspapers 
and periodicals, and is open seven hours on each Yeek day, two hours 
on Sunday and three hours on holidays. A read ng room for girls 
with equal accommodations is located in their brick dormitory. 
THE Y. M. C. A. 
The Young Men's Christian Association is a very -ital factor in the 
life of the young men who attend this institution. During the past 
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year a large room was equipped with a piano, Victrola, tables for games 
where the young men could have a place for harmless recreation. A 
reading room of current literature, where one can find most of the 
best magazines and periodicals published, is conducted by the Y. M. 
C. A. Devotional meetings are held each week. Frequently lectures 
are given to the young men by experts in their line. 
New students may write the secretary stating the time of their ar­
rival so that arrangements can be made for members of the new student 
committee to meet them. 
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES. 
While no particular denomination influence is exerted here at 
Prairie Yiew the authorities of the institution are thoroughly com­
mitted to the benefits o.f religious training, a chaplain is regularly 
elected from the Faculty who has charge of religious activities of the 
College community. Sunday School is held each Sunday morning from 
9 a. m. to 10:30 a. m. and at 11 a. m. a sermon by the Chaplain or a 
religious lecture by a member of the Faculty or invited clergyman is 
given in the College auditorium, attendance upon which is required of 
all students. In the regular session vesper service is held at 6 :30. 
These are required services. 
Among the voluntary organizations maintained in full effectiveness 
are a Bible training class, Young Men's Christian Association, Young 
V omen's Christian Association, reading clubs and choral societies. 
There is no doubt that here at' Prairie Yiew, where no particular sec­
tarian tenets are advocated, is the finest opportunity for voluntary and 
therefore effective Christian activity. Among the recent acts of Chris­
tian service were gifts of $100.00 each to Wiley and Bishop Colleges 
during their sufferings from the loss of buildings by fire, $105.00 for 
sufferers at Corpus Christi when that city was inundated by floods, also 
several hundred dollars given for religious work among the soldie'rs. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
The students ore encouraged to form societies for literary programs 
and discussions. We believe that such practice gives power in debate 
and in forensic art. 
ATHLETICS. 
The usual form of athletic sports are carried on. The general over­
sight of athletic activities is placed in the hands of the Athletic Com­
mittee. This body is composed of Faculty representatives and under­
graduate students. We have one of the largest and most beautiful 
athletic fields in the country, various games, such as baseball, football, 
basketball, volley ball, lawn tennis and numbers of other games are 
played upon this field. 
THE SUMMER SCHOOL. 
A regular bulletin describes the work of the Summer School and 
only the following need be said now concerning it: 
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SCOPE OF WORK. 
1. All the work of the regular college course including the indus­
tries of the College is taught in the summer session. 
2. Special courses, such as typewriting, stenography, business course, 
languages, higher mathematics, vocal and instrumental music, etc., 
are taught by competent instructors to those who desire to make a 
specialty of the subjects, or any of them. 
CREDIT FOR WORK DONE. 
1. Four summer sessions are required as credit for one full year's 
work. 
2. An entire summer attendance will be credited as one-fourth of a 
school year. Students who attended less than the entire summer ses­
sion will be given credit for the actual time attended. Shortage in 
attendance must be made up by actual attendance and not by exami­
nation. 
3. The actual time attended and satisfactory work done will be 
credited the same for the attainment of a certificate or diploma during 
the summer sessions as during the regular session. 
4. The minimum resident attendance for a diploma is thirty-two 
weeks of work in the Senior year; and a student may graduate and 
receive a college diploma or certificate by attending the summer ses­
sion alone. The minimum resident attendance for a certificate is two 
quarters. 
5. Students who do not take any regular course but make a specialty 
of some particular branch or branches may be granted a statement of 
proficiency in the work satisfactorily accomplished. 
Course of study same as regular session. 
The old list of the alumni had become so misleading on account of 
changes which had taken place that it was felt to be an injustice to 
them to have it published without change. The catalogue, however, 
could not be held back until a perfected list could be obtained, for 
this would entail an enormous amount of correspondence which would 
consume time which could not be taken. It is hoped that we shall 
soon have a list which will give correct information concerning the 
large host of alumni who so valiantly carry the banner of Prairie Yiew. 
The Prairie View Alumni have become a great body of teachers 
throughout Texas and adjacent States, numbering several thousand. 
Obviously a record of them could not be published each year in the 
small compass of an annual catalogue. However, the interest of their 
Alma Mater is in no measure lessened on account of numbers but on 
the other hand is much increased. A committee has been appointed 
who will correspond with the various graduates, securing their ad­
dresses, class of occupation and yeaj of graduation. This will be com­
piled in a bulletin and sent to each member. Eighteen hundred letters 
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have already been sent out to which 1400 replies have been received. 
Carefully the work is being done and at no distant date the Alumni 
bulletin will make its appearance. 
All alumni who may see this notice and have not sent in their names 
and addresses, please do so at once, and also send the names of any 
other graduates whose work you know of with the addresses of the 
same. 
Address, The Registrar, Prairie View, Texas. 
CONCLUSION. 
In preparing this catalogue, an attempt has been made to give in-
iormation necessary to those who think of attending school here. The 
course of study, entrance requirements, text books, cost of board and 
other matters of equal importance, are fully stated. However if after 
carefully reading its contents the reader should desire further'informa­
tion concerning the school, a letter of inquiry addressed to the Prin­
cipal will receive prompt attention. 
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ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES—REGULAR SESSION, 1921-22. 
SENIOR COLLEGE. 
Carrington, Virgie, Edu Austin. 
Fields, Harold D., Edu Yoakum. 
Fry, Louis E., Mech Bastrop. 
Hammonds, Arthur L., Agr Prairie View. 
Johnson, Johnnie Mercer, Sci Hempstead. 
Johnson, Minnie, Edu Galveston. 
Jolley, Lee Goree, Edu Crockett. 
Lewis, May De, Edu Austin. 
Reynolds, Arline, Edu Prairie View. 
Sanders, Mrs. Pearl W., Edu Prairie View. 
Smith, W. F., Edu San Antonio. 
Strickland, Rutledge, Soi Pittsburg. 
Thompson, Arthur E Corsicana. 
White, Alexander, Edu Fort Worth. 
JUNIOR COLLEGE. 
Allen, Claud W., Agr Trawick. 
Battle, Lela, Edu Ennis. 
Brown, Mary Ellen, Home Eco Fort Worth. 
Bryant, Jimmie, Home Eco Prairie View. 
Carroll, Orlendor C., Agr Groesbeck. 
Coleman, Dennis, Edu Fort Worth. 
Ellison', Mrs. Ethel C., Edu Prairie View. 
Franklin, Curtis, Edu Commerce. 
Gardner, Effie M., Home Eco Houston. 
Hall, A. G., Edu .Dallas. 
Harris, John Wesley, Edu Pineland. 
Johnson, Bunyan, Edu Mexia. 
Jones, Cleopatra, Edu Orange. 
Montgomery, Ruby Marie, Edu Houston. 
Petteway, Robert E., Edu ....Orange. 
Pickard, Imogene, Home Eco Austin. 
Prater, Alverdie, Edu Beaumont. 
Simmon's, Calloway W., Agr Wiergate. 
Stafford, R. Weyman, Edu Yoakum. 
Stewart, Katie A., Edu .....Tyler. 
Taylor, Anderson, Agri Longview. 
Tolliver, Eural W., Edu San Marcos. 
Watkins, Emma, Home Eco Fort Worth. 
Williams, Bessie, Edu Houston. 
SOPHOMORE COLLEGE. 
Allen, Vera, Edu Waco. 
Anthony, Rev. J. H., Edu Hempstead. 
Artis, Chancey D., Edu Artis. 
Bell, Thelma, Home Eco Palestine. 
Blount, McKinley, Agr Jefferson. 
Jrown, Arnolia, Edu Eagle Lake. 
Brown, Jame3 T., Edu Smithville. 
Brown, Willard, Edu Cuero. 
Butler, Phillip A, Sci Kilgore. 
Carter, Willie F., Agr Houston'. 
Chamberlain, Alice, Edu Houston. 
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Choyce, T. J., Agr Waskom. 
Claybom, Laurie, Edu Pollok. 
Collier, Madie, Edu Prairie View. 
Creeks, David, Edu Calvert. 
Daigle, L. Stanley, Edu Brusley, La. 
Dreyfus, Velma, Edu Port Arthur. 
Dunlap, Fannie B., Home Eeo Calvert. 
Edwards, Mary G., Edu Houston. 
Estelle, Jeanette, Home Eeo Waco. 
Ewell, Costromer, Edu Prairie View. 
Flemming, Esther, Edu Lufkin. 
Garner, Odessa, Edu Chapel Hill. 
Harris, Marion, Edu Naeogdoches. 
Howard, Henrietta. Home Eeo College Station. 
Jackson, Mrs. Odalie N., Edu Fort Worth. 
Jingles, Charles, Edu Hempstead. 
Johnson, J. A. Maeeo, Sei Palestine. 
Keys, Matie Lou, Home Eeo Denison. 
Lampkins, Viola, Home Eco Corsicana. 
Laudd, Ada, Edu Madisonville. 
Marshall, Lonnie, Agr Houston. 
Miles, Lillian, Home Eco Wichita Falls. 
Minton, E. T., Agr Nacogdoches. 
Osborne, Leontine, Home Eco Prairie View. 
Parish, Steve, Edu Cuero. 
Pyle, Martella, Home Eco Ennis. 
Heed, Bessie Lois, Home Eco Hearne. 
Reid, Geraldinte, Edu Nacogdoches. 
Reynolds, Theresa, Home Eco Prairie View. 
Richardson, Obediah, Edu Houston. 
Sessums, Maggie L., Edu Houston. 
Staten, Ludie, Home Eco Calvert. 
Wells, William T., Agr Solgohachie, Ark. 
Wheeler, Mrs. M. L., Home Eco Prairie View. 
Williams, Herbert, Edu 'Mariin. 
Williams, John H., Agr Houston. 
Wilkin's, Iris Lois, Edu Galveston. 
Yarborough, H. B., Agr Nacogdoches. 
FRESHMAN COLLEGE. 
Arnold, Frank, Agr " Manor. 
Arthur, Bettie Lueile, Edu Victoria. 
Baylor, Minnie, Edu Lexington. 
Bowman, Estella, Home Eco Palestine. 
Boozer, Irene, Home Eco Corsicana. 
Brown, Oneta Mae, Edu Austin. 
Buchanan, Odissa, Edu Prairie View. 
Clayton, Joseph E., Edu Manor. 
Collins, Cairo W., Edu Temple. 
Cowen, Celia E., Home Eco Houston 
Crouch, Geneve P., Home Eco Jacksonville. 
Denny, Elbert, Agr Nacogdoches 
DeShay, Eugene U., Edu Cedar Creek. 
Duncan, Ella B., Edu Gilmore. 
Floyd, Eulalia, Home Eco. Bnekdnle 
Fowler. A. G„ Edu.... . . ./.I!!! !!!! "I! 
Freeman, Betonio, Edu Mexia 
Gerald. Willie R., Edu Mariin 
Hall, Comelle B., Home Eco Waco" 
Harrison, Ray, Agr .Hiekston". 
Henderson, Jesse L., Agr Smithville. 
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Hendricks, George, Edu Taylor. 
Hill, Ulysses G., Agr Appleby. 
Hines, Carl J., Edu Waco. 
Hopkins, Blanche T., Home Eco Cuero. 
Howard, Daisy R., Edu Beaumont. 
Jenkins, Thomas J., Agr Kilgore. 
Johnson, Cleotris, Home Eeo Houston. 
Jones, Lola Mabel, Edu Port Arthur. 
Joshua, Brooks E., Mecli Victoria. 
Langston', Bertha E., Edu Nash. 
Leffall, Lasalle, Agr Elysian Fields. 
Lemmons, Zettie Mae, Home Eco Jeffersbn. 
Lewis, Willie M., Home Eeo Waco. 
Lilly, Gladys, Edu Timpson. 
Luter, Tommye J., Edu .San Antonio. 
Martin, Gussie, Home Eco Warrenton. 
Matthews, Theodore, Meeh Bryan. 
Miller, Jennie Ruth, Home Eco .Palestine. 
Moore, John A., Edu Bullard. 
Moore, Othello, Edu Kendleton. 
Morris, Ben Lee, Edu Waco. 
Morris, Joseph, Edu San' Antonio. 
McNeil, Angie, Edu Brazoria. 
Newton, Lottie B., Home Eco Hallettsville. 
Nobles, Rosie L., Home Eco Cuero. 
Nolly, Elvenia, Home Eco Palestine. 
Orum, Alberta C., Edu Waco. 
Owens, Christopher Columbus, Meeh Prairie View. 
Reed, Vida, Edu Beaumont. 
Reid, Mabel V., Edu Beaumont. 
Roberts, Fred, Edu Waco. 
Roberts, Hattie T., Edu Lyons. 
Shackles, Lonnie V., Home Eco Wichita Falls. 
Simms, Wheeler E., Agr Jacksonville. 
Smith, Fannie E. C., Home Eco Seguin. ^ 
Smith, Timothy, Agr Brownwood. 
Steptoe, Ruby, Edu Houston'. 
Stevens, George, Edu Winchester. 
Steward, Bessie Mlabel, Edu Austin. 
Stewart, Thelma, Home Eco Calvert. 
Stout, Jannie, Edu Austin. 
Tarrow, Willie, Edu Midway. 
Tatum, Oscar J., Agr Carthage. 
Taylor, Helen P., Edu .• Prairie View. 
Terrell, Emma, Edu Anderson. 
Tolliver, Katie W., Edu Hempstead. 
Walton, Edna E., Home Eco Wilcox. 
Walton, Horace, Agr Nacogdoches. 
Wiley, Wrage, Agr.' Midway. 
Williams, Ara Mae, Edu Houston. 
Williams, John W., Agr Palestine. 
Wrenn, Glynn, Edu. San Antonio. 
Wright, Snodie, Home Eco Kosse 
SENIOR ACADEMY. 
Adams, Thelma Irene San Antonio. 
Allen, Clara Cameron. 
Anderson, Mattie Teague. 
Archie, Alene Hempstead. 
Archie, Cliristene I t Hempstead. 
Arnold, Mary J 1 I . . Timpson. 
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Arthur, William Eldersville. 
Atkinson' Hallie L Brenham. 
Barrens, Grady .. Gatesville. 
Bates, Annie L Lufkin. 
Beal, Mamie Calvert. 
Bell, Roberta Wichita Falls. 
Black, Inez Carthage. 
Blount, T. Lou Center. 
Bolden, Stanley Caldweli. 
Bremby, Booker T., Yoc. Agr Pittsburg. 
Bremby, Verna Weimar. 
Carter, Carrie Burton. 
Carter, Susie Mexia. 
Cobb, Beulah Mae Rockdale. 
Collins, Custer Imperial City, Cat. 
Crain, Mary Axtell. 
Crouch, G. Wellington Jacksonville. 
Curl, Lister Nacogdoches. 
Curtis, Jonathan Rockdale. 
Davis, Lou Ella Washington. 
Derry, Ardessa Flatonia. 
Derry, Grover Flatonia. 
1 Dickson, Roy , Hempstead. 
Dorsey, Gerald Waco. 
Dorsey, Luther Waco. 
Duncan, Eva . Mineola 
Duncan, Juanetia Hempstead. 
Eddy, Mary Etta La Porte. 
Earis, Elnor Houston. 
Echols, Eddie F Cooledge. 
Else, Odell Marshall. 
Evans, Clinton D San Augustine. 
<Ferrell, Isola Delia. 
Ford, James t Houston. 
Forman, Rochelle Mexia. 
» Foster, Alva Mexia. 
Foster, Nancy A Houston. 
Foy, Alfred Kennard. 
Franklin, Mrs. F. M Prairie View. 
Franklin, Johnnie L La Grange. 
Grimes, Zelema Cuero. 
Hardy, Annie Des Moines, Iowa. 
Harris, Geneva Hickston. 
Harris, Virgie Lee Mexia. 
Hearnes, Annie Lee Center. 
Hill, Leon Boley, Okla. 
Hollis, Minta West Point. 
Holt, Yelma Huntsvilie. 
Hubert, Hattie Mae Brenham. 
Hudson, Ida L Carthage. 
Hunter, Ira Prairie View. 
Jackson, Dessie Do vie 
Jeter, Curtis Tatum. 
Johnson, A. B 'Paylor. 
Johnson, Compton H Calvert 
Johnson, Mary E Cuero 
Jones, Joshua G , Corpus Christ 
Jones, Lucile Corpus Christ^ 
Jones, Matilda H Houston 
Kelley, Charlotte Lake Charles, l a 
Kemp, Alma .j | Snook. 
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Kilpatrick. Cleo Hempstead. 
Kirkpatrick, Jsynes C Sherman. 
Lacy, Monroe / Jasper. 
Leathers, .Vester J Corpus Christi. 
Lee, Escdr R Groveton. 
Lewis, Ezekel Jacksonville. 
Lilly, Sarah J Carthage. 
Linscomb, Leonia Center. 
Lister, Maggie Ennis. 
Love, Bessie Bryan. 
Love, Callie Calvert. 
Matthews, Lena Wichita Falls. 
Moore, Portia Kingsville. 
Mullen, Thomas Cleburne. 
McGowan, Ruby Bedias. 
McDermott, Mabel Chapel Hill. 
McDonald, Ella M Mexia. 
McGlothan, Henl-y 0 Huntsvilie. 
McGuire, Virgie New Waverly. 
Nobles, Moody Center. 
Oliphant, Thomas Huntsvilie. 
Parrish, Jessie L Calvert. 
Parrish, Ruby L Calvert. 
Pendleton, Ella M Hempstead. 
Peterson, Leola Smithville. 
Phillips, Helen Jacksboro. 
Pierson, F. Romeo Brookshire. 
Pope, Alberta Pittsburg. 
Porter, Maud V Nacogdoches. 
Pounds, Omelia J. Houston. 
Reese, Tony Crockett. 
Reynolds, Richard Prairie View. 
Richardson, Levester Queen City. 
Roberts, Guthrie Carthage. 
Roberts, Ursuline Austin. 
Robertson, Versie Leesburg. 
Ross, Parker Henry Cooledge. 
San'ders, Malvina Prairie View. 
Scott, Mrs. E. W Prairie View. 
Scott, Inez M Rockdale. 
Scott, Thelma E Nacogdoches. 
Searcy, Cynthia , J Pittsburg. 
Shepard, Tessie ! Houston. 
Simpson, Frank Palestine. 
Sleet, Ella Mae; Nacogdoches. 
Smith, Lillian /l Yoakum. 
Smith. Olivia ). I Gause. 
Snirlev, Mrs,. Gqorgia Dallas. 
Solomon. Qflielial D Calvert. 
Starks, Willie P.\ Lufkin. 
Swan, Eva \ . . .1 Hempstead. 
Taylor, Berate G Lufkin. 
Thibadeaux, fylrs. M. L Waller. 
Thomas, GuyfW San Augustine. 
Thomas, Tajtiie L Huntsvilie. 
Thompson, I iccie Chapel Hill. 
Thompson'. ! am J Bryan. 
Walton, Wi lie . Wilcox. 
Ward, Magdeline Zaek. 
Warren, WiJ'ie B Rockdale. 
Watkins, Mark H Huntsvilie. 
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Wheeler, Eramus . . 
Whitaker, Robert J 
White, Jimmie V. . 
Williams, F. C 
Williams, 'Mille . . . 
Williams, Ruby P. . 
Wilson, Grace M. . . 
Wimberly, Lena M 








Wortham, John Lewis Valley Mills. 
Young, Mabel Jefferson. 
JUNIOR ACADEMY CLASS. 
Anderson, Granville . . .' Montgomery. 
Barlowe, Eber Houston. 
Bonaparte, Alice Nacogdoches. 
Brown, Isoleva I Stone ham. 
Brown, Laurie Madisonville. 
Brownlee, William Sun Flower, Miss-
Buchanan, Cleo Prairie A iev\ . 
Burrell, Ida JPlantersyiile. 
Byais, Ernestine \ iew. 
Christian, Julia ' Smithville. 
Culton', Mabel Normangee. 
Curtis, Pricilla D .Rockdale. 
Crisp, Mamie J Sulphur Spring-. 
Cook, Leola Galveston. 
Daniels, Edison \ SB : ' ' Teagn< -
Denson, A. Evergreen. 
DeWalt, Ida V Livingston. 
Evans, Francis \ Rosenberg. 
Evans, Newell • \ Rosenberg 
Ewell, Si \ Prairie View. 
Fields, Minnie ..Houston. 
Fortson, Murray \ Centerville. 
Franks, Williams Grayburg. 
Coynes, Homer II \ Linden. 
Harris, Annie Cleo Bon ham. 
.Harris, Beulah Rosenberg. 
Harrison, Ira Piairie View. 
Haynes, H. Theodore * t Somervil 
Henry, Cleo 1 Lufkin 
Hodge, Mrs. Willie Linden 
Holiday, Robert Addicks 
Hubert, Nellie M Somervili. 
Hollins, Auzelda I—.. .Carmine 
Holland, Gertrude A .Prairie View 
Jefferson, Calvin B Georgetown . 
John's, Clarence A. 
Jones, G113 
Lampkins, T. W. . . . 
Lister, Louis 
Matthews, Lorine .. . 
Mayfield, Leona .... 
Minor, Primus 
Morgan, Booker T. . 
Moore, Lelia 
McCoy, Maggie L. . . 
MoGowans, Colita . 
Newman', Ruby Lee. 
Pentecost, Eleanor . 
Pollard, Isaac 3ha 
Somervill 
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Pollard, Willie Sour Lake. 
Prince, Iris La Grange. 
Oliver, Callie W Ledbetter. 
Robinson, Judson W Crockett. 
Rowe, Powdrill Prairie View. 
Sanders, Gaston Prairie View. 
Scott, Alphonso Prairie View. 
Scott, Clara J Prairie View. 
Scott, Elihu Prairie View. 
Scott, Gaston Prairie View. 
Sells, Ilalloway f Jasper. 
Sherfleld, Tabitha Kilgore. 
Sliofiier, Mabel Terrell. 
Silas, Dorothy Bonham. 
Simpson, Samuel Houston. 
Simpson, Walter Dallas. 
Smith, Clotiel Rosenberg. 
Smith, Eugene Dallas. 
Smith, Zelma Rosenberg. 
Stafford, Larcile Plantersville. 
Tucker, Charlyne Beeville. 
Warrior, Harry Brackettville. 
White, Ethel Galveston. 
Whitten, Lillie M Monroe, La. 
Williams, Lula Lovelady. 
Williams, Roosevelt Crockett. 
Williams, Senimel Reagan. 
Wyatt, George B Prairie View. 
Wysong, Katie Hempstead. 
SPECIAL UNCLASSIFIED. 
Adams, Joe C., Auto Mech Elderville. 
Alexander, Gilmore, Auto Mech Pflugerville. 
Alexander, Princess, Nurse Tr Hickston. 
Allen, Roosevelt, Auto Mech Huntsville. 
Allen, William, Tailor San Antonio. 
An'derson, Babe S., Poultry R Prairie View. 
Anderson, Clyde, Auto Mech Shreveport, La. 
Anderson, Dave, Shoe Houston. 
Anthony, M. L., Trade Course-Post Hempstead. 
Archie, Jesse, Shoe Huntsville. 
Autrey, Sidney, Shoe Haskell, Okla. 
Bads, A. L., Trade Sewing Hempstead. 
Bass, Harry, Shoe Hempstead. 
Battle, Rosa, Nurse Tr Jacksonville. 
Beasley, Thomas, Auto Mech Mount Silver. 
Bell, Edward, Tailor ! Prairie View. 
Benningfield, Mack, Shoe Tulsa, Okla. 
berry, Archie, Pract. School Hempstead. 
Beverly, Oran, Agr Montgomery. 
Bibbs, Will J Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Blaekn'ell, James, Vulcan Waco. 
Blackshear, Mingo, Shoe Navasota. 
Blake, Archie, Auto Mech New Orleans, La. 
Blount, Cuney, Tailor ...Jefferson. 
Bookman, Anderson, Sub-Jun Shiro. 
Bomar, Grover, Tailor Prairie View. 
Bowie, Herbert, Tailor Houston. 
Brown, Bernice, Pract. School Ennis. 
Brown, Samuel, Poultry R i. Parksdale, Ark. 
Bryant, Julius, Tailor Huntington, Ark. 
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Burn'ey, Robert H., Auto Mech Prairie View. 
Butler, David, Tailor Eloise. 
Canada, Leroy, Tailor White City. 
Carrington, Mary, Sewing Hempstead. 
Carrington, Paul, Commer... Hempstead. 
Carson, Charlie, Shoe Oberlin, Okla. 
Carson, Henry, Shoe Dermott, Ark. 
Carter, Armatha, Sub-Jun Mexia. 
Centers, Colleta, Sub-Jun Pollok. 
Chadwick, George, Tailor Chapel Hill. 
Clinton, Walter E., Auto Mech Dallas. 
Coffman, John, Shoe W-aldo. 
Coleman, Drew A., Shoe Chriesman. 
Collier, Murphy, Tailor Marshall. 
Collier, Toliver, Shoe Bellville. 
Cook, Benjamin, Tailor Rusk. 
Cook, Wesiey, Carp Fort Worth. 
Cooper, Henry, Shoe Waco. 
Cooper, Charles, Shoe Seguin. 
County, Frank, Poultry R Seguin. 
Chrisler, Joseph, Poultry R Prairie View. 
Crockett, Charlie, Tailor Van Alstyne. 
Curl, Namye, Nurse Tr .Nacogdoches. 
Dale, Bish, Commer Bonham. 
Daniels, Walter T Fort Huachuca, Ari. 
Darden, Lee, Academy Gilmore. 
Dawson, Charlie, Auto Mech Dallas. 
Day, Earnest, Tailor Corsieana. 
Dickerson, Carl, Auto Mech Prairie View. 
Dillon, Mozeal, Carp Prairie View. 
Edwards, Eddie, Tailor Eufalia, Okla. 
Evans, John B., Shoe Montgomery. 
Ewing, Jessie, Tailor Brenham. 
Ferrell, Wallace, Auto Mech Boerne. 
Ferguson, Robert, Academic Prairie View. 
Filmore, Jesse, Tailor Houston. 
Fisher, Willie, Sub-Jun Jasper. 
Fortune, Ashler, Shoe Prairie View. 
Fournier, Alexander, Auto Mech Opalousas, La. 
Fournier, Randolph, Auto Mech Opalousas,' La. 
Frazier, E. L., Commer Edna. 
Frazier, John, Commer : Prairie View. 
Frederick, Fado, Shoe Rosebud. 
Goff, Willis, Commer McCaskell, Ark. 
Gordon, McCullough, Agr Wymewood.' Okla. 
Graves, Manuel, Sub-Jun ..Independence. 
Graves, Shederiek, Sub-Jun : Independence. 
Graves, Willie, Shoe ; Yoakum 
Grayson, Roger, Tailor Houston 
Green, Oscar, Poultry R Shelbyville" 
Gregory, Henry, Shoe Beardon* Ark 
Groves, Mose, Tailor Baton Rouge, La. 
Harper, Nathaniel, Auto Mech 
Harris, George, Auto Mech Mexia 
Hawthorn, Carl, Shoe Kountze 
Henderson, Dennis, Shoe Oklahoma City, Okla". 
Henderson, Edward, Auto Mech New Iberia La 
Hicks, Aron, Shoe Prairie View 
Hicks, William, Academic Prairie Vie 
Hodge, Willie, Tailor Denton" 
Hughbanks, James, Tailor Waxahaehie! 
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Hunter, Warfield, Shoe Lovelady. 
Jaekson, Eddie, Auto Mech Crockett. 
Jackson, Nig, Shoe Orange. 
Jackson, Stonewall, Blacksmith Humble. 
James, Edward, Shoe Aliandia, La. 
Jingless, John B., Tailor Hempstead. 
Johnson, Amanda E., Trade Sew Galveston. 
Johnson, Grant, Tailor Henderson'. 
Johnson, Milton, Cooking Hempstead. 
Jones, Douglas, Shoe Willetts. 
Jones, Jackson, Shoe "• Waco. 
Jones, Mrs. N. A., Adv. Sew ..Prairie View. 
Jones, Sam W., Shoe Wichita Falls. 
Jones, Thurwell, Commer Houston. 
Jorden, John, Auto Mech Terrell. 
Kemp, Luvenia, Trade Sew Snook. 
Kennedy, W. H., Sub-Jun Overton. 
Kilpatrick, Madison, Blacksmith Hempstead. 
King, Robert, Auto Mech Victoria. 
Langaham, Allison, Tailor Bishop. 
Langrum, Hezikiah, Auto Mech Teneha. 
Langston, Mrs. C. L., Trade Sew Hempstead. 
Laster, Andrew, Auto Mech Washington. 
Leonard, Maggie, Nurse Tr Chapel Hill. 
Lewis, Gussie, Tailor New Orleans, La. 
Lockridge, 0. W., Auto Mech.... Reagan. 
Mask, Carter, Shoe Crockett. 
Maxwell, James, Poultry R San Antonio. 
Mayo, Birl, Shoe .' Guthrie, Okla. 
Merrit, Frank, Shoe New Orleans, La. 
Miles, Elmo, Shoe Kildare. 
Mitchel, Herbert, Auto Mech San Antonio. 
Mitchel, James W., Tailor Marlin. 
Moore, Clifford, Tailor Marshall. 
Moore, Joel, Commer Idabell, Okla. 
Morgan, Maeo, Sub-Jun Bremond. 
Mott, Clifford, Shoe Prairie View. 
Moultrie, Benjamin, Auto Mech Inverness, Fla. 
Mumphrey, L. B., Carp Kilgore. 
McCall, Exa, Nurse Tr Ponta. 
McClinton, Bennie, Commer Carthage. 
McDowel, Albert, Auto Mech Long Branch 
McDowell, Willie Ed., Tailor Marianna, Ark. 
MeGruder, Aron, Cooking Smackover, Ark. 
McMarshall, Willie, Shoe Wichita Falls. 
Nathaniel, Willie, Cooking Marlin. 
Neal, Clarence, Auto Mech Yoakum. 
Newsome, Elbe, Shoe Brenham. 
Norman, Ernest, Tailor San Antonio. 
North, John, Tailor San Antonio. 
Norwood, Glenn, Tailor Richmond. 
Oaks, Jake, Tailor Waxahaehie. 
Oldham, Elmira, Sub-Jun Wilcox. 
Oneal, Addison, Sub-Junior Tatum. 
Only, Charles, Machine Shop Prac Port Arthur. 
Orr, Cecil, Auto M;eeh Denton. 
Pace, Halford, Hat Making Floresville. 
Parker, William, Auto Mech San Antonio. 
Peel, Mrs. M. L., Edu Kaufman. 
Pharms, G. F., Tailor Teague. 
Phillips, Jonas, Shoe Waco. 
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Phillips, Preston, Commer Gause-
Pickens, D. R. C., Shoe Waskom. 
Porche, Oscar, Auto Meeh Yoakum. 
Portee, Oscar, Tailor Tom, Okla-
Porter, Arthur, Shoe Fairfields. 
Powell, Alinda, Shoe Dermott, Ark-
Prince, Mae Ella, Trade Sew Piano-
Orange, Allen, Auto Meeh Prairie View. 
Rateliff, Lillia B., Sub-Jun Choice-
Reader, John, Tailor Prairie View. 
Redden, Bennie, Tailor New Orleans, La. 
Renfro, Will, Shoe : Jasper -
Revis, Jesse, Sub-Jun Bay City-
Rhodes, Samuel, Hat Making Orange. 
Richardson, Carrie, Trade Sew Hillsboro. 
Bidder, Ed, Shoe Dermott, Ark-
Riptoe, Columbus, Laundering Houston. 
Roberts, Roger, Shoe Ravburn'. 
Robishaw, Alma, Trade Sew Prairie View. 
Robishaw, Salvina, Shoe Prairie View-
Robinson, Aaron, Shoe Houston. 
Robinson, E. L., Tailor San Antonio. 
Robinson, Maudlee, Sub-Jun New York, N. Y. 
Robinson, Willie, Poultry R Guthrie, Okla. 
Rowe, Oran, Auto Meeh Prairie View. 
Russell, John K., Agr Clarendon', Ark. 
Rutledge, Lewis, Sub-Jun Bishop-
Sanders, Hardie, Slioe Hempstead. 
Sanders, Lee, Tailor Muskogee, Okla-
Sanders, Roy, Auto Meeh Lufkin-
Scott, John M., Agr Navasota. 
Scott, Knowledge, Commer San Antonio-
Scroggins, Senter, Auto Meeh Waxahachie. 
Seay, Dock, Shoe Worthing. 
Shaw, James, Tailor New Orleans. La-
Shelby, Hazel, Sub-Jun Rosenberg-
Sherman', Judge, Shoe Both-
Sherden, Casy, Shoe Giddings. 
Shorter, Johnnie, Sub-Jun. Humble-
Simmons, Dewy, Sub-Jun Burkeville-
Simpson, Charles, Auto Meeh Beaumont. 
Sinks, Walter, Shoe Lapento, Ark-
Smith, J. W., Auto Meeh Reeves. La. 
Smith, Leonard, Shoe Wichita Fails-
Spencer, Inez M., Trade Sew Huntsville. 
Spencer, Willie, Shoe Eagle Lake. 
Spiller, Roosevelt, Shoe Houston. 
Stanley, John', Shoe Alexandria, La. 
Starghill. Clinton. Tailor Livingston-
Stevenson, Clarence, Blacksmith Little Rock. Ark. 
Stevenson, Jano. Tailor Springer. Okla 
Tappern, Herman, Shoe Humble 
Taylor, Willie E., Hat Making Dodge 
Terry, Belve, Tailor Gatesvifie 
Terry, Henry, Academic Bivins 
Travis, Marie, Edu .1 Navasota 
Trotter, Rolley, Shoe | . Winchester 
Turn'er, William A., Cabinet Making 1 Shreveport. La 
Thomas, Kemper, Auto Meeh. 
Thompson, Joseph, Agr 
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Walton, Peyton, Tailor Chireno. 
Ward, Lewis, Shoe Bellville. 
Warren, J. D., Sub-Jun Linden. 
Washington, Booker T., Auto Meeh Chender. 
Washington, Elliott, Tailor Collagne, Ark-
Washington, George, Auto Meeh ; Inez. 
Watt, Ernest, Tailor Summerville, Miss. 
Wells, Arthur, Tailor Navasota. 
Wesley, Theodore, AutpJdech Galveston. 
Whitaker, Ralph, Sho.«* Prairie View. 
White, Adam, Shoe. 
Wild , Mo se, Shoe 
Beaumont. 
Beaumont. 
Williams, D. R., Shoe Houston. 
Williams, Fletcher, Auto Meeh Hempstead.. 
Williams, G. C., Shoe Wichita Falls. 
Williams, Lee, Auto Meeh McAllester, Okla. 
Williams, Roy, Tailor Hattiesburg, Miss. 
Wilson, Ben, Tailor San Antonio. 
Wortham, Manuel, Tailor Valley Mills. 
Wooten, Jesse, Shoe Tyler. 
Wrenn, Booker, Sub-Jun Boerne. 
Wright, Guy, Shoe Hugo, Okla. 
Young, Eddie, Tailor Longview. 
Young, Jake, Shoe Jefferson. 
Young, Lawyer, Auto Meeh Delta Point, La. 
Young, Lee, Tailor Prairie View. 
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS. 
Edu Education. Sci Scientific. 
Home Eco Home Economies. Commer Commercial. 
Agr Agriculture. Sew Sewing. 
Tailor Tailoring. Cook Cooking. 
Shoe Shoemaking. Sub-Jun Sub-Junior. 
Auto Meeh Auto Mechanics. Vulcan Vulcanizing. 
Meeh Mechanical. Carp Carpentry. 
Voc. Agr Vocational Agriculture. 
